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Editorial
In answer to your
correspondence
A warm welcome to you all to what is, for us, a new format, not
least that fact that this is the largest ever monthly canoeing magazine in
the world! I particularly welcome new readers from Ocean Kayaker and
Paddlers World. It is good to be able to relaunch with the inside story of
the most ambitious ever circumnavigation of our coastline by Sean
Morley and the first part of our guide to the spine of our inland
waterways system, the Grand Union Canal, for the most part a
surprisingly rural and forgotten route for what was the M1 of the 19th
century.
I have asked each one of our existing readers to make contact with
your details ahead of our change of format and many have used the
opportunity to give your thoughts on the change. There have been the
enthusiastic, those who see it as a courageous leap forward, the slightly
apprehensive about a move ahead of its time, the concerned and those
with an outright hatred of computers and their ways, not least by those
with all the facilities. I knew the likely proportion of readers, some of
them loyal subscribers over many years, who would not have the
technology, a point of considerable regret. I had not expected to get
emails from several subscribers to say that they have all the toys but
have a pathological hatred of them, confounding me further by ending
somewhat vitriolic messages by saying that Canoeist on paper is the best
thing there is and, if they cannot get it as such, they will not be reading
any other publication!
I have attempted to give personal replies to all messages but a circular
reply to a number of points raised may be beneficial to all. Two points
come up repeatedly. Why did I not give more notice? Simply because
that would have extended what is a period of uncertainty for many
people. Why did I not consult? Because, even if I obtained figures to
show that more people want a paper magazine than a digital one, that
would not change the bottom line, that the support from advertisers has
now fallen significantly below the costs of printing on paper. No
change is not an option.
The cost of the magazine has always been subsidized by the
advertising, as with most other publications. Canoeist is not part of a
chain and nobody puts in any other funding. Advertising support has
been declining gradually over the last couple of decades and I have
been having to put in a four figure sum out of my own pocket most
months recently to cover the shortfall.
Two factors have accelerated the decline. A decade or so ago I
received a fax from another watersports magazine complaining about
‘outrageous sales claims’ by their opposition, whom they named, one of
whom has since moved into canoeing. A former advertiser told me he
halved all sales figures on the grounds that nobody would have the
nerve to more than double them. Figures higher than I would have
expected by a factor of twenty have been commonplace. A factor of
fifty has been implied on occasion. It seemed only a question of time
before the trade noticed the discrepancies but only one trader has ever
challenged them within my hearing, prior to his leaving the industry.
The other major factor has been the internet. We have been told
repeatedly ‘We are spending all our advertising budget on our new
website this year. Please tell your readers where to go in order to find
where we are now placing our advertising.’ They put it more politely
than that but not a lot.
Britain has more canoeing magazines than any other country in the
world, even without counting the short lived and failed launch titles.
We have more than the Americans, who have ten times our number of
paddlers. One European country has been having serious discussions
over the fact that their larger market than ours will not sustain two
magazines. Yet at the same time it is getting ever harder to find any
magazines here to buy. I went five months in the second half of last
year without seeing any other British canoeing magazine on sale
anywhere, not even at the Scottish canoe exhibition. It is not only
canoeing magazines which are disappearing from the shops. Other
outdoor titles are selling less well and turmoil is being created across a
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wide spread of specialist titles by the behaviour of a large newstrade
chain.
Finding a new way of making Canoeist more widely available is one
of the benefits of the change. Other benefits include no longer being
restricted in size by print or postage costs, only by what readers can
reasonably download. I hope you appreciate the extra content in this
issue. Indeed, overseas readers no longer have an additional charge of
up to 46% for postage.
If we no longer have printing and postage costs, shouldn’t we be
handing a lot of cash back to you? As the editor and most other
functions of Canoeist I expect to remain on a wage which is below the
legal minimum, a benefit of being self employed which would be an
issue if Becky and I were expecting to employ any staff! However, I do
need the magazine to be self funding, even with further decline in trade
support, because the previous situation was unsustainable. Some of the
trade believe that their advertising in PDF format will not be read in
the same way as on paper, even with live links to their websites. If
some members choose not to support what you prefer to read, that is
their prerogative. They are not obliged to support anyone and we
should be thankful for those who do.
One group I will no longer be able to reach are the non canoeists,
those who do not want to know but whom I have been able to engage
via the newsagents shelves in the past. I have placed cover pictures of
access demonstrations in shops across the country on occasion, the only
publication to do so when our problems were getting minimal
exposure elsewhere. Some can take comfort from the fact that such
embarrassment is now removed, Canoeist even being read at ministerial
level.
I continue to undertake work in support of canoeing outside the
magazine, examples of which appear in this issue again, work which has
only been funded in the past by trade advertising support, not by
anybody else, and which could not take place without the access to the
relevant people which editing of the magazine permits. I hope to
continue that, together with restoration of Paddlers International and
the International Sea Kayak Association, which also suffered from lack
of trade support. The change from trade support to being largely self
supported creates difficulties but we need to have a sustainable way
ahead.
Perhaps I was wrong in the way I worded comments about printing
out the magazine, expensive and uneconomical with paper if it is all
printed out by everyone. I expect most people will download it and
read it on screen, only printing out articles which they particularly need
to have on paper. James Wingfield said he preferred paper but then
admitted he circulates his own textbooks as PDFs. On Christmas Eve I
downloaded 40 megs of press releases and pictures in PDF format on a
dialup line, for instance, and press releases of no interest are frequently
twice the size of our smallest magazine format. Some I throw away,
some I save and only rarely do I print them out.
That said, I have acted immediately on the suggestion of Dawn Scott
that a text only version should be made available. This allows a quick
and cheap printout of the words, to be read at leisure while a return
can be made to the screen for the pictures and the rest of the content.
This gives the busy person with a script reading program the potential
to listen to the magazine being read while doing something else,
driving to work, for instance. It also opens the same potential to the
visually impaired, something never before available within canoeing.
I am grateful for a range of constructive suggestions put to us, others
of which are being considered.
My final comment about reading in the bath after printing on
waterproof paper was intended to be tongue in cheek to inject a dash
of humour. I will leave the last word to Roger Fox who says that
waterproof paper is no problem but questions waterproof ink for inkjet
printers.

Stuart Fisher

www.canoeist.co.uk
The Canoeist website is simple to use but gives you a lot of
information. As well as details on the current issue there is
extensive indexing if you are trying to locate a special article
from the past. In particular, the texts of all the guides in issues
which have sold out are available free. Just go to the map, click
on the water of interest and the guide will download instantly.
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TOURING
January
1
R Cam [01603 440462]
2
Dart [01392 433811]
9
Leven access
30
Leven access
February
6
N Berwick - Bass Rock - Tyne
Mouth Return, K, A/B [0131 667
6872]
6
Leven access
13
Leven access
26/27 Luxury in Glencoe, K, A [0131
667 6872]
25 - 27Bear Creek Adventure Open
Canoe Fest, Glasbury on Wye
27
Leven access
A/B/C - Proficiency/Proficiency +/Advanced. K/C - kayak/canoe. 1 - 6 grade.

MARATHON
January
9
Frank Luzmore, K2, London & SE
16
4th Hare & Hounds, Riverside
22
Hansa Powerade Dusi
23
Linlithgow Winter Time Trial
30
Waterside A, Southern
February
6
Thameside 1
13
Waterside B, Southern
20
Linlithgow Winter Time Trial
20
Thameside 2
27
Waterside C, Southern
27
5th Hare & Hounds, Riverside
H - Hasler final qualifier. K2 - no Div 1 K1. K1 - no Div 1/2 K2. L - long
course. S - short course. Yearbook £4.50 from Diane Bates, 11 Cranley Rd,
Burwood Park, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 5BX.

WILD WATER RACING
January
9
Dee 1, Cl, B/O
22/23 Nith 1, Cl, B/O
30
Thistlebrig 1, Cl, B/O/Scottish
Universities Championships
30
Taff 1, Cl, B/O/U
February
5
Derwent, Cl, B/O/U
5/6
Inter Services Championships, Cl,

B/O, Nith
Exe, Cl, B/O/U
Goyt, Cl, B/O/U
Hansa Umkomaas Marathon
Irwell 1 & National J Prizegiving,
Sp, B/O/U
19/20 Dart 1/2, Cl/Sp, A/B/O
20
Leny/Teith, Cl, O
6
12
12/13
12/13

W - world ranking. A - restricted entry international. B - invitation
international. C - unrestricted entry international. Cl - classic. Sp - sprint.
A/B/C - Divisions. OC - open canoes. U - under 14 and under 16. Yearbook
£3.50 + 57p A5 SAE from Sarah Wright, Church Lea, 26 Church St,
Hemswell, Lincs DN21 5UQ.

SLALOM
January
11 - 14Australian Championships
19 - 23Y Olympic Festival, Penrith
February
12/13 British Univs Championships,
Teesside
19/20 Eurolympics, Roches du Diable
19/20 WW Series, Penrith
26/27 Eurolympics, Lannion
A - restricted entry international. B - invitation international. C - unrestricted
entry international. P - Premier division. 1 - 4 divisions. Cl - club event.
Yearbook £4.00.

FREESTYLE
January
26 - 30World Championships, Penrith
R - ranking. Yearbook from Bev Chrimes, 14 Kingswood Rd, W Bridgford,
Nottingham NG2 7HS.

MULTISPORT
January
15
Worcester Duathlon
5/6
Winter XXX Challenge
26
Hereford Duathlon
SAILING
January
29/30 Winter Meet & AGM, OC,
Ulverston
P - Premier. 2 - Secondary. IC - International Canoe. OC - open canoe.

SPRINT
January
19 - 23Australian Y Olympic Festival

23
Winter Time Trial
30
Artois, St Laurent Blangy
February
19/20 National New Zealand
Championships, Lake Pupuke
20
Winter Time Trial
Yearbook £4.50 from Diane Bates, 11 Cranley Rd, Burwood Park, Waltonon-Thames, Surrey KT12 5BX.

POLO
January
8
Coventry, M1
8
Stratford upon Avon, 3C
8
Irlam, 3N
8
Erith, 3S
7 - 9 National Championships,
London
15
Stratford upon Avon, 4C
15
Irlam, 4N
15
Erith, 4SE
15
Bristol, 4SW
15
Leeds, L1
29
Leeds, M2N
29
York, L2N
29
Luton, L2S
29
Irlam, Y1
February
5
National Playoffs
12
Coventry, M2S
12
Derby, 3C
12
York, 3N
12
Luton, 3S
19
Coventry, M1
19
Erith, L2S
19
Derby, Y2
N - national teams. C - club teams. 1 - 5 - divisions. ID - indoors. OD outdoors. Yearbook £3.00 + 50p P&P from Beverley Dancer.

DRAGON BOAT RACING
January
23
Henley Winter Series
February
20
Henley Winter Series
C - Charity Challenge. N - national league. O - Open. S - Standard.
Handbook from British Dragon Boat Association, 13 The Prebend, Northend,
Leamington Spa, Warwicks CV47 2TR.

MISCELLANEOUS
January
6 - 16 Schroders London Boat Show
14 - 16Daily Telegraph Adventure Travel
& Sports Show, London
15 - 23Boot Show, Düsseldorf
18 - 20Outdoor Adventure Show, London
February
3 - 6 Destinations Exhibition, London
3 - 6 Scottish Caravan & Outdoor
Leisure Show, Glasgow
18 - 20Outdoor Adventure Show, London
19 - 2744th National Boat Caravan &
Outdoor Show, Birmingham
25 - 27Open Canoe Fest, Glasbury on
Wye
Italics - change, late addition or late notification. I - international. O - open.
WC - world cup. GP - grand prix. EC - European championships or Europa
cup. M/L/W/B/G - men/ladies/women/boys/girls. S/J/Y/V senior/junior/youth/veteran. U18 - under 18.
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at Skyak Adventures. It will be followed by a week of
activities, BCU 4 Star tests, Coach 3 training and
assessment and guided paddles. Four days before
Christmas one of their friends received a phonecall at 7
in the morning, telling him not to go into work. He was
on 3 months of paid leave and would then get a
redundancy package. He was a toll collector on the Skye
bridge. Skye residents have been celebrating not only
Christmas but the removal of the most expensive bridge
toll in Europe and symposium visitors will be £11.40
better off as a result this year. Actually, Gordon would
have been happy to see a small toll retained. It was
useful, when people left things behind, to be able to
phone up the bridge and have the relevant vehicle
intercepted, a service not available on some of the larger
and much cheaper motorway bridges.
 Gordon is subject to some ribbing over his namesake
at No 11. However, there is more to it than that. His
previous house name was Blairview. Nothing to do with
politics and predating any neighbourly activities in
Downing St, it referred to the prospects over the Blair or
battlefield at Dalry in Ayrshire.

Unfair competition
A notable absence from the Waterways Trust’s AGM
was Alun Michael, who was taking the Foxhunting Bill
through its final reading that afternoon. He sent a letter,
saying waterways were one of the more pleasurable
aspects of his ministerial portfolio, a point he has made
before, and there were few who would not have
believed that he would have rather have been with the
trust on this occasion. Established in 1999, the trust now
handles 79 craft, 14,500 smaller objects and 80,000
records, projects having included recreation and access.
Although there have been 100,000 visits a year to the
waterways museums, there has been a £200,000 loss as a
result of funding other museums but not waterway ones
for free entry. If it was anyone other than the
Government selectively funding in this way it would be
seen as unfair competition. The current situation for
waterways museums is worse than if the Government
were not funding anyone.

Cheaper Scottish symposia
The Scottish Sea Kayak Symposium will be run on
Skye over May 27 - 30th by Gordon and Morag Brown
Rachel Hart

Seasonal greetings. The
BCU Young People’s
Programme Christmas
card competition was
won by 10 year old Saul
Dempsey of Hillingdon
Junior Canoe Club. The
water skiing card was in
aid of the GB women’s
dragon boat team.

Getting round to
Buckingham
Palace
Circumnavigators
Sean Morley and Fiona
Whitehead were invited
to a reception at
Buckingham Palace. It
was for people who
have made significant
contributions to
national life.

The National
Maritime Museum
Cornwall are offering
free entry to Cornish
children until Jan 28th.
Evidence takes the form
of a voucher from
school or a utility bill
with a Cornish address.

Alun Michael has
opened a new heritage
interpretation trail at
Goytre Wharf on the
Mon & Brec Canal. The
trail includes aspects of
former lime production,
working boatmen,
wildlife and facilities for
modern visitors.
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From the end of January the coastguard will no longer
have somebody wearing a headset and specifically
listening to Channel 16, the emergency channel. In
future he will have the radio switched on while he gets
on with something else. This is the next step in giving
way to the Global Maritime Distress & Safety System
which became fully operational six years ago but is more
appropriate to vessels capable of carrying the larger and
more expensive equipment.

Boat show action

Cornish kids get
in free

New canal trail
opened

Less attention
to distress calls

Graeme Redrup of Godalming District Scout Canoe
Club, which he set up with other Scout leaders 25
years ago to provide training for Scouts and Guides,
displays a £500 cheque for a new canoe, paddle
and buoyancy aid for the club. Graeme is a BT
Global Services site manager in Guildford and the
cheque comes courtesy of the BT Community
Champions award scheme. Through his work as a
Scout leader and District Commissioner Graeme has
introduced more than 1,000 young people to
canoeing, some of them disabled.
CANOEIST January 2005

The canoe village will be back at the Schroders
London Boat Show at ExCeL over Jan 6 - 16th with a
number of specific activities taking place. Amongst them,
Wave Sport vice president Kelly Woolsey will be
launching their new products at 2pm on 8th and
Perception will launch their Contour and Horizon at the
same time on 12th. There will be public come and try it
sessions in the pool from 10.00 to 12.30 every day and 7
- 9th will see the British polo championships back at an
exhibition for the first time since Pond’s Forge.
The Scottish Caravan & Outdoor Leisure Show at the
SECC on Feb 3rd - 6th will include a new section this
year. Afloat will be the Affordable Boat Show, boats
under £35,000, which should buy you a top of the
range electric canoe and still leave you with plenty of
change to take it where you want.
The Outdoor Adventure Show is to be run again at
Olympia in London over Feb 18 - 20th. Canoeing
should be one of many sports to be featured.

Trips
On Dec 17th Mark Evans began a journey that will
take him 1,700km from northern Oman to the border
with Yemen. He will go past towering sand dunes,
ancient frankincense ports, turtle colonies, flocks of
overwintering flamingos and some of the most beautiful
wilderness coastline to be found anywhere. He has the
dual aims of raising funds to help purchase Oman’s first

Mark Evans

Getaway boats
Two Americans
attempted to escape from
police after a gunfight
between them by using
Hobie kayaks. They were
unsuccessful and were
later apprehended.

Farmoor disabled
watersports
facilities
Oxford Sailing Club are
raising £200,000 for a
special pontoon for the
disabled at Farmoor
Reservoir. Initially it will
be for sailors but
canoeists may benefit in
the future. The new
pontoon, for use with
deep keeled sailing boats,
will supersede an existing
floating pontoon which
allows helpers to stand in
shallow water.
Mark Evans, who is currently somewhere along the Oman coast.
mobile cancer screening unit and helping raise the profile
of Oman as an adventure tourism destination. Mark has
spent eight years living in the region and promotes it as
‘a wonderful example of what is possible when the
expatriate community, local charities and key corporate
players such as Norwich Union and Land Rover, our
sponsors, work together’. The journey will be in three
stages, December 2004, Easter 2005 and December
2005. Paddling alone, he is being supported and
resupplied by a shore based team and will be speaking
about the importance of early recognition and treatment
of cancer through interpreters in coastal communities.
Camping on the beach each evening, he will take to the
water at 0500 hours each morning and will aim to paddle
50km each day. Home of Sinbad, Oman is a nation
steeped in seafaring history and he hopes that the same
northeasterly winter winds that carried Omani traders
south to Zanzibar many years ago will aid his journey.
He has a small sail for such days and can communicate
with the outside world via a Thuraya satellite phone.
Details will be updated at www.aroundoman.com.
Ian Tordoff wants to have a crack at the record time

for crossing the English Channel. However, it is an
activity frowned upon by the authorities for what is the
busiest shipping lane in the world and the French have a
1.9km limit for long thin craft, which they classify as
beach toys (a British battleship included in their
definition).

A new study claims
that Europeans now
spend a fifth of their time
on the internet. This is
more time than they
devote to print media.

Licensing Act
could close sports clubs

Red marshes tour

The new Licensing Act is set to have a devastating
effect on licensed sports clubs. Paying no attention to not
for profit or charitable status but depending on rateable
value alone will mean some small sports clubs paying as
much as city centre nightclubs. Many clubs relying on
bars for vital income will have to close with a loss of
profits to club funds and loss of amenity to members, in
some cases resulting in the folding of the clubs
themselves and the loss of their sports to the
communities in which they are located. A monthly
lecture I attend is held in a rugby club. Without the bar
the venue will be less attractive and the room hire charge
may also rise, encouraging us to look for a new venue.
The rugby club look set to lose each way. While only a
few canoe clubs are licensed, they are the larger ones and
look set to face a significant loss of income.

Paddling festivals

Again, the engineering industry are using canoeing
to promote their services, this time materials
handling company Dorr-Oliver Eimco.

Digital is the
present, not just
the future

The annual Bear Creek Adventure Open Canoe Fest
will be based at Glasbury on Wye over 25 - 27th Feb.
The event, which is supported by Mobile Adventure,
We-no-nah, Nova Craft and Woodlands OEC, will
allow paddling of some of south Wales’ finest touring
and white water rivers up to grade 4 on the Rivers Wye
and Usk and their tributaries. The emphasis of the
weekend is on providing workshops and a river guiding
service with experienced, qualified and knowledgeable
guides who believe that getting out and paddling is better
than talking about it. Evening entertainment will be
provided in the form of slideshows, music and
socializing. There will be the opportunity to try
demonstration boats from sponsors and purchase
equipment. Full board accommodation will be provided
at the centre, which boasts excellent quality facilities with
drying rooms and lounges. There will even be a full roast
CANOEIST January 2005

The Poles will again be
running their AugustowBiebrza marathon tour
over Jun 10 - 12th. The
national park authorities
there have designated
2005 the Year of the Red
Marshes and the tour will
include an organized
hike into these marshes
which contain the largest
number of elk in Poland.
Andrew Holak has details
on 00 44 501 274 244.

New American
long distance
canoe trail
The Northern Forest
Canoe Trail was to be
dedicated in the autumn,
running for 1,200km
from northern New York
state across Vermont,
Québec and New
Hampshire to Maine. It
will recall the historic use
of this route, will bring
economic benefits to
rural communities on the
route and will be
coordinated by a non
profit body.
Mountaineers Books have
produced the first four of
thirteen maps which will
eventually cover the
route, available in this
country from Cordee.
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Hick Hann
Inka Trollsås & Ram Silwal photographs

A new £1,600,000 water activities centre is to be built at Whitlingham Country Park in Norwich. The
project, jointly funded by Norfolk County Council, the Lottery and Sport England, is due for completion at
the end of February 2005. The centre is being constructed on the banks of the Whitlingham Great Broad.
Eight cabins will be arranged in a large semi circle on a hardwood timber deck. These cabins have a variety
of uses including a workshop, teaching cabin, administration, changing area and kit store. One of the most
innovative aspects of the project is the large fabric canopy, approximately 35m by 50m in size, that
contractors Jackson Building Services will erect over the central decked section to provide a highly flexible all
weather area. The new centre will be used by a wide range of groups and societies and prove an essential
addition to the council’s recreational facilities.

Inka Trollsås, working
with three Swedish
kayak instructors, three
Swedish circus artists
and three Nepali
paddlers, who also
acted as translators,
has run a fortnight of
courses in November
for 22 Nepali children.
The kids were taught
acrobatics, trapeze and
juggling skills,
stretching, painting,
badminton, volleyball,
football and paddling.
In return the kids
taught the instructors
Nepali songs and
dancing. Two circus
shows were put on,
one for the freestyle
event and one for
parents, including
paddling white water.
It was a chance for
poorer children to be
offered new
opportunities and they
responded well.
Although there are a
number of successful
Nepali paddlers this
was the first time girls
have ever been offered
the sport and they took
to it immediately.
Future plans include
setting up a youth club
for children. A film is
to be released in
February.
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dinner on the Saturday evening. The cost for the whole
weekend is £120 including accommodation and river
guides. Camping and day passes will also be available.
[0870 050 8203]
Gene17kayaking, Brookbank Canoes and UK Canoes
are getting together to present the NW Adventure
Paddlers Weekend at Lakeside in Cumbria over Mar 11
- 13th. As well as daytime paddling, including the option

of demonstration boats, there will be an evening
programme which should include the documentary of
Rob Coffey’s first high water descent of the Blue Nile,
two short films on new UK talent, Deb Pinniger giving a
slide show based on her book and a manufacturer’s
lecture. Next year Gene17kayaking plan to expand into
Ireland and promote ICU qualifications. [0161 474
1499]

DERRiCK

Sire, our young arrival says he needs lots and lots of water or he’s not stopping.
CANOEIST January 2005

CCPR challenge Government
At the end of November the Central Council for Physical Recreation
issued an all party challenge to the next Government on behalf of sport.
With at least 5 MPs and a Lord present, Andy Read, the rugby playing
Labour MP for Loughborough, acted as the political champion for the
cause. The target is whichever party wins the next General Election.
CCPR CEO Margaret Talbot said that we don’t value volunteers and
need to build on the present. Community sport, in particular, needs
more help. Exchequer support for sport needs to double to
£120,000,000 per year, the kind of funding the arts receive. The sports
budget could be doubled at the cost of 0.1% of the health budget and it
would make a significant improvement to the health of the nation. We
spend £21 per head on sport per year in England, compared with £30
in Germany, £76 in Canada and £112 in France. We need to protect
volunteers from the pressures of petty regulations and litigation, not to
mention the difficulties of insurance. Sport needs to be got into the
school performance objectives next year with enough sport in
curriculum time where it can benefit all pupils, many of whom cannot

take part after school because of lack of car transport home or because of
having to care for others. Many schools are failing to achieve even the
existing two hour target. A summit in January is to issue a declaration on
PE and a red book on sport and recreation is to be issued in March to
coincide with the Budget.
Canoeist asked Margaret Talbot about venues, specifically use of rivers.
She said that the CCPR were concerned about the river situation and
that most sports could not operate without venues.
One of the four top athletes present was slalomist Heather Corrie,
who said that there would be funding and that sports which showed an
interest would be at the front of the queue. With a dearth of specialist
publications at the launch, having Canoeist present would increase the
chances of the BCU’s getting additional funding.
Response has been quick. The following week the Conservatives
made a positive announcement on funding local clubs and national
governing bodies to provide 2 hours per week of extra curricular sports
for schools. The Government responded in mid December with a
promise of 4 hours per week of PE and sport, half of it within the school
curriculum. The campaign will run until the General Election.
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CCPR challenge launch day with slalomist Heather Corrie, political champion Andy Read and CCPR vice chairman Bridget Simmons.

Andy Jackson
25th May 1971 – 5th December 2004
The Scottish white water kayaking scene has lost its leader. Andy Jackson died of pneumonia,
aged 33, following several years suffering from brucellosis, most likely contracted during kayaking
adventures in Asia.
For the last 10 years or so Andy has maintained a high profile and a reputation for daring first
descents but his beginnings were like everyone else’s at the time, on flat water in glassfibre boats his
parents had got for him ‘to have a go’. Before I knew him there are pictures of Andy as a gangly
young teenager smiling over the cockpit rim of a Snipe or similar on Loch Lomond. At this time
Andy was also a very keen skier and his initial career aspirations were in outdoor education. It was
here, at Ardentinny, that Andy was wisely steered towards Community Education. He got a place
at Dundee and by now had developed the passion and ability in kayaking for which he became
known.
Andy spent some years as a self-proclaimed ‘Government sponsored kayaker’, scraping together
only enough money to pay for transport to rivers and (barely) to eat. When I met him, in 1993, he
Left: Scottish Whitewater was one of
Andy’s special projects and a book which
will be always associated with him.
Below left: We chose a picture of Andy on
the Orchy to celebrate the passing of the
Land Reform Act.
Below: Many of today’s young white
water paddlers were first attracted by
reading the monthly World Tour reports
sent back by Bridget and the two Andys.
Not pictured is Andy’s most notorious
climbing incident, abseiling into the
Glasgow Council chamber as a student to
protest about the Poll Tax.
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seemed consumed by the desire to explore white water. At that
time, very few others were. Andy scoped out every part of
Scotland, getting people to go with him when he could and going
alone when he couldn’t. He maintained a much sought after (and
well guarded) map with all his descents highlighted and
commented on. There were dozens more than the guidebooks
showed and before he was 30 he had made over 100 first descents
in Scotland alone.
The joy of white water is best shared though, an aspect of
boating that Andy loved. From his happily naïve flatmates,
running waterfalls in a borrowed Topo Duo, to other good
paddlers he might recruit for a mission, there are many people
who will remember Andy’s glinting eyes and outstretched arms
saying ‘C’mon; you’ll be fine…’ There often ensued an epic day
out in pouring rain on slippery rocks with a gripping heart and
fading light. The desire to push on for a second or third river in a
Scottish winter day gave Andy one nickname as the Prince of
Darkness.
Andy was quite calculating in his approach to risk management,
though, and deliberately left a wide safety margin. It was very rare
to see him in trouble on a river and he was a great support to
others in the group. So many people pushed their own margins
when paddling with Andy, though, that he needed to be
supportive: many people including me can recount fearful times
following the back of Andy’s helmet beyond their comfort zones.
During a kayaking trip to the European Alps in 1992 Andy met
Bridget Thomas, who became his partner for the rest of his life.
Bridget herself was a talented slalom paddler who, after exploring
several steep Scottish burns in a Dancer, went on to win the
Rodeo Worlds on the Ocoee. In 1994 Andy and Bridget set off to
spend a year following the world’s kayak seasons with me, Goose.
Bridget’s success and the profile this trip promised offered Andy’s
first real taste of sponsorship from the likes of HF, Prijon and
Kogg. It was a fun time, hedonistically pursuing white water
whilst loyally seeking shameless promotional opportunities! The
friends and ideas Andy had previously made, particularly in Nepal,
were vital to us. Andy’s name opened many doors and introduced
us to many great people, from river doyens such as Slime and
Dave Allardice to Sherpas and porters who remembered Andy
from previous visits.
The way that porters we passed on trails remembered Andy, of
all the tall white men who pass through Nepal, is an example of
one of Andy’s strongest facets that will be remembered fondly by
very many people who will say ‘I met him once… I hardly knew
him but he felt like a friend’. Andy was a genuine egalitarian, as
happy with someone he’d never met before as he was with the
elite. If he jumped an eddy queue it was with a cheeky grin
meaning ‘Ha! Come and join me in there!’ rather than a sense of
deserving priority. He had time for everyone and everyone loved
him for it. Many people thought of Andy as their best friend.
Andy’s principles inevitably led him into politics and Politics.
He was an active supporter of the Scottish National Party whilst at
college, renowned for employing his outdoor skills for the cause
and his social skills to gather support. His kayaking politics, in
particular his belief in a right of access, took Andy on a wryly
amusing course. In 1993 Andy was seen by the Scottish Canoe
Association as the bad boy of Scottish access negotiations, allegedly
responsible for the removal of such famous landmarks as Glen
Lyon’s ‘NO CANOEING’ signs. His disarming smile and passive
continuation of his direction towards and onto the river frustrated
several grippy owners of Scottish riverbanks. In about 1997,
though, Andy came back on the SCA’s side as a river advisor for
the Garry. He lent his significant and now matured diplomatic
weight to discussions with landowners and hydro companies. Not
long after this Andy got behind the SCA’s plans for a not for profit
Scottish white water guidebook, the proceeds of which go to
promoting access to rivers. With Bridget’s support he spearheaded
a national opening up campaign amongst paddlers which resulted
in one of the world’s best books of its genre and a lasting symbol
of the Scottish white water scene’s new unity. For the last couple
of years Andy has been working as the SCA’s paid access officer,
building on his predecessor’s great work and overseeing the
practical implementation of world leading access legislation.
Andy’s passion for his work and fantastic relationships with
talented friends led to key extensions of the SCA’s website.
Suddenly we can access info on river flows across the country, see
what hydro dams are planned and how we can oppose them.
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The difficulties overcome in doing this are typical of another of
Andy’s facets of character. If something appeared to be impossible
Andy would commonly rock back, lock his fingers together and
say ‘Well, now, let’s see…’ The subsequent debate would almost
always reveal a strategy and you would find yourself giving it a go.
Andy was hugely optimistic, not easily daunted and very good at
giving other people the confidence they lacked. Some people
reading this will be laughing, though, as Andy used the same
technique and mannerisms to manipulate your conversation round
to doing things his way!
After the World Tour of 1994-95 Andy continued to adventure
around the world on a more familiar holiday basis from his home
with Bridget in Fort William, the Homathko in BC, trips to
Norway, Nepal and Chile, filming in Iceland. He had a genuine
love of what he was doing, using sponsorship and notoriety as a
tool for more fun rather than an ego prop. In doing so he was
known for an uncanny ability to photograph himself whilst
running grade 5! Andy stayed loyal to his sponsors and never
missed an opportunity to raise their profile.
At 6’ 7” and a very modest weight, Andy was very tall and very
skinny. This isn’t a great shape for big waterfalls and Andy did
injure himself. First his pelvis, then wrists… finally brucellosis
which reduced his immune system, leaving Andy prone to such
common illnesses as ‘flu. This knocked his ability to face cold wet
kayaking conditions regularly but extended Andy’s repertoire of
passions, to paragliding, in particular.
Despite this, Andy enjoyed key river days and, for those of us
fortunate enough to have paddled regularly with Andy, the good
days are how he will always be remembered. There were many
moving remembrances, of huge importance to Andy’s family, on
the kayaking websites but this piece from his protégé and friend
Dave Kwant and Sickboy hits home:
‘What I remember about Andy is how big he was. He covered the
world; everywhere I went people would ask me if I knew him and then
welcome me in with open arms.
‘He was such an inspiration to me; he taught me to be free... to travel
and adventure and to be happy whatever and whereever.
‘Now that he is gone I can’t quite put a finger on what is missing. I
think I miss his long arms most of all. They were always there if you
needed a hug and they were always there if you needed a helping hand.
They were there at every party, swaying above everyone else like a big tree
and they were stretched out when you needed a beer. When we were
kayaking together I remember joking about how long his arms looked, how
he always seemed to reach the bank no matter where he was and most of all
how those long arms were always waiting in the last eddy with a huge grin
behind them.
‘I don’t know what to say; he was my hero.’
Andy’s partner, Bridget Thomas, actively supported all of
Andy’s successes throughout the last 12 years. It’s impossible to
praise Andy’s work without recognizing her contribution. A
wealth of people’s best wishes supports Bridget in this difficult
time.
Andy Jackson was Scotland’s most eminent kayaker ever.
Andy’s limelight lasted the decade that kayaking took centre stage.
He was the emerging leader when there were fewer than 20
Topos in Scotland and still followed now there are hundreds. It
will never be possible, again, to do so many first descents in
Scotland. Andy was the key instigator of the first comprehensive
guidebook and will have died happy that Scotland has emerged as
a world leader in access legislation for ordinary people. Andy’s
huge frame matched his huger personality and, without giving
lessons, he taught everyone he met something frequently life
changing. Andy Jackson is a legend.

Andy England photographs

Andy England
You may wish to contribute to two charities to which donations are being
given in memory of Andy. These are:
Andy Jackson Fund for Access, the renamed SCA access fund
supporting the work Andy was doing. (Scottish Canoe Association,
Caledonia House, S Gyle, Edinburgh EH12 9DQ, enquiry@scotcanoe.org)
Community Action Nepal Chritable Trust, supporting the
Nepali porters and their families. (Warwick Mill, Warwick Bridge,
Carlisle CA4 8RR, info@catreks.com)
Andy doing what he did best, running big falls on the Tora
in Norway.
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Fish Eye View, taken on Loch Lomond, took 2nd place in the Arduaine Trophy for Paul Cromey.

Colin Calder’s Boreray took 3rd place.
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Scottish touring photography winners

Flood Defences Working was not a winner
but still entertaining.

Paul Cromey

Each year the SCA Touring Committee
run a photography competition, visitors to
the Scottish canoe exhibition voting for the
winners, which we show on these pages. The
Arduaine Trophy is for photographs taken
from the boat and the Word & Image Trophy
taken from on land. As well as the perpetual
trophies, prizes took the form of a Reed
spraydeck from Kari-Tek, canoe bags from
Carlisle/Stirling/Highland Canoes and a prize
from Scottish Paddler Supplies.
Entries for the 2005 competition close on
30th Sep.
In addition to the photographic aspects, the
competition showcases the best of Scottish
touring paddling over the year.

Alan Spence (left) receives both trophies from Ron Mather.

Duncan Winning’s Rhapsody in Blue was placed 4th.
CANOEIST January 2005
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Stacs to See won
the Arduaine Trophy
for Alan Spence.
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Kintra Sunset was Alan Spence’s Word & Image Trophy winner.
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The Lone
Beach was
Hugh Kerr’s
2nd place
photograph.
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Duncan Winning took 3rd place in the Word & Image Trophy with Lunc Time - West Greenland.

Here’s Looking at You was Peter Venter’s 4th placed picture.
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Back then
20 years ago

* We launched the Select Mailing service to distribute specialist information to those who requested it.
* Gaybo began manufacturing the Baron sprint and marathon kayaks.
* Nick Mallabar and Shaun Baker planned to paddle the north coast from Wick to Scourie over Christmas in
Rotobats.
* Verlen Kruger and Steve Landick completed the world’s longest recreational paddle, 45,131km in 4 years.
* Peter and Jane Salisbury of the Long River Canoeist Club were off to paddle the River Kwai with Peter
Barton.
* A student drowned during the Mike Jones Weekend while towing another kayak on a line, part of a season
with a poor safety record although the threatened folding of kayaks was not a factor.
* The Post Office delivered a letter to ‘GUCC, The Big Frame Tent, By the Riverside, Comrie’.
* Dennis Rogers was the new director at Holme Pierrepont, an aim being to make the facilities more
accessible to the local community.
* Poole Harbour Canoe Club were facing eviction from their desirable waterside site at Poole Quay.
* Steve Bibby won the first Dee Descent marathon and Melvin Swallow won the first Dart wild water race.

10 years ago

* Participation in wild water racing and rodeo fell well short of interest registered through our Select Mailing.
* The Forth & Clyde and Union canals were to be restored as the Millennium Link. Approval was obtained
for the Maidenhead flood relief channel.
* Britain’s first international sea tour was to take place from Mull.
* A sports science complex and injuries unit was to be built at Holme Pierrepont. Alex Redhead called for the
slalom course to be closed because of the level of sickness amongst users.
* Alan Fox, ahead of an expedition to Ethiopia, claimed it would become the next most important white
water venue after Nepal.
* Hasler raid survivor Bill Sparks was one of thirty paddlers at the HMS
Belfast poppy appeal launch.
* The defendant in the Wear shotgun case was acquitted after
controversial behaviour by the judge inside and outside the court.
Presentation of evidence was completed in the Lyme Bay case.
* The Criminal Justice & Public Order Act was passed.
* Bridget Thomas, Andy Jackson and Andy England began their World
Tour.
* The Royal boat in the outrigger world championships in Hawaii was
followed by a school of hammerhead sharks.
* The Advanced Sea Kayak Club was renamed the International Sea Kayak Association.
* Professor Udo Beier presented the new ISKA logo.
* Eric Totty objected to being called a tripper but extolled the virtues of the Summer Isles.
* Because of ill health Peter Salisbury was to hand over Paddlers International, which he had founded, to
Peter Clark.
* A 57 year old Frenchman was lost in a kite powered crossing from Orkney to Shetland.
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Llangollen protest march has local support

Watched by Tim Joiner, Jim Jayes addresses the marchers.

Organization was by Jim Jayes, who caused ill feeling earlier in the
year by attempting to charge paddlers going through his section of river
but who has more than redeemed himself with this march. Credit
should also go to Steve Wales who had cancelled his student rally the
previous winter to avoid confrontation at a critical moment, entirely at
his own cost.
The march drew some 200 protesters but there were many absences.
The wild water racers were competing in northeast England and the
army championships were missing from the Dee where they would
usually have been taking place this weekend. Of the 300 slalomists who
signed a petition about the Llangollen slalom, only about a dozen
turned out. As I drove south down the M6 towards Llangollen I passed

November 21st saw the first
access demonstration since the
CRACK campaign of the late
1980s. It was sited in
Llangollen to protest at the
action of several anglers who
have stopped the white water
tours for a second winter and
prevented the wild water races
and slaloms from taking place,
costing the town many
hundreds of thousands of
pounds in lost business.

a number of cars loaded with playboats heading in the opposite
direction.
The BCU had only given last minute approval when they were
satisfied that all the activity had full official clearance. CEO Paul Owen
was absent in case he was construed by the media to be the leader
although wife Tamsin Phipps was there with Kevin East and new BCU
access officer Tim Joiner. WCA acting CEO and head of access
Richard Harvey was absent because his wife was overdue with a
complicated labour. Indeed, Richard became a dad the following day
and all three are doing well. The EA and local councillors had also been
invited but were not conspicuous.
The marchers had their problems. Peninsula Paddlers bemoaned the
lack of information from the BCU while Julien Pike from Norwich,
representing the Scouts, had been told that Mike Devlin in BCU HQ
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would pass on details but had not
done so. Don Raspin from
Teesside talked of divided
messages from the BCU.
Demonstrators present were
armed with banners showing that
they had come from as far away as
Hexham and were ready for what
was to be a good humoured
march.
The marchers assembled in the
Eisteddfod carpark where they
were addressed by Jim Jayes, Mark
Rainsley and Tim Joiner, the
latter being noted to refer to
‘your’ struggle. There were a
number of police and police cars
present. I talked to the officer in
charge to gauge their mood and
was told ‘It’s nice to see people
like you using our rivers.’
The march moved off towards
Llangollen bridge, led by a police
car and flanked by police officers
on foot. Local residents came out
to watch. I asked one if she knew
what was going on and she
replied ‘We support the canoeists.’
Rafters complete with a raft
joined the procession up the main street and back to the river to finish
at the bandstand, where the demonstrators were again addressed by Jim
Jayes and by an official from Llangollen Canoe Club.
Had the police been happy with it? I asked the senior officer again,
who replied ‘Llangollen is the jewel of north Wales. Canoeists belong
on that river. So do anglers.’
Many issues were discussed in groups, for example the ‘tragic loss of
canoeing business’ from Pengwern Mill, the owner’s daughter being
one of the marchers.
There was a media presence which resulted in regional press and TV
coverage. Chris Wright was able to give S4C an interview in Welsh.
TV did find an angler, who complained about canoeists using their
CANOEIST January 2005

paddles to dig fish spawn out of the
gravel, something which must have
been puzzling for TV viewers as the
Dee tanked past in brown spate.
Afterwards, a number of paddlers
took to the water and were not
challenged. Other groups have been
using the Dee at various times without
interference although organized events
are still not realistic.
Representing slalom, Jim Croft has
had a meeting with Llangollen Town
Council who, in association with the
Chamber of Trade and tourism
interests, want the canoeing events
back even if there is no agreement with
the anglers. This is being talked of as
canoeing’s Berlin Wall.
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BW get restoration
award
BW have received a
commendation in the
National Historic Bridge
Awards for their restoration
of Dundas Aqueduct on
the Kennet & Avon Canal.
The Scheduled Ancient
Monument is Rennie’s
finest structural work and
restoration included
replacing previous
unsympathetic brick
patches with matching
Bath limestone.

Llangollen club
member addresses the
march.

Pesticide hazards
Although misuse of
pesticides is declining,
there are still too many
cases of deliberate
poisoning of wildlife. We
sometimes are in a
position to see evidence of
such action when others
are not. A DEFRA
freephone number has
been set up on 0800 321
600 but be aware that they
will ask for your name and
telephone number when
you may prefer to remain
anonymous on most rivers.

Media coverage of access

Waterways bring
economic benefits
Studies have been
carried out by Ecotec
Research & Consulting for
BW. They conclude that
reopening the
Huddersfield Narrow
Canal has resulted in
additional income of
£2,500,000 per year to the
area. This new money is a
quarter of what is spent by
the 2,300,000 people who
now visit the canal each
year. A study for the
Rochdale Canal suggests
£4,000,000 of new
spending is resulting per
year in that canal corridor.
The Kennet & Avon Canal
brings in £26,000,000 a
year to the local economy.

Let them eat cake.

The deserted Dee at Llangollen, some people’s idea
of success.

Riverside Shop
Canoes &
Accessories
Demo Boats
Mail Order
Surfwear
Mile End Mill, Llangollen
www.eddylines.co.uk
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A couple of weeks later it resulted in a 10 minute
item on Radio 4’s You & Yours. The presenter began by
talking of canoeists scaring fish. Jim Jayes and Tim
Joiner were interviewed, as was someone who organizes
angling tours to Llangollen and to America, although he
did not say whether the sharing of rivers over there
caused him the same problems as it apparently does
here. The programme had not caught up with the fact
that two of the four rivers in the Brighton study had
already been abandoned but they did interview
Councillor Dave Goddard who explained how
Stockport Council have been buying up 30km of land
adjacent to the Mersey, another river in the study. It
was claimed that the Government say a right to roam
on water would be too expensive and complicated so it
would have been useful if the BBC had interviewed
someone from the Scottish Parliament to explain how
they had avoided the apparent problems in Scotland. It
would also have been useful if they had interviewed
someone local to explain how hard the town has been
hit financially.
 A few days earlier Fisheries Minister Ben Bradshaw
had been on a Radio 2 Jeremy Vine show phone in. A
number of canoeists attempted to put questions to him
but he avoided inland waters and would only discuss
commercial fishing.
 The Leslie Riddoch show on BBC Scotland on 18th
Dec featured the proposed damming of the Braan, one
of the best white water runs in Scotland, quite apart
from Rumbling Bridge Falls’ being a major tourist
attraction. It was claimed that the river is only
canoeable 18 days per year. Ian Thom has SEPA figures
for the last 14 years showing the river to be huge to
high 30 days per year. Scottish White Water suggests that
conditions should be wet or very wet and Npower have
interpreted this as high to huge for their case. Npower
have offered 10 days of increased compensation flow,
which would still keep them within the high flow days
when, presumably, they would have more water than
they could handle. The SCA believe that Npower are
knowingly being devious in their use of figures and
conclusions they draw. The SCA understand 199 days
per year is a more realistic figure of the potential usage
at present, to be reduced to 51 days. It is most often
paddled at low to medium level, 107 days, to be
reduced to 29.
 In the aftermath of the Llangollen demonstration it
was astonishing to see how much of the background
information was not known about by any of the
contributors to one of the prominent canoeing chat
boards, information in the public domain as well as
material not so freely available at present. Alun Michael
knows more than all of them put together. The
mushroom theory of management is alive and well!

Alun Michael doesn’t know if Doug Caffyn is right
Bob Andrews sent our review of Doug Caffyn’s study (Dec, p27) to
his MP, Adam Price, who asked Rural Affairs Minister Alun Michael
for a response. He received the following reply:
‘Thank you for your letter of 23 November regarding
correspondence from your constituents about access to inland
waterways and Dr Caffyn’s paper The Right of Navigation on Non-Tidal
Rivers and the Common Law.
‘Responsibility for promoting recreation in Wales, including access
to water, lies with the National Assembly for Wales and the Welsh
Assembly Government rather than my department. But I have seen Dr
Caffyn’s paper and it is clear that he has researched this area of law very
thoroughly. The historical perspective is an important one but I am

advised that Dr Caffyn’s work does not offer an immediate solution in
that only the courts can determine whether a public right of navigation
exists on a particular river. Dr Caffyn’s research will be a valuable
guide to those seeking to establish such a right but each case needs to
be considered on its merits.’
The implication is that a touring canoeist needs to go to court
before paddling each piece of water or to be prepared to be taken to
court for doing so. Is this a satisfactory way for the Government to
promote a quiet, clean, green, healthy sport, especially for young
people? What about overseas visitors? Are the Government proud to
be associated with this situation in England and Wales? If not, what do
they intend to do to put things right?

Natural power

Dealing with intruders

The 6.7m high Embrey Dam has been blown up to
return the Rappahannock to its free state, giving a
300km clear run to Chesapeake Bay. The dam was built
in 1910 and there were plans in the 1960s to build a
second dam on the river. The American action in
clearing dams contrasts starkly with the situation in
Scotland where it is open season for damming any
natural river. Another river recovering is the Baraboo in
Wisconsin, flowing freely after the removal of 11 dams.
American Whitewater, a body fighting to preserve
rivers in their natural state, have just celebrated their
50th anniversary.
Are you concerned that dams and windfarms are
eyesores and that windpower can vary between
hurricane force and dead calm at random? Research
suggests that tidal flows around Guernsey alone could
provide a third of the entire UK’s needs and would not
fluctuate by more than a factor of two over the lunar
cycle while turbines would be largely hidden below the
surface and could offer refuges for fish stocks, out of
reach of fishing boats.

The Conservatives have proposed changing the law
to give greater support to the householder tackling a
burglar. While there will be widespread support for
this there needs to be some form of protection for
those on rivers while portaging obstacles, not burglars
but people taking part in an outdoor activity which
would be legal in any other country, including
Scotland.
Likewise, a Serious Organized Crime Agency has
been set up, part of its remit to prevent protesting on
land owned by the Crown. No doubt high profile
activities at Windsor Castle and Buckingham Palace
are the kinds of thing they have in mind but there is
an awful lot of other Crown land, including virtually
everything tidal.

Brighton and beyond
Unhappy with the Brighton University article in
Countryside Recreation (Oct, p26), Canoeist has submitted
a contrasting view which has been published in the
subsequent edition. The magazine goes to about 3,000
people in countryside recreation, tourism and leisure.
One piece of unexpected feedback has come from
Northern Ireland where a local authority official saw
the picture of one of the River Waveney access
agreement launch platforms and has asked us for details
with a view to installing something similar on the
Cusher River which joins the River Bann above
Portadown.
It is also being suggested that questions are being
asked about how such an expensive study managed to
miss the agreement on the River Waveney.
The Brighton study has now been revised down from
£911,000 to £86,000 to ask permission to use 30km of
the Mersey and 24km of the Waveney, the latter
already with a full length access agreement. This
reduces the rate from £11,800/kilometre to
£1,600/kilometre for what is now virtually all flat
water. The EA have asked to take control of any
agreements but only if DEFRA funds are used, paddlers
police anything which is agreed and landowners
provide any facilities needed. Money will be required
for loss of angling revenue (which never happened in
Scotland) and there is no funding for strategic planning.
Anglers who ‘fought long and hard’ to have water
excluded from the CRoW Act are reported to be
incandescent at Alun Michael’s suggestion that it should
now be used to provide some relief for canoeists.
Nothing positive has been heard from the EA.

Council will not
safeguard B&MK line
Milton Keynes Council have voted not to protect
the line of the proposed 32km Bedford to Milton
Keynes Waterway which would provide a link
between the Grand Union Canal and the River Ouse.
A large number of authorities of all kinds have backed
the proposed link and support from the public is very
strong but a Local Plan inspector decided against
safeguarding the line. Protecting the route would
allow future construction even if funds are not
available in the short term. Building across the line
would result in problems of the kind currently being
faced on the Chesterfield Canal at Killamarsh and still
to be addressed by the Wilts & Berks canal around
Swindon and elsewhere.

Grand Canyon
sandbanks
Engineers have released
vast quantities of sediment
into the Grand Canyon by
by passing a dam. They
are hoping to restore
sandbanks in the river
which were eroded when
Glen Canyon dam was
built.

Movement in
Hampshire?
Last summer Canoeist
campaigned in print and at
a technical meeting against
the Hampshire Water
Strategy (Jun, p39), the
county having no non tidal
river whatsoever which
may be used by boats. We
hear that there is now talk
of boats being allowed to
use the Itchen Navigation,
a river which was the
subject of a successful case
against a BCU official
some years back but a
river where there was a
major objection by a
riparian owner during
construction of the M3
because a bridge did not
leave adequate headroom
for boats.

Click here to read the Countryside Recreation reply.
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Linking up
Funding has now
been agreed
provisionally for the
Leeds & Liverpool Canal
link into Liverpool
docks recreational area
although abandoning of
the 4th Grace project is
resulting in a rethink on
the line and the
inclusion of a couple of
amphitheatres to make
more of a feature of the
canal. Work is expected
to start this year with the
canal link operational in
2007.

More canal
freight
BW are preparing to
carry more refuse on the
Grand Union Canal to a
new recycling centre at
Willesden Junction. It
will result in an extra 25
barge movements a day
at a time BW have still
to resolve what they see
as conflict between
freight and small
recreational craft,
leading to the exclusion
of the latter on some
canals, especially in
Yorkshire.

Big Broads boat
The Broads Authority
have built their biggest
ever workboat.
Maintenance tasks will
include clearing trees.

Welsh access
guide
The magazine Water
Sport Wales will
complete a Water
Access Guide over the
next few months. It will
be interesting to see
what they are able to
find.

Licence fee rises
The EA are increasing
their licence fees this
year by a hefty 5.5%,
saying they will spend
the extra on work on
navigation structures,
doubtless for large craft.
BW’s licence fees are to
rise by 2.9%.

And I quote...
... Rural Affairs
Minister Alun Michael
on the opening of
further land for walkers,
‘Southern England has a
wealth of wonderful
open countryside which
everyone has the right to
enjoy.’
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Paddlers International
opposes order

Llangollen breach closes
over 100km of canal

The EA’s proposed Inland Waterways Order under
the 1992 Transport & Works Act, which would give the
EA various powers including the right to licence,
register and require insurance of all boats on any
waterway under their control, including canoes, has
now completed registration of objectors (Nov, p10). We
have reserved the right under the Paddlers International
name to speak at any subsequent public inquiry.

A breach in the Llangollen Branch of the
Shropshire Union Canal at an unstable embankment
on the English/Welsh border at Bettisfield in
December had extensive repercussions. It resulted in
the closure of not only the bottom 34km of the canal
to the main line but also 56km of the main line from
Audlem to Ellesmere Port and the 16km Middlewich
Branch.

Holme Pierrepont
Weil’s disease case
Ian Collins advises us that a rower from Nottingham
who capsized in the Trent at Holme Pierrepont
contracted Weil’s disease. Despite informing his GP on
several occasions that he had been in the river the GP
did not suggest treatment other than antibiotics, during
which time he suffered blackouts and vomiting. Tests
were only done when he visited a specialist.

Why so few
river swimmers?
A survey of over 18s in northwest England for the
Mersey Basin Campaign discovered that only 23% of
women and 42% of men have swum in British rivers.
What would the figures have been if canoeists had been
excluded? A conference then discussed such issues as
water quality and temperature but not permission to be
there despite mentioning rivers such as the Ribble and
Mersey which are closed except in their tidal sections.

Highland access bodies
The Highland Council have been setting up 6 Local
Access Fora to cover the following regions, Caithness,
Sutherland, Ross & Cromarty, Lochaber, Skye &
Lochalsh and Inverness, Nairn and the sections of
Badenoch and Strathspey outside the Cairngorm
National Park. Each forum will have a dozen members
representing the various interests plus council
appointees, meeting on a quarterly basis, receiving
expenses but not paid.

Going with the flow
The Team Philips catamaran, which was abandoned
1,400km off the Cornish coast, eventually arrived in
pieces in Shetland a couple of years later, covered in
Canadian barnacles. It is interesting that it stayed afloat
and that the pieces remained in proximity to each other
over all that time and distance.

Alun Michael in
sustainable tourism
seminar
The Broads Authority are to host a seminar on
sustainable tourism at the Shroders London Boat Show
on Jan 14th. Participants will include Alun Michael,
Professor David Bellamy, the chairman of the East of
England Development Agency and the chairman of the
Broads Authority. The seminar will include quickfire
presentations about holidays on the Broads and future
sustainable initiatives. The Broads Authority have been
the only national park in England positively promoting
environmentally friendly travel by canoe so this could be
the time to learn why they are being positive when
there is a negative attitude elsewhere.
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BCU react to EGM call
James Farquharson has published the following
letter on his Thames Weir Project website and
received 70 signatures in support, as a result of which
he has sent it to the BCU.
‘We the undersigned full members of the BCU
assert that the BCU is, to a significant extent, failing
to uphold its duties with respect to certain clauses in
its memorandum of association. These are sections;
3xv Improving Facilities - “to work for… greater
access”, 3xvii Publicity - “promote the provision or
development of additional facilities”, 3vi Organizing
Events - “demonstrations” and xix Information
Services – “provide and supply information…
concerning… recreational canoeing”.
‘These are, and I quote, “the objects for which the
union is established”. As such, the substantive failings
mentioned are grave in the extreme.
‘Under section 17 of the memorandum of
association we call upon you as BCU Secretary to
convene an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
BCU to discuss these fundamental failings.
‘Further, under section 18 of the memorandum of
association we wish to table the following motions:
‘“The BCU Access Committee is failing to
publicise the canoeist’s experience of access to inland
waterways to the general public through a
coordinated local and national media publicity
campaign, which is in accordance with the wishes of
recreational canoeists as one of the necessary measures
to obtain favourable legislation. This motion demands
that the BCU Access Committee puts measures in
place as a matter of extreme urgency to rectify this,
and significant progress must be made in achieving
wider publicity by the time of the BCU AGM in
March 2005”
‘“The BCU Access Committee must report, in full,
to its members all of its activities pursuant to bettering
the access situation on a monthly basis. This report to
be delivered via the BCU’s own website”
‘I look forward to receiving notification of a date
and venue for the Extraordinary General Meeting in
accordance with section 17 of the memorandum of
association.’
While supporting the general thrust of the letter I
do not think it is appropriate for the BCU to be
required to reveal all they know, quite apart from the
impracticality of ensuring they do so. Canoeist has
access information upon which we act but which
would not be given to us if we could not be relied
upon to retain confidentiality. Some of that
information is not known to the BCU, for example,
and will not be made public before an appropriate
time, if at all. Likewise, the BCU ought to have
information which it would not be appropriate to put
into the public domain.
New BCU access official Tim Joiner has replied
that the BCU will advertise for a full time PR officer
in January, will set up another website and will
update it at least once a month. They will fund a mail
based campaign, will hold a meeting of their access
forum in February and will arrange a protest or
demonstration in central London in April.

Reviews of new books
and publications

Reeds Oki Nautical Almanac 2005
Neville Featherstone & Peter
Lamblie
Adlard Coles Nautical, 37 Soho Sq,
London W1D 3QZ
0 7136 7060 6
1980. 14th Sep 2004 edition
260 x 190mm
1,048 + 207 pages, paperback
£32.95
It is a while since we last saw Reed’s
Nautical Almanac (Dec 91, p16). The
following year there was an
interpublisher dispute, allegations that
it would not appear and a retort that
‘seeing is believing’. We didn’t see a
copy although it has been around
since then. This year publication has
been taken over by Adlard Coles
Nautical and it is a much larger
volume with full colour throughout.
The geographical scope has been
reduced slightly, the British Isles and
the tip of Denmark to Gibraltar. It
acts as a pilot for ports throughout the
area, now collecting the data on signal
lights, chart numbers, tidal constants,
tidal flow diagrams, chartlets, ferries
and distances together on a
geographical basis rather than by
category. Subjects which do not have
location ties, such as GPS, vessel
lights, flags, weather and forecasts, sea
state photographs, first aid and tidal behaviour are at the front.
On occasions the English is irritatingly poor but proofreading it
must be a job for life. An oddity is the use of the British Rail symbol
for stations, even on the Continent. 3rd party insurance for yachts is
suggested at £1,000,000 to £1,500,00 compared with the £5,000,000
which seems to be quoted elsewhere for canoes these days, even if you
are left wondering how a canoe could possibly do that much more
damage than a yacht.
The accompanying marina guide is of little relevance to us although
other included accessories include a bookmark with all the
abbreviations used, the 2005 Dover tide tables and a postcard to send
for free email updates.
This great tome is more than you will want to carry in your boat
but there is a looseleaf version available so that you can select just the
relevant pages for any trip.
Barbed Wire & Babushkas

absence of pictures other than small black and white chapter heading
images, the book is more enlightening than the lectures were, bringing
out the character of the local people. Being a Cold War border, active
until recently and still with mutual distrust, the Chinese side of the
river was officially out of bounds although the author and paddling
partner Richard Boddington did manage to get a look there. They got
all their official paperwork in order with the help of a Russian national
whom they were able to phone in Moscow when things got difficult, a
procedure which worked well. On numerous occasions they were on
the receiving end of threatening behaviour from officials, got through
the paperwork and were then treated as friends, at times leaving with
unexpected gifts although not the bits of sheep from shepherds which
had been suggested by Chippy Powell who, along with Peter Knowles
and Dave Manby, contributed to the learning curve.
The river was fast all the way but with a surprising lack of significant
rapids, allowing touring kayaks to be used. Death defying activities
related to armed troops rather than the water itself. This is stiff upper
lip stuff with plenty of humour on the sarcastic side of dry. I liked the
‘bespectacled grin on legs’ whom the author didn’t know whether to
address as ‘Mr Slime’, ‘Green’, or simply ‘sir’.
There are huge areas of Asia which are unknown to Western
paddlers although the Siberian BAM Guide (Jul 02, p36) has a little to
say about boats on the Amur. It makes a change to get a narrative
which has more to do with the riverside people than with surviving
rapids.
Canoe 2005
Motorbooks
International
0 7603 1888 3
2004
300mm sq
28 pages,
paperback
$11.99. From Airlift
Book Co, 8 The
Arena, Mollison
Ave, Enfield, Middx
EN3 7NL
This is an essential
for the open canoe
enthusiast, a dozen
full page colour
pictures,
below
which are monthly
calendars with space
to write in diary appointments. All pictures are from North America,
half of them from the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, capturing a range
of moods and weather conditions through the seasons.
The one minor grumble is that instead of a central hole, there are
two spaced holes which mean you are going to have to give a bit more
thought to how you are going to suspend it unless you make another
hole.

Paul Grogan
Virgin Books Ltd, Thames Wharf Studios,
Rainville Rd, London W6 9HA
0 7535 0938 5
6th Jan 2005
190 x 130mm
270 pages, paperback
£7.99
At 4,400km, the Amur is one of the world’s
ten longest rivers, its headwaters rising in
Mongolia and then flowing along the
Russian/Chinese border to the Pacific. This
book is about a fairly low profile Mike Jones Award trip the length of
the river although there have been subsequent lectures. Despite the
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Scottish White Water
Bridget Thomas
Pesda Press, Elidir, Ffordd Llanllechid,
Rachub, Bangor, Gwynedd LL57 3EE
0 9547061 1 0
2001, 2nd edition 1st Nov 2004
200 x 140mm
368 pages, paperback
£15.95
The latest edition of this book (Jul 01, p20)
conceals well its 30% increase in size with a
further 42 river guides. There are new
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sections for the flow country and Skye and many more rivers dotted
about. Many of the new ones are short and steep, often expansions of
notes of their existence in the first edition.
There is no longer any reference to open canoes. Suggested
minimum levels from SEPA gauges are now included.
Implications of the new legislation and its application are included
and there is increasing reference to the rash of hydroelectric schemes
which are appearing. There is increasing reference to websites,
including angling season details.
Sceptics will like the Isla’s ‘In fact this trip is really just canyoning
with a boat.’
The Fyne is dedicated to the memory of Terry Storry. For many,
however, the whole book will now be seen as a tribute to Andy
Jackson, who contributed many of the river descriptions, who
probably could claim a significant number of first descents of them and
whose partner edited the book, doubtless in close association with him.
An interesting footnote is that one is now permitted to join the SCA
from outside Scotland. If this means the rest of Britain, not just
overseas, this is a welcome breakthrough.
Wave-Finder Surf Guide - UK & Ireland
Larry Blair
Hedonist Surf Co
0 9581726 4 1
Jun 2004
120 x 90mm
317 pages, paperback
£9.95 from Cordee, 3A De Montfort St, Leicester
LE1 7HD
Covering the whole of the British Isles, this guide is claimed to have
more surfing data than any other resource yet it is minuscule. You’d
slip it in your back pocket if it wasn’t so fat. It is so compact that some
of the advertisements cannot be fully read without a magnifying glass.
Each venue has a map giving the break type, bottom conditions,
best swell direction, preferred tide height and lunar state, wind
direction and any special features, mostly in an icon in the corner,
10mm square. There usually two maps per page, sometimes with
several breaks per map, in addition to the text.
In true board surfing style, secret spots are not included. If I am
buying a guidebook I do not expect to be told that I will only be
informed about the less important venues. Perhaps it is just an excuse
for not including breaks which get overlooked. Whatever the reason,
this is not the only board surfing guide guilty of this. There are some
striking black and white pictures of surf but, again, most are captioned
only to the area of the country, which I find infuriating. Has the
photographer forgotten where he took each picture or is there a fear
that the purchaser will want to look for himself? If you don’t want
people to go, don’t write a guide.
There is a lot of good stuff here but I’d like to read the
unexpurgated version.

Pembrokeshire Coast Path
Jim Manthorpe
Trailblazer Publications, Old Manse, Tower Rd,
Hindhead, Surrey GU26 6SU
1 873756 56 9
2004
180 x 120mm
208 pages, paperback
£9.99
The introduction to this book, nearly a third of
it, is so green that I am left wondering why the
author should be encouraging anyone to go there
at all. Perhaps he did not write it as the rest of the book is rather more
balanced.
It covers the coast from Amroth to Cardigan, presented for the
walker and with maps at about 1:20,000, giving precise details of
accommodation, places to eat, local sights, which beaches are accessible
on foot and much more. If you find that trying to find a bed and
breakfast house with a single room or a family room is only one step
up from playing Battleships, this book could pay for itself in one night
as it lists how many of each type of room is available at each venue.
Twr y Felin is mentioned by its initials at frequent intervals through
the book and canoe bags are recommended to walkers to keep their kit
dry. Finally, be saddened that the postcode CA11 0ES is wasted on a
walking holiday company.
The Aeolian Islands
Carmelo Cavallaro & Vittorio Famularo
Sagep, Genova, Italia
88 7058 893 9
2003
A5
64 pages, paperback
Free
Vulcano, Caldera, Stromboli, Vulcanello,
the names say it all. A group of islands off
the north coast of Sicily, spaced up to 20km
apart and no more than a few kilometres
long, these are classic islands of rugged lava,
the nocturnal fireworks of Stromboli and the
bubbling of underwater gases showing they are not even quite
dormant. The road system on each is minimal, if it exists at all, some
having only footpaths. Repeatedly there is advice that the islands are
best seen by boat trip and the book points out which are the best
sections to visit. There are colour photographs through the book,
which also points out some of the most interesting features on land. An
unusual week or two could be spent exploring these islands by sea
kayak although they are light on the facilities normally offered to
tourists.

Walking in the Dordogne
Sailing Along the Coast of Calabria
Janette Norton
Cicerone, 2 Police Sq, Milnthorpe, Cumbria
LA7 7PY
1 85284 415 9
Aug 2004
170 x 110mm
239 pages, paperback
£12.00
30 circular walks in the Dordogne and Vézère
valleys are featured in this guide. One of them is
around the Trémolat horseshoe, giving panoramic
views of the 2007 world marathon championships course. Indeed,
depending on the course set, it may not be the only relevant one. The
rivers are popular for canoe touring and it is noted that canoe hire is
available at Les Eyzies.
Much of the book is devoted to walking directions but the colour
photographs give a flavour of the area and some of the sights of interest
are described, including the locations of orchids, with which the
author has a special fascination.
Glossaries include details of maps, tourist information and market
days.
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Federico Bianchi di Castelbianco
Edizioni Scientifische Ma Gi SRL, Via
Bergamo 7, 00198 Roma, Italia
88 88232 79 6
Apr 2003
240 x 170mm
71 pages, paperback
Free
This tour of the west coast of the toe of
Italy (although the book omits to mention
the location of Calabria) takes the form of
an imaginary yacht trip from port to port.
There are plenty of colour photographs
including aerial photographs of the ports
although the most fantastic has to be the
picture of a cloud formation at Soverato which would put any UFO to
shame. The text is also rather poetical in its translation. As well as the
sights there is an introduction to the local wines, specialist dishes and
produce to be sampled.
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Riviera del Brenta
Ivo Prandin
Regione Veneto
270 x 240mm
24 pages, paperback
The Riviera del Brenta runs
for 27km from Stra, near
Padua, to the Venetian lagoon,
a river from which floodwater
has been diverted, leaving it
placid and free of silt. The
booklet is in English and
German and features grand
riverside villas, art treasures,
gastronomy, festivals, the
centre of the world shoe
industry and cycling. Finally, it
talks about canoe routes and
the last photograph shows two people touring in wild water racers.
‘These forms of environmentally friendly tourism that cause no harm
The original plan of sea kayaking at
Flamborough Head for this Saturday having been
abandoned midweek because of the forecast
strong easterly winds, I opt for an inland tour. It’s
one of my favourites, the King’s Mill Loop,
starting from Shardlow on the Trent and Mersey
Canal. It used to be a regular item when we did
monthly Telephone Tours in the East Midlands
but they’ve stopped owing to lack of interest and
I’m by myself.
The route is simple, park at Shardlow Wharf
carpark (free!), paddle up the canal to Bridge 10 at
Weston on Trent, cross over onto the river Trent
itself, paddle with the current down to
Derwentmouth, then back up the canal to
Shardlow. It’s about 11 miles.
Down at the bank some kind person has mown
the grass by the towpath so it’s an easy seal launch
into the cut, then a paddle past the fascinating
canal buildings of Shardlow up to the first lock
where a narrowboat is just entering. I close the
bottom gate for them, carry my kayak up past the
top gate and seal launch again into the next
pound. There are a few fishermen here who say
hello. This is a good spot for finding floats and
other fishing tackle caught in the hedge opposite
the towpath but I can’t see any today so the only
favour I can do the anglers is to pass quietly as far
as possible from where they are fishing. Then it’s
under the new A50 bridge that I use every day to
go to work and on into quieter scenery. At Aston
Lock I surf the tiny wave at the bottom of the
lock bypass channel for a moment before glancing
back to see if the narrowboat behind me is in
sight. It’s not but I am rewarded with the electric
blue bullet of a kingfisher crossing low over the
water.
Before Weston Lock I meet several more
narrowboats; they all throttle back as we pass and
say hello. I feel like shouting ‘No! Speed up so I
can play on your wave!’ but I know they are
trying to do the right thing so I say nothing.
Aston Lock is interesting as the balance beams
are short but massive because they are so close to
the bridge. I stop for a drink and a snack while
watching the Klump family lock down. He’s big,
she’s wide and the son is, well... short but
massive! The thought occurs to give them a hand
but they look like they need the exercise so I
leave them to it.
Another mile of canal and I arrive at bridge 10,
next to which there is a short path leading down
to the Trent. There’s loads of litter here and I

are definitely catching on and becoming more and more popular with
sports clubs... The waterway itineraries that the canoes can follow
cover a wonderful network of different kinds of waters ranging from
the fresh currents of the Brenta to the still, salt expanses’. The booklet
ends by describing the wildlife canoeists can see. ‘The canoeists glide in
absolute silence, skimming quite close to the wondrous habitats’.

Extended chart coverage
The UK Hydrographic Office have produced a number of new
Leisure Editions of charts, the Exe estuary and Exeter Canal, parts of
the Cornish coast, much of mid Wales and some around the Irish Sea
and Firth of Forth. In addition, the Firth of Clyde is now available as a
folio.

Cordee founders retire
Two years ago June and Ken Vickers relinquished their shareholding
in Cordee to Richard and Jane Robinson. In the subsequent period
they have been ensuring a smooth handover and have been
progressively reducing their involvement. They are now retiring fully.
As a keen mountaineer, Ken developed the book business to be the
leading one of its kind, covering a range of outdoor sports including
canoeing, in addition to maps and videos.

Moods
On a
breezy
day I
meet
the
Klumps
This series is about the moods of
people or nature as met while
paddling. Please feel free to
contribute your experiences.

watch out for discarded needles as I’m only
wearing thin wetsuit boots.
Now I’m on the river, heading into the wind but
with the current in my favour and it’s a different
world! In places it’s more like the sea! My bow
shreds each wave and the wind tears the water into
spray, wetting my hands and my face. It’s hard
work as the wind catches the paddle blades but a
glance at the bank shows I am making good
progress and up ahead there are woods where I
should get some shelter.
King’s Mill is now in sight and moments later I
break out under the old weir, wobbling like a
beginner. There’s no wave today but the current is
all over the place. I’m ready for a lunch but I need
somewhere with some shelter from the wind so I
press on.
Donnington Power Station has been demolished
but the old intake and outfall are still visible. I try
out several possible sites for stopping but decide
against them. Approaching the A50 again, I spot a
little side channel that drains some gravel pits and
get out there. It’s a steep bank but at the top the
grass is dry and I can stretch out. In spite of the
traffic passing above, it is a surprisingly serene spot.
The water is crystal clear and small birds twitter in
the bush beside me. I lie on my back and munch.
The sky is blue and there’s still some warmth in the
sun even on this windy autumn day so I make the
most of it.
Through Shardlow the river is still running fast. I
pass more fishermen who wave. I feel really strong
now with my lunch inside me and the boat is
storming along, splatting each wave as it goes.
Hearing the M1 to the right, I know that I am
nearly at Derwentmouth but where is the old
packhorse bridge? It’s gone! That would explain the
‘path closed’ signs I saw back at the start. I think
about having an explore up the Derwent towards
Church Wilne but decide against it for today.
As I turn into the mouth of the Trent and
Mersey I meet, once again, a narrowboat I passed
earlier (they’re thinking ‘Hang on; how did he get
there?’) and head up the wooded cut which leads to
the first lock. It’s nice to have the wind behind me
again on this final leg back into Shardlow. The
water treatment works makes its presence felt
briefly as I paddle past, then there’s the new marina
and the flood gates with their traffic lights to warn
people not to go down onto the Trent when it is
running high.
As for the Klumps, I never saw them again.

Paul Smith
CANOEIST January 2005
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No place like home

As the bow of my kayak cleaves through
the still waters of the River Fal, encrusted
with fallen leaves from the hanging oak trees
that flank the steep hillsides all around me in
autumnal splendour, it is time for me to
reflect on what has been the most remarkable
year of my life.
Not many people get to realize a childhood
dream but that is exactly what I was lucky
enough to do when I left Falmouth on
Saturday 3rd April 2004 at the start of my
attempt to make the first solo
circumnavigation of the UK and Ireland by
sea kayak. The idea came to me
nearly thirty years ago when I first
paddled my Ox general purpose
kayak at the age of eleven along
the coast of St Austell Bay on the
south coast of Cornwall. I wanted
to see what was around the next
headland and it occurred to me
that if I kept going ‘around the
next headland’ eventually I would
return to my starting place from
the opposite direction, having
completed a full circuit of Britain. I
decided back then that one day I
would do just that.
The list of those who had
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successfully completed similar journeys before
me is significant and I knew I would be
following in the wake of several of the
world’s greatest ocean paddlers including the
likes of Bill Taylor, Paul Caffyn, Nigel
Dennis, Chris Duff and Peter Bray. Who was
I to think I could join this elite club of
circumnavigators? My doubts were reinforced
as I left Falmouth and got battered by a force
7 southwesterly for the next three days but,
eventually, the weather relented and I was
able to paddle out to and around the Isles of
Scilly, thus keeping my plan to include all the
inhabited islands of the UK and Ireland in my
circumnavigation alive. No-one had
attempted such a long journey, nearly 5,000
miles, in British waters before and many
doubted it could be done in one paddling
season. I had given myself six months to
complete the trip and knew that I would have
to push the limits of my own endurance and
what was considered to be ‘safe’ if I was to be
successful.
Safety was of primary concern to me,
particularly because one of the two charities
for which I would be raising money was the
RNLI and I did not want to be rescued by
them on the way round! I judged that,
through a combination of experience,
paddling ability and extremely detailed
planning, I could reduce the risks of a solo
kayak expedition to an acceptable level. After
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Rounding Land’s End.
some discussion the RNLI agreed to be
associated with my project and provided
considerable assistance both in the planning
and preparation phase and during the
expedition itself. I prepacked six months
worth of food into sixteen storage boxes that
were distributed to lifeboat stations I had
selected on my route where I could easily
stop and resupply. This worked perfectly and
I would like to thank all the lifeboat crews
around the UK and Ireland that made me feel
so welcome.
I wanted the journey to be more than just
an ego trip and I hoped to raise the awareness
of the paddling and wider community to
various environmental issues that
are affecting the seas around our
shores. I chose to raise money for
the Marine Conservation Society,
the UK charity dedicated to the
protection of the marine
environment and its wildlife. MCS
takes a holistic approach and
doesn’t just focus on the more
popular species. Best known for
the Good Beach Guide and the
Adopt a Beach scheme, they also
fund a broad spectrum of research
and encourage us to report
sightings of jellyfish, basking sharks
and other wildlife. It wasn’t long

before I found an example of the sort of
damage we are doing to the marine
environment and its inhabitants when I found
a dead guillemot that had strangled itself on
some discarded fishing net on the north
Cornish coast. If you go out on the sea or just go
for a walk on the beach you will inevitably see some
rubbish; please try to bring some home with you
and ensure it is disposed of safely. I would also
encourage you to visit the MCS website,
www.mcsuk.org, to see the valuable work
they are doing and join up. As a paddling
community we are in a unique position to be
able to make a difference.

A shame to miss out
Anglesey and the Isle of Man
After an easy traverse of the north coast of
Cornwall I faced a long crossing from Lundy
to St Govan’s Head on the Pembrokeshire
coast. I had used an escort boat for the
crossings to and from Scilly so this was the
first big crossing on my own. The fear of
being alone so far offshore mixed with a sense
of freedom and self determination and I knew
I was hooked. Conditions were far from
perfect and by the time I reached St Govan’s
Head the tide race was piling the steep waves
up against the sheer cliffs but my beautiful CTrek kayak, donated by Kirton Kayaks, dealt
with it easily and my confidence soared.
After a brief stay with Peter Bray (first
person to kayak across the north Atlantic in
2001), whose encouragement gave me all the
inspiration I needed, it was time to head
north. I had considered crossing the St
George’s Channel of the Irish Sea from St
David’s to Rosslare (with fellow paddlers Ian
Wilson and Jim Morrissey, we had set the
record for the fastest crossing in 1998) but it
seemed a shame to miss out on visiting
Anglesey and the Isle of Man in my attempt
to include all the inhabited islands in my
circumnavigation. By heading so far north
before turning south to complete a circuit of
Ireland it added considerable mileage to my
journey but I am very glad I did it. The
weather was grim as I headed up the coast of
Wales and I was thankful for the superb
paddling kit supplied to me by my main
sponsor, Yak.
After negotiating the fast tides around
Bardsey Island I found my danger threshold
on a crossing from the Lleyn peninsula to
Holy Island on Anglesey as waves collapsed
on submerged reefs all around me and I
struggled to find somewhere to land safely
through the huge surf. Eventually I found
refuge in the horseshoe cove of Roscolyn and
had time to reflect on what I had learnt when
I took a day off at the Anglesey Sea and Surf
Centre run by Nigel Dennis, who made me
feel very welcome. I rode through the tide
races off Holy Island into the much calmer
waters of Liverpool Bay where I enjoyed near
perfect weather as I headed up to the
Cumbrian coast. Delayed by strong winds for
a couple of days, I eventually made the 28
nautical mile crossing from St Bees to
Maughold Head on the Isle of Man and got
blasted down the east side of the island to
south of the capital, Douglas, clocking up a
record day of over fifty miles.

Doing the diary at Peel. Inset: Isun solar
power source.
of Peel, poised for my longest crossing so far,
32 nautical miles to Ardglass in Northern
Ireland. My original plan had been to head up
to the Mull of Galloway and Mull of Kintyre
before crossing to Ireland but weather delays
had forced me to cut the corner, which
would save quite a few miles. After nine and a
half hours of paddling, the last few into a
strong headwind, I arrived on the coast of
Northern Ireland and the start of the next
phase of my journey.
It was the beginning of May and the
weather remained unseasonally cool but now
the northerly winds were on my back and I
made good progress south past Dublin and
down to Wicklow, where I left my kayak in
the compound of the yacht club and took the
train back north to Dublin to meet my wife,
Linda, who had flown over for the weekend.
It was great to see her and she came bearing
gifts, a pair of Lettmann wing paddles donated
my Paul Ralph from Marsport.
Re-energized, I continued my journey

around Ireland, enjoying some fabulous
weather and seeing this wonderful country at
its very best. The Irish are justifiably proud of
their island and their hospitable reputation is
well earned. For me the highlight was
paddling around An Tiaracht, outermost of
the Blasket islands and the most westerly
island and lighthouse in Europe. In
challenging conditions the feeling of isolation
on the Atlantic edge of Europe was quite
intimidating and the islands themselves are
rather threatening with high jagged cliffs and
few or no places to land even a small kayak.
By the time I had reached Donegal I had
experienced all sorts of weather and been out
in some big seas. I had been pushing my
limits on a daily basis and it was perhaps
unsurprising that something had to give. After
a long day paddling from Bloody Foreland
out to Tory Island and then east to Fanad
Head my back had given up and I struggled
to get out the boat. I spent a couple of days
trying to rest but to no avail and in the end
had to be rescued by my dear friend Jim
Morrissey, who drove five hours from his
home in Galway to come and get me. I had
aggravated an old injury, a slipped disc, and
for a while I thought that the expedition
might be at an end but after ten days of
intense therapy with a chiropractor and lots of
stretching I felt fit enough to continue and

Something had to give
After more fun in the tide races around the
Calf of Man I camped on a beach just north

At the Fastnet Rock. Inset: Heron at Crosshaven near Cork.
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The most beautiful beach in Ireland.

Passing through Bull Rock.

Rounding the Blaskets.

Leaving Sanna Bay with a sailing ship off
Ardnamurchan Point
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Mhealasta, north Harris. Inset: A sea otter.
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caught the bus back north to where I had left
my kayak waiting expectantly. I had been
very lucky to have had friends like Jim and his
partner, Sarah, who understood what I
needed to do to get back on the water.
Setting off again was such a relief. During
my time ashore Fiona Whitehead, who was
attempting to become the first woman to
circumnavigate the UK and Ireland, overtook
me. She had set off a week behind me from
Portsmouth and had crossed the St George’s
Channel to Ireland. We had been keeping in
touch by text but it was still a surprise to see
her camped with her paddling partner, Tom,
on a remote spot in north Donegal. Of course
the media were trying to turn it into a race
but Fiona and I knew that what each of us
was trying to do was quite different. Fiona
was sticking to the mainland whilst I dashed
out to all the inhabited islands. Whilst I was
paddling solo, Fiona was being accompanied
for various bits of her trip but we were both
enduring the same inclement weather as the
great British summer failed to deliver. I left
them and headed east to Portrush in
Northern Ireland before the weather took a
turn for the worse. I took a calculated risk in
making the crossing from Rathlin Island to
the Mull of Kintyre in marginal conditions
but it paid off handsomely as the wind swung
north for several days and would have
prevented me from reaching Scottish soil.

The ultimate island to bag
With Ireland done I now faced another
huge challenge, an island hopping excursion
out around the Hebrides. It was the part of
the journey to which I had most been
looking forward, some familiar places but
plenty more to explore for the first time and
perhaps the ultimate island to bag, that of St
Kilda. Islay, Oronsay, Colonsay, Iona, Tiree
and Coll passed by all too quickly with
wonderfully remote campsites and stunning
views. After a brief return to the mainland at
Ardnamurchan I headed past Muck and Eigg
and found shelter from a force 8 in an isolated
cottage in Glen Harris on Rùm after my tent
pole snapped.
I was awestruck by the booming swell on
the reefs beneath the basalt columns of Canna
and felt truly insignificant as I paddled past the
majestic mountains of Skye before heading
over to what are, for me, the more familiar
islands of the Outer Hebrides. Familiarity

breeds contempt and I very nearly made an
error of judgement upon leaving the shelter
of Castlebay on Barra and heading up the
west coast. The swell was huge, well in excess
of thirty feet, and I knew that, through a
combination of wind and tide, I had to keep
going; there was no going back. It was very
scary but I dealt with it and, once again, I had
raised the bar on what I considered to be
‘safe’.
After a two day wait and anxious phone
calls and text messages to Murray Macleod,
owner and skipper of Seatrek, a large RIB that
would be escorting me out to St Kilda, the
weather settled sufficiently to allow me to
make the 34 nautical mile crossing from
Griminish Point to Village Bay on St Kilda.
Worthy of an article on its own, the trip out
to St Kilda was definitely the highlight of the
whole expedition. I received a wonderful
welcome from the islanders; the islands
original inhabitants were evacuated in 1930 at
their own request after life on this most
isolated of all the British Isles became too
much. The island is now home to the staff of
QinetiQ, who run the missile testing range
on behalf of the MoD, and the warden and
volunteers from Scottish Natural Heritage,
who do a fantastic job looking after what is
effectively an island museum. I was also met
by a group of sea kayakers from northeast
Scotland who had chartered a yacht to bring
them out to the island. If you ever get the
chance to visit St Kilda then do so; you will
not be disappointed. It has the highest sea
cliffs in Britain which are home to the largest
gannet colony in the northern hemisphere. It
has a great pub, too!
The weather was perfect for my
circumnavigation of the island archipelago
and return paddle to North Uist and I was
delighted to have made it out there and know
just how lucky I was to get the right weather
at the right time. After a stunning paddle
across the Sound of Harris and past the most
beautiful beach in Britain on the island of
Mealasta I headed up to and around the Butt
of Lewis, turning south down to Tiumpan
Head before crossing back to the Scottish
mainland and Lochinver.
I caught up with Fiona and Tom again at
Oldshoremore and we enjoyed a tot of rum as
we talked through our strategies for tackling
Cape Wrath. I opted to go for it the
following day in marginal conditions and

Rounding Cape Wrath in marginal conditions. Right: Gorgeous machair at Griminish.
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Cave on Muckle Roe.
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Tom and Fiona waited for better weather. By
using the eddies formed by the northwest
corner of Scotland I was able to paddle against
the tide and past this milestone without a
problem and made rapid progress across the
roof of Britain to Scrabster where I waited for
the swell to die down before heading out to
the Northern Isles of Orkney and Shetland,
the crux of the whole expedition.
I was incredibly fortunate to have tail winds
for the long journey north and pushed my
body harder than I had ever pushed it before
as I knew that the conditions could not last
forever. Making the hops from North
Ronaldsay to Fair Isle and Fair Isle to
Shetland, I was running with the swell for the
most part and averaged over five knots,
hitting a top speed of eleven knots on one
surf run! It was exhilarating stuff but I knew
that I was on the edge and could not afford to
make a mistake. I received a tremendous
welcome from local paddlers on Shetland,
who came down to see me at Hamnavoe. I
seemed to have become a bit of a media
celebrity with the local newspaper, radio and
TV reporting on my progress daily.
The remote island of Foula is rather
inconveniently located some twenty miles
west of Shetland Mainland and is probably the
most remote inhabited island after St Kilda. It
also has the second highest cliffs which are
just incredible, like some Viking giant has
sliced the island in two with his axe, allowing
one half to fall into the sea. Unable to land, I
was forced to head back to Papa Stour and
nearly made a grave error in my navigation,
the sea mist parting just in time to reveal land
not quite where I had expected! I had been
given a Silva Multi-Navigator GPS which I
used for any crossing where I was likely to be
out of sight of land. It proved simple to use,
even for a technophobe like me, and
completely reliable. On this occasion, though,
I had neglected to use it and underestimated
the speed of the tide running north as I
crossed between the islands in the gloom. I
would have hit something eventually but in

Fair Isle kirk.

Papa Stour caves.
my exhausted state I could have been in
serious trouble. As it was, by the time I
reached the shelter of Housa Voe on the east
side of Papa Stour I was more tired than I had
been at any time in the journey so far and it
took me a day of complete rest to recover
before I was fit enough to head into Aith

where my next box of supplies was waiting
for me.
The paddle north to Muckle Flugga, the
most northerly point of the British Isles was
remarkable. I had not expected the variety of
coastline that I was to discover on the west
coast of the Shetland Islands. From beautiful

Beachy Head lighthouse.
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beaches to lava cliffs and deep caverns
Shetland has everything for which a sea
kayaker could wish including big tide races
and huge swell! The feeling of relief and
satisfaction as I rounded the small rocky islet
of Muckle Flugga with its lonely lighthouse
was intense. I had been thinking about that
moment for so many years and I was not
disappointed. Gannets filled the sky above
me, powerful Atlantic swell thundered against
the reefs just feet away and I could finally
head south and head for home.

I had a strange feeling about
the crossing
The long journey south turned into a bit of
a race. Linda joined me on Orkney and
followed me from the land down the east
coast of Scotland and England. The weather
failed to improve significantly and we
splashed about with the holidaymakers on
various campsites down the east side of
Britain. Whilst the east coast is far less
dramatic than the west coast there are still a
few gems like the Isle of May and Bass Rock
in the Firth of Forth, St Abb’s Head, Holy
Island and the Farne Islands and, further
south, the wild north coast of Norfolk.
Linda left me at Felixstowe to head home
and back to work and I beasted myself with a
huge crossing of the Thames estuary from
Clacton-on-Sea to Herne Bay before finally

Left top to bottom:
Off the Needles.
Out with an inshore lifeboat.
Groynes off Hengisbury Head.
Above: The new RNLI College.
reaching the south coast. I received a text
from Fiona to say she had finished her
circumnavigation and I was delighted for her.
I knew what a tough time she had endured
and she deserves full credit for becoming the
first woman to have paddled around the UK
and Ireland. My thoughts were on my next
big challenge, a crossing of the English
Channel from Weymouth to Alderney. It was
now September and, whilst I enjoyed some
fabulous weather as I left the Strait of Dover
and headed west to the Isle of Wight and the
Dorset coast, I knew that the good weather
would not last. I stopped for a night at the
brand new and very impressive RNLI
College at Poole and was surprised and
delighted when Linda turned up
unexpectedly. All the time I had a strange
feeling about the crossing to the Channel
Islands. Strictly speaking, the Channels Islands
were not part of my challenge to make the
first solo circumnavigation of the UK and
Ireland. They do not form part of the UK but
they are within the British Isles and, as such,
if I was able to make it out and around them
then I could claim to have made the first
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previously I performed three celebratory
Eskimo rolls for the crowds and cameras on
the quayside. Linda was there with a bottle of
bubbly and I am not ashamed to say that I
was unable to hold back the tears as I joined
in with Hayle Town Male Voice Choir as
they sang the RNLI hymn Home from the Sea.
It was a very special moment in my life. I had
achieved my dream and I knew I was a very
lucky man. I had become the first person to
complete a solo circumnavigation of the UK
and Ireland and the first ever to include all the
inhabited islands but, don’t worry; there is
still the British Isles to do so get paddling!
I chose to share my experiences by keeping
a web diary. The website became the most
important aspect of the trip for me. I never
once contemplated giving up and reading all
the marvellous messages of support on the
message board was all the motivation I
needed. I would like to thank everyone who
took the trouble to log on and send me a
message. Although it was impossible to reply
to everyone individually I read them all and
they saw me through some pretty tough
times. I would urge anyone considering an
expedition of this nature to have a website
and message board and I would be delighted
to give advice on all aspects of planning such
a trip. It has been a wonderful experience and
would not have been possible without the
love and support of my wife, Linda, who
continued to work whilst I took six months
holiday!
To date, thanks to the hard work of many
individuals behind the scenes, we have raised
in excess of £6,000 pounds for the RNLI and
MCS and funds continue to come in as I give
presentations about my adventure. If you
want me to give a presentation to your

club/organization
contact
me
at
sean@expeditionkayak.com.
I would like to thank my various sponsors
without whose help the trip would have been
much harder, if not impossible, and they are:
Yak – all my paddling gear
Kirton Kayaks – C-Trek kayak The Expedition
Kayak
Marsport/Lettmann – Nordic wing paddles
Wholebake – NRG and Nine Bars (energy
and protein bars)
Icetea.co.uk – website design and
maintenance
PDQ Comms – media and public relations
Silva – Multi-Navigator GPS and S12
handheld waterproof VHF radio
McMurdo – loan of FastFind Plus Personal
Locator Beacon
Aquapac – waterproof cases
First Ascent – dry bags and Platypus drink
system
Dashmount – solar charger and battery pack
Marine Instruments – loan of charts, pilots etc
Coleman – Cobra2 tent
Taunton Leisure – big discounts!
AS Watersports – even bigger discounts and a
£250 donation to the charity fund!
Since my return I have been on the water
most days, paddling with friends on the River
Fal or in St Ives Bay, training for the Devizes
to Westminster Race next Easter. Whilst I
saw many, many beautiful places during my
long journey, there really is nowhere quite
like home!

Sean Morley
Click here to support
Sean’s charities.

Sean Morley photographs

circumnavigation of the British Isles so they
were always part of my plan if time and
weather permitted but I had promised the
RNLI that I would use an escort boat for the
crossings of the busy Channel shipping lanes.
As I approached Weymouth the wind
increased from the east and then turned
southwest and, despite waiting four days for
the weather forecast to improve, I reluctantly
had to make the decision to abandon the
attempt to cross the Channel. Of course I was
disappointed but there was nothing I could
do about it. I had been incredibly lucky to be
able to get out to such places as St Kilda and I
felt I had pushed my luck enough. Of course
not only did I need the right weather for the
crossing to Alderney but I also needed a
sufficiently good long term forecast to give
me a realistic chance of getting around the
islands and getting back across the Channel. It
was always going to be a lot to ask for at this
time of year and it was not to be. I resumed
my journey west and realized I had definitely
made the right decision as I got battered by
headwinds all the way along the south Devon
and Cornwall coast.
I had given folk at home a date in advance
for when I would finish so that they could
organize a bit of a reception for me and now
that I was not including the Channel Islands
in my journey I had a bit of time on my
hands. I spent a couple of nights on the
Fowey River before making the last push to
Falmouth where I was greeted by a flotilla of
paddlers in all sorts of craft, escorted by both
the inshore and all weather lifeboats and
treated to a flypast by the SAR helicopter
from RNAS Culdrose. As I paddled towards
the same pontoon at the National Maritime
Museum Cornwall that I had left six months

A great
paddle in
a great
boat
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Shortsighted
accountants
From Dane Butler, Sleaford,
Lincs.
Being a member of Home
Pierrepont Canoe Club, I would
like to vent my frustration at the
way the managers of the facility
are planning on raising revenue. I
have just been told that the
management company would
like me to pay £140 a year to
use the Winfield Pool which, at
best, could be called a pond, at
worst a duck pond. This fee
would be over and above the
membership I pay for the club
and the membership of the BCU,
whose offices overlook the pond.
I accept that Sport England need
to raise revenue but the route
they are taking will result in a
thriving club with a junior
section moving or folding. I
don’t know what the
constitution is for Sport England
or the BCU. I do not think it
includes restricting the
development of canoeing and
kayaking in the local community.
I and my children will still
continue; we may not develop as
quickly as my children would
like and their vision of playing in
the holes and riding the stoppers
may have to be fulfilled
somewhere else but those
children who do not have the
parental involvement will most
probably never get the option to
achieve their visions.
At least the accountants will be
able to balance their books and
take their commission!

The very limits
From Alan Byde.
We live across the road from
the entrance to Picton marina.
The saltwater creek from Queen
Charlotte Sound is approx 150
yards away. Paul Caffyn has
discovered that he can park his 4
x 4 beside our garage and go
afloat to paddle off to some place
up the sound where sea kayakers
gather. He feels it is safer to park
his wheels there than leave them
out all weekend. He is naturally
welcome.
He brought a box of Canoeist
mags which he invited me to
read. I find this pleasing yet
painful. There are so many names
in there that I remember very
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well and many more that ring no
bells for me. I find the access
problems continue to be bogged
down in legal mire so the lawyers
and bureaucrats must be having a
great time. To read of a crewbus
complete with valuable contents
being driven away saddens me.
We used to camp and leave gear
in the tent all day and find it
there when we returned. The
effect that the mag has on me
(I’m still not through them all) is
like driving up a side road here,
teeth rattling.
The April 2004 issue has John
Dudderidge’s obituary. It does
not do justice to his great
humanity and the events are not
what he told me in 1959.
The Canoe Camping Club had
the Easter cruise down a river
recently in flood. They camped
upstream of a village and a road
bridge and were packing to leave.
One of their members was out of
cigarettes so set off ahead of the
others to visit the village. About
twenty minutes later the main
group found him wrapped in his
folding kayak on a tree trapped
against the buttress of the bridge.
Their friend was wearing
wellingtons. He tried to exit but
a sprung stringer was lodged in
one of his boots and he could not
move. The cold water induced
hypothermia. He was barely
conscious.
They tried all ways to release
him. The flow under the bridge
was fast sweeping swimmers
away. They took turns to slash at
the fabric of the canoe. After a
further quarter of an hour the
boot was freed. A rope down

from the bridge parapet applied
upward tension to prevent him
collapsing into the flood. They
started to lift him in the loop of
the rope but he lost
consciousness. His arms went up
and he slipped out of the loop.
He was washed into the pool
below the bridge where
resuscitation was tried but he was
dead.
I take the trouble to relate this
as it had a very powerful effect
on me. John and Oliver used to
stay with my family when they
came north to Durham. I had
been paddling my first canoe, a
PBK 20, for less than two years. I
had a lot to learn. I realized that
entrapment was a serious
problem. The BCU had been
warned by the Government that
unless something was done about
the 25 (more or less) annual
fatalities attributed to canoeing
then Government would
proscribe it.
John was the first senior coach
to be appointed. I was the
second. The duty to try to avoid
canoeing deaths was the
foundation on which my BCU
career stood. From the start I
knew of entrapment. Seventeen
years later I made the first
cockpit liners or pods. On three
occasions to my knowledge these
were demonstrated at Plas y
Brenin to coaches and
manufacturers. It resisted folding
across the thighs of the occupant
and gave someone out of the
cockpit in deep cold water a
chance to get back in again
within two minutes, solo,
avoiding hypothermia.

About twenty years ago I
returned my qualifications and
awards to the BCU as I no
longer had any confidence in the
ethics of their employment as
servants of the membership.
They were lacking then and I see
from the continuing evidence of
letters and comments in your
pages that they are lacking now,
the need to guard one’s rear
being foremost. Access continues
to get worse not better. In short,
the BCU officials resist progress;
they do not help it. Tail wags
dog, nothing changes.
You mention my name in
connection with the voyaging
around Great Britain. I wrote a
letter to the ASKC newsletter
about that. Frank Goodman was
claiming that Paul Caffyn, now a
good friend, had circumnavigated
Great Britain. One detail you
don’t mention is that Rockall is
claimed by the county of
Sutherland, which itself is part of
GB. St Kilda is mentioned but
Rockall is a rock too far. Anyone
attempting to do that unassisted is
either a very great voyager or
suicidal. Some paddler crossed
the Pacific so maybe Rockall
could be circumnavigated.

Achievers
From John Ramwell, The
Hoskers, Westhoughton, Bolton,
Lancs.
I was delighted with the
article, did me proud; thanks for
including it. It’s nice to go out
on a high. I’ve had a few letters
from what are now ex members
of ISKA with comments of
appreciation.

GeoFacts: four corner of Great Britain
The extremities of Great Britain are as follows:
Outstack, north of Unst in grid ref HP612202
Shetland
Most northerly point by Bluejibs, Shetland
grid ref HP665165
road
Most southerly point
Lizard Point, Cornwall
grid ref SW694115
(also accessible by road)
Most easterly point (also Lowestoft Ness
grid ref TM556937
accessible by road)
Most westerly point
Sron an Duin, Outer
grid ref NL543819
Hebrides
Most westerly point by West of Caolas, Outer
grid ref NL622972
road
Hebrides
Most northerly point
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Landranger 1
Landranger 1
Landranger 203
Landranger 134
Landranger 31
Landranger 31

Just bought a junior sea kayak,
secondhand from a mate, so I’ll
have the grandchildren paddling,
come the spring.
I was particularly interested in
your article on Eric Totty; for
years I’ve been wondering what
happened to him as he rather
rapidly fell from the scene. He
had a long and full life.

Corran Narrows
From Aaron Olson, USA.
I am planning a canoe trip in
April or May to Scotland. My
roommate and I want to canoe
the Caledonian Canal. I’ve been
asking around but haven’t got an
answer to one particular question
that troubles me. We would like
to either start or finish in Oban (if
at all possible). I am wondering
about tidal conditions in the
narrows by Corran and in Loch
Linnhe. Do you know about the
conditions there or do you know
anyone who does?
Editor’s response: Probably more
important than tides is the fact that
the whole route lies along the line of
the prevailing southwesterly wind. At
the Corran Narrows the flow can be
swift and is broken all the way across
in the event of strong opposing winds.
At other times the flow is unbroken
and a small car ferry crosses at the
northern end of the narrows. If
conditions do prove unfavourable it is
a short portage along the road to miss
the problem section. It is an excellent
trip but don’t underestimate Loch
Ness, in particular, which can have
large waves if the wind is blowing,
despite being inland.

Cruise missive
From Tony Sandry, Brighton.
It sounds like an interesting
idea of yours to include ISKA
onto Canoeist. British Sea and
River Cruisers, though, is not
very appealing. What about
changing Paddlers for Cruisers?

Llangollen Dee Days
protest rally
From Hilary Hart.
Nigel and I went to the whole
weekend to show our support.
Although I had not even set foot
in a kayak at the time of the Dee
Tours I have been learning a lot
about them. I understand the
tours involved at least 2,000
kayakers descending along a large
section of the River Dee,
finishing at the main bridge in
Llangollen town centre and that
the event was split over 2
weekends (1,000 kayakers per
weekend). Because all brought
their support teams with them
and because of the ability of
tourists to spectate over a whole
day from the bridge, the town
was filled with people on those
days. I heard someone say that

the local garage gained £10,000
revenue in just one such day and
that the local chip shop had lost
£20,000 revenue this year owing
to the lack of the tours. Let’s face
it, Llangollen is a tourist town. If
no tourists were drawn to its
attractions all the little shops
would probably be replaced by a
large supermarket. With the
recent loss of the Doctor Who
exhibition there is genuine
concern amongst traders that
there are insufficient attractions to
pull the tourists in to their town.
For anyone who does not know,
JJ’s Mile End Mill site is not
within view of the bridge.
While I wholly disagree with
people rampaging across other
people’s property (how would
you like it if someone walked
across your back garden to get to
the river at the bottom of it?) I do
feel that protest rallies are an
excellent way of showing the
Government the numbers who
wish to gain access to rivers. The
DEFRA seem to think that
kayakers have quite enough water
to paddle on so I think it is up to
us to show them differently.
JJ’s looked like a scene from
Apocalypse Now (for those of you
old enough to have seen this film)
on Saturday night. The river was
surreal, all floodlit with music
blaring out and almost nobody
there. This was a shame after all
his effort. However, a good lot of
people appeared from nowhere
on the Sunday and the event was
fairly well supported. The BBC
website estimates 500 (possibly
including the babies in the
pushchairs). If you weren’t there
you missed a great chance to
communicate with the
Government and the local
community your strength of
feeling in a legal way.

No BCU courses in
Australia
From Peter Carter.
In was interested in one
comment on page 23 of the
December issue: ‘BCU courses
are being run from North
America to Australia...’ I question
the ‘Australia’ bit, because
Australian Canoeing has had its
own national award scheme since
1976 and I know of only two
events with BCU participation
(unofficial), when John Ramwell
visited here in 1979 and Ray
Rowe in the summer of
1980/81. (I was secretary of the
AC award scheme committee for
some 12 years, with involvement
from its beginning.)
The AC scheme is now
Vocational Education and
Training (VET) standard, in line
with outdoor industry
requirements.

Calling all Yorkies
From Dick Constable.
Thanks for running the ad for
my camper van. I had an
immediate response and it’s now
sold.
At the recent ACM of the
Yorkshire region of the BCU I
am pleased to advise that for the
first time for several years the
region now has a full committee.
I take over as chair (contact
details below) and I am delighted
to say that we have a secretary,
Jonathan Dakeyne,
jdakeyne@aol.com.
We are hoping to get in touch
with all clubs and all disciplines
shortly. However, please take this
as an invite to ensure we have up
to date contacts by registering
your details with Jonathan now.
Communication of all that’s
happening within our clubs and
region can be advertised by
sending your news to our
website manager, Kate Wright, at
kate.wright29@ntlworld.com;

please tell Kate exactly want you
want her to put up and please
don’t send us everything, just the
stuff you want actioning. The
website is yorkshire.bcu.org.uk.
The region is fortunate to
retain the services of David
Longley as treasurer, David Gent
as vice chair and Ken Reece as
an independent member. We are
joined by Keith Saunders (also
vice chair) and Chris
Hawkesworth (independent).
Thank you.
A big vote of thanks must go
to Mike Twiggs who has worn
multiple caps for ages but who
we are retaining as disabilities.
(Any clubs who cater for our less
able paddlers are encouraged to
contact Mike so a full list of
inclusion clubs within our region
can be established). Mike is on
twiggs_canoe@msm.com.
Please get in touch and let us
know what you want (or don’t)
and who’s doing what. Happy
New Year.

Open letter to those involved in river access and
those of the Countryside Alliance with reference
to liberty, livelihood, access and tourist usage
From Daz Clarkson, Gellilydan, Bl Ffestiniog, Gwynedd.
It is most topical at this time to discuss the issue of ‘country sports’
which we can split broadly into two opposites. Firstly we have the
tourist/adventure/outdoor active scene that includes canoeing,
climbing, hillwalking and the like. The opposite seems to be the
perceived ‘toff’ sports linked to hunting for game and fishing. With the
rise in disputed access to inland waters for canoeists and the supposed
hunting ban these seemingly opposed categories share a problem of
injustice that hinders their enjoyment of this fine country. In light of
the age old debates on the right to roam and the right to hunt on
owned land this is now not the time to take sides or consider the
violent or non violent action protests but rather more a time for a
soapbox of opinions.
Walk into any pub in the land and you will be able to hear the
public’s view on the subject. My soapbox issue here is the way in
which the Countryside Alliance is banding its mantra around.
A few years ago I remember the glossy adverts and billboards for the
Alliance showing ‘country’ scenes, lakes, river cottages and fields with
the caption ‘If you want your kids to enjoy this’. The point of the
exercise seems to be the (mis)education of the ignorant populace. To
benefit this stance it is acceptable that a large part of the countryside is
maintained and managed because and on behalf of ‘country sports of
the hunting ilk’. It is also in the same breath true that these areas of
beauty, as indicated in the promotional literature, can quite easily be
maintained for the tourist leisure industry, an industry that cost
nothing to set up and a return for Government investment. Just
imagine the revenue gained from car parking alone. This also includes
the use of river access, a form of ecotourist with minimal impact on
the environment and a boost to the local economy. Canoeing requires
no special alteration of the riverbed and, yet, through careful usage,
can use the ‘outdoors’ with minimal impact; revenue is gained from
campsites, cafés, filling stations etc. On the ‘hunting’ side of the debate,
fences and gates are routinely broken by horses and hounds whilst
‘stocked fish’ are pulled out of the lakes and managed waterways. It is
not natural selection.
Trust me. I was once a bailiff. Canoeing, climbing etc is a revenue
giver and takes little. ‘Hunting sports’ must have a cost analysis and a
profit margin.
This is perhaps to say that now, with the supposed ban on hunting,
those who participate in ‘country sports’ by which I avoid saying
‘bloodsports’ may, at best, take time to appreciate that the countryside
can be shared rather than cutting off the nose to spite the face. We can
work together for mutual benefit so we can all get the access we
require in order to experience the beauty of this land we call home.
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Nauticalia have a
250mm high x 150mm
diameter lantern which
is tough and floats. It
can be recharged from
the mains or a 12V
battery and has a
remote control switch.
It costs £24.95. [01932
244396]

New kayak lock

Light products
Primus have two new lightweight low profile stoves.
The 220g Gravity runs on LP gas from an external
cartridge and costs £45 including piezo igniter. The
multi fuel Gravity MF burns white gas, petrol or
paraffin, weighs 295g and costs £70 including an
ErgoPump. Primus also have a range of headband
mounted LED lights, ranging from £17.00 to £54.90.
The PrimeLight Adventure Remote at the top of the
range includes a remote control unit worn on the wrist
and forefinger so that it can be controlled while
paddling.

Mobile phone
navigator
The Route 66 Mobile
Europe 2005 is a
system which converts
your mobile phone
into a navigator with
spoken instruction on
turnings and an on
screen map, warning
of traffic jams ahead,
petrol stations,
restaurants, cashpoints
and when you are
exceeding the speed
limit plus finding
addresses input by
SMS text, to name
some of its functions.
The £269 unit
incorporates a CDROM reader linked to
a GPS unit.
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Pentax claim their *istDS is the smallest digital SLR
camera on the market at 120 x 92 x 66mm and
weighing 500g. It gives 6.1 megapixels and can use
Pentax interchangeable lenses. On the other hand,
the Optio SV is just 92 x 56 x 28mm, weighs 150g
and shoots 5.4 megapixels.
Hayley Allum

Liz Ebbrell

The RYA have
accepted the
Emergency First
Response Primary &
Secondary Care course
as a suitable alternative
to their own first aid
course. Emergency
First Response are an
international
organization training
lay people in primary
care and first aid skills.
[0117 300 7238]

You-see-me.co.uk are offering to put reflective
messages or designs onto a range of clothing
products, useful for those needing to train in the
dark. Products start as £19 including P&P. [01622
792222]

The Pack-Mate Outdoor Roll-Bag is air and
waterproof. Clothes are placed inside and the air
pressed out for reduced volume while in transit,
particularly when flying. A large and a medium bag
together cost £12.99. [0800 652 7730]
Smiths Optics Sunglasses

Alternative first
aid course

Rosemary Vaux

Kaya-Wales have
introduced the KayaLok. Like the Canoe
Lock (reviewed Apr 90,
p15), it is adjustable,
slots across the cockpit
of almost any kayak
and is secured with a
wire lead to prevent
being taken away or
from anyone sitting in
it. It is made of 3mm
aluminium. [01248
605394]

Pentax photographs

Floating lantern

Smiths Optics Sunglasses have nearly 30 styles
including those with Grilamidî TR90 Nylon frames
and handmade acetate frames. They use tapered
lens technology for optical clarity and the sports
glasses have Carbonic lenses, claimed to use the
world’s most impact resistant lens material. They are
available from Desperate Measures. [0115 981
6815]
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The 30 Lap Digital Heart Rate Monitor is the top of
the range new model from Timex with a host of
features including sensing heart rate and setting 5
target zones based on heart rate. Water resistant to
50m, illuminated and with a battery which can be
changed by the user, it has many of the other
functions of a modern watch. It costs £79.99.

Tim Sadler photographs

Two smaller Capellas have been introduced by P&H, both 4.95m long, the 160 in polyethylene and the 163
in composite construction. Both have the new moulded seat unit and ratchet backrest used in the 166
(reviewed Jul, p39). [01928 716666]

Pyranha have given the Ina Zone series a revamp with the i4. Designed as an all round river play and river
running kayak, it incorporates the new lightweight Syncro 5 outfitting. There is more volume in the rear
deck area as well as a raised reprofiled gunwale line just behind the cockpit. The i4 is said to be more
predictable in bigger, more confused water. A narrower planing surface gives a snappy edge to edge feel
while a kicker on the rail gives a clean release while spinning but allows carveability while on a wave. An
improved bow section slices through the water more cleanly while playing and it has more foot room. A
slightly raised knee area improves comfort. Standard outfitting includes end grabs, two quick clip rescue
points and an adjustable beanbag footrest. [01928 716666]
Dolphin Quays is a waterfront
development by Poole Harbour with
properties in the £395,000 695,000 range. The www.dolphinquays.com website not only has
details but has a webcam giving a
picture of current conditions in Poole
Harbour as seen from the venue.

Paddle Sport are launching their new online
catalogue in early January at
www.paddlesport.co.uk The catalogue will be
unlike any other in the canoe industry as it has been
custom written for Paddle Sport rather than trying
to use any of the normal out of the box packages
available. The unique concept avoids excessive
screen scrolling allowing you to browse the
catalogue easily. Products open in their own
windows so you can keep them open as long as you
wish, minimize them or move them around on
screen to make direct comparisons.

Helly Hansen are using a double sided fabric. The
green is Lifa which retains less moisture than any
other fabric (40 times less than polyester, the fabric
most often used for clothing base layers) and uses
body heat to push moisture away to the white side,
which is polyester. The claim is that you stay drier
for longer. The double layer fabric is being used in a
range of clothing, long and short sleeved tops for
men and women, using a range of colours and neck
styles, priced in the £20 - 40 range, and long
trousers at £30. [0115 960 8797]
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Getting to the heart of
a fire with matches can
be frustrating. MarKat
have the Zippo MPL
which works on
refillable butane under
pressure, self igniting
when a button on the
back is pushed at the
same time as operating
a slider at the front. It is
supposed to be
childproof but we
managed to use one for
various season
operations over
Christmas. [01935
815424]
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Canoe Control on safari in Morocco.

Starting in Morocco

Michael Bruce
stops holidays
Michael Bruce has
stopped running his
Alpine white water
holidays as a result of
longterm health
problems. A benefit
for readers over recent
years has been his
regular reports on
snow levels,
suggesting where and
when the best water
would be found in the
Alps each summer.
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Water By Nature gorge running in Morocco.

Clive Williamson

In a break with
tradition, Cwm
Pennant Mountain
Centre are publishing
details of their 2005
kayak and canoe
courses as an ebrochure. Rather than
produce a paper
leaflet once a year the
aim is to regularly
update the e-brochure
with any changes to
course dates and to
provide detailed
information on course
availability and
course programmes.
They run an annual
sea kayaking festival
each September and
offer a wide range of
personal
improvement,
coaching and sea
kayak expedition
courses. For a copy
contact
cpennant@hillingdon.
gov.uk. Details are
also available by snail
mail. [01766 530682]

kasbahs and beautiful Islamic monuments await. The
country’s numerous mountain ranges exert an
enormous pull over the adventure sport freaks, skiing,
trekking and white water paddling or camel rides in the
semi desert of Jebel Sarhro. After 4 days in the High
Atlas they head to the beach for some good retail
therapy and Atlantic surf. There will be three departures
from Marrakech this spring: Grade 3 5 - 14th Mar and
26th Mar - 4th Apr and Kayak School 14 - 24th April.
Other destinations include Turkey, Nepal, Chile and
New Zealand. [01488 72293]

The
legendary
Deb
Pinniger
will be
leading
parties on
the water
for Canoe
Control (as
she will
for
Gene17)
and the
legendary
Ies will be
leading
parties off
the water.
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Gene17 expanding
Gene17kayaking have expanded their programmes in
Slovenia for white water grade 3 paddlers during the
school summer holidays and in Norway for advanced
paddlers wishing to run steep drops and slides. All the
white water programmes will be led by Simon
Westgarth, Deb Pinniger and Dave Carroll, who have
extensive local knowledge. This year sees the launch of
a new programme aimed at playboaters young and old,
based in Lyon and headed by Deb Pinniger with the
UK’s best paddler of the next generation, Tim Trew,
and Dutch freestyler Kim Sickerman. On the
production front
Gene17 have the
long awaited Genes,
Advanced
White
Water Technique
DVD aimed at
running drops and
slides successfully,
complete with the
new
action
documentary Neva
Foreva and the
classic Brits on tour
movie, Adventures in
Loonerland, as bonus
tracks.
[01934
518537]

Simon Westgarth

Cwm Pennant
go digital

Stuart Woodward photographs

Crystal Holidays have
released the brochure
for their second year of
Crystal Action Holidays.
In locations across
Europe, these include
canoeing of various
forms. [0870 888 0266]

In mid March Canoe Control International kick off
in Morocco on their Desert & River trip with new
cultural experiences and expedition boating. Then
comes springtime boating in Provence after a short
flight to Nice with warm southern sun nearer to the
Mediterranean than the French Alps but still paddling
amongst the 3,000m peaks of the Maritime Alps,
allowing an earlier start to the Alpine season. Their
Alpine school is now well established, running
courses/trips for all with Deb Pinniger fronting the Play
the River courses. There will be both advanced and
intro sessions available. They will also be repeating their
2002 10th anniversary party for those who missed it.
The season will end with a fantastic trip to the Zanskar
River in remote Ladakh (NW India), the nearest thing
that a commercial river trip can get to being like a true
expedition, primarily a kayak trip with raft support but
some raft places available. The cultural experience will
be something to remember on the Tibetan border, high
plateau on the roof of the world. [01392 677167]
Have you ever tried a multi day raft supported kayak
holiday? Imagine miles and miles of grade 3 in a remote
river canyon with only two access points, beautiful
scenery, gorgeous sandy beaches for camping and food
to match. As the meltwater off the High Atlas
mountains in Morocco swells the rivers, Water By
Nature can be found floating downstream. Morocco has
a wealth of experiences to offer, starting with an
astonishingly rich architectural tradition and deep
cultural history. Medieval cities, Roman ruins, Berber

All services at
Glasbury
Wye Valley Canoe
Centre are planning
to open the New
River Café in
Glasbury on Wye,
offering fresh Italian
coffee, hot chocolate,
big breakfasts, soups
and capsize specials.
There will also be 4
en suite bed and
breakfast units
available above the
café. The project will
be based in what was
the post office and
village shop, now
moving down the
road to the garage.
[01497 847213]

Tees chalets
4 Seasons are
having 3 cabins built
at the Tees Barrage.
One will be a
bunkhouse sleeping
16 and the other two
will be chalets
sleeping 6 or 8
people each. [01642
678000]

Tsunami deaths

Amongst those offering canoeing to attract holidays to the general public around the world this year are
Florida Keys & Key West, the Bahamas, Black Rock River Lodge in Belize, British Columbia, Catalunya,
Mauritius, Honduras, St Josep on Ibiza, Mchenga Nkwichi Lodge in Mozambique, Menorca, the Orient
Express and Trinidad & Tobago.

Far northwestern
opportunities
Cape Adventure offer a service to those in sea kayaks
who wish to explore the far northwest of Scotland at
times of year when they do not have a full house with
school groups, young people, families and specialist
activity holidays for adults during the period mid May early September. This leaves early May and mid to late
September open to interested parties, lovely and midge
free! A guiding service is offered as part of the package
as it ensures that if people did get into trouble there will
be a member of staff with local knowledge who can
react to an incident immediately. It also helps to have
someone keeping an overall eye on clients, kayaks and
kit. The 2005 season will start with sea kayak journey
during the week 14th - 21st May. The trip begins at
Kylesku at the foot of Glen Dhu and Glen Coul.
Participants travel in and around both sea lochs,
spending the night in the bothy/camp in Glen Coul. In
the morning they travel up the loch towards Kerricha,
stopping to see the gardens there and to have lunch.
They continue along the broken coastline, journeying
back to Loch Laxford and Ardmore via Handa Island,
having had another overnight stop on a beach en route.
[01971 521006]

At the time of going
to press it seems that
victims of the Indian
Ocean tsunami
include paddlers
visiting the hongs
while on holiday at
Phuket. It is thought
that these include
Britons.

UP THE CREEK

... now if we could find a tourist information office...
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Croatian National Tourist Board
Whit Deschner

Canoeing
holiday 2005

44
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Ministry of Tourism Philippines

Hotel Odisej

Palm Beach County Convention & Vistors Bureau

It’s time to think of 2005’s holidays. We bring you the top names in
canoeing holidays, offering everything from full packages to economy
accommodation where you do your own thing completely. They reach to the
end of the British Isles, to Europe and around the globe. They provide gentle
river touring to full blown expeditions in remote parts of the world.
Whatever you want, it’s here.
For the first time, information boxes are live when you are online, connect
directly to providers’ websites. Just click to get full details.
Find what you want at a price you are able to pay and pitched at a level
you want. Get details and avoid a holiday where you are overstressed at your
ability level or where you are itching to do more.

1 Water By Nature
Trainers Office, Windy Hollow, Sheepdrove, Lambourn, Berks RG17 7XA
Tel 01488 72293 Fax 01488 71311
E-mail rivers@waterbynature.com
Web www.waterbynature.com
Experience the world of white water kayaking. Multi day raft supported kayaking
holidays. Beginners to experts. Morocco, Turkey, Nepal, Zambezi, Chile, New
Zealand.






2 Adventure-Whitewater
20 The Cobbins, Waltham Abbey, Essex EN9 1LH
Tel 0870 443 0240
E-mail info@adventure-whitewater.com
Web www.adventure-whitewater.com
Kayaking, trekking, rafting, mountain biking, diving + multi-activity holidays.
Destinations include: Nepal, Tibet, India, Peru, Bolivia, Morocco, Turkey, New
Zealand, Sri Lanka and Zambia

3 Adrift

www.adrift.co.uk

3 JOURNEYS OF DISCOVERY

call adrift 01488 71152
 = also other locations

NEPAL EQUADOR TURKEY ZIMBABWE UGANDA ETHIOPIA

 = also other locations

Trainers Office, Windy Hollow, Sheepdrove, Lambourn, Berks RG17 7XA
Tel 01488 71152 Fax 01488 71311
E-mail raft@adrift.co.uk
Web www.adrift.co.uk
Rafting and kayaking on top rivers around the world, Sun Kosi, Zambezi, White Nile,
Omo, Çoruh, Futaleufú, Colorado, Upano, Tatshenshini, Ethiopia.

5

4 Atlantic Sea Kayaking
West Cork, Ireland
Tel 00 353 28 21058
E-mail jessk@eircom.net
Web www.atlanticseakayaking.com
Ireland’s premier sea kayaking outfit. ICU, BCU Level 5 Coach. Expeditions in
Ireland, Spain, Mexico. Moonlight/starlight trips. Groups welcome.



5 Gene17kayaking
20 Ivybridge, Tavistock Rd, Weston-super-Mare BS22 6LP
Tel/fax 01934 518537
E-mail important@gene17.com
Web www.gene17kayaking.com
Good paddling with fine wine, fine food and fine people, kayaking trips to the best
destinations guided by the best paddlers.




6 Canoe Control International Ltd
AS Watersports, Haven Rd, Exeter EX2 8GX
Tel 01392 677167/00 33 492 231 699 Fax: 01392 421831
E-mail stuart@canoecontrol.com
Web www.canoecontrol.com
Alpine white water kayak/canoe/raft courses/holidays.
Novice/advanced/groups/schools/families. Accommodation gîte/chalet/private
camping/full self catering. French Alps, Provence.
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7 Cape Adventure International
Ardmore, Rhiconich, By Lairg, Sutherland IV27 4RB
Tel/fax 01971 521006
E-mail info@capeventure.co.uk
Web www.capeventure.co.uk
Sea kayaking for all levels. Qualified instruction and sea journeys. Remote lochside
accommodation. Home cooking, hot showers, drying room. Quality equipment.

 = also other locations

8 Hebridean Challenge
4A Brocair, Point, Isle of Lewis HS2 0EZ
Tel 01851 870716
E-mail steffisar@aol.com
Web www.hebrideanchallenge.co.uk
5 day adventure sport race from Isle of Eriskay to Lewis. Some of the UK’s most
spectacular scenery. Hospitality second to none. July 4th - 8th. Teams and pairs.




9 Uist Outdoor Centre
Cearn Dusgaidh, Lochmaddy, Isle of North Uist, Outer Hebrides HS6 5AE
Tel/fax 01876 500480
E-mail info@uistoutdoorcentre.co.uk
Web www.uistoutdoorcentre.co.uk
Sea kayak Outer Hebrides. ‘The finest sea kayaking coastline in the world.’ Scotland’s
only Nordkapp Trust expedition centre of excellence.








10 Skyak Adventures
13 Camuscross, Isle of Ornsay, Sleat, Isle of Skye IV43 8QS
Tel 01471 833428
E-mail info@skyakadventures.com
Web www.skyakadventures.com
Enjoy the stunning Skye coastline and top quality coaching with Gordon Brown, Level
5 Coach (Sea and Inland). All BCU courses.

11 Hebridean Pursuits Ltd
1 Grosvenor Cresc, Connel, Oban, Argyll, PA34 1PQ
Tel/fax 01631 710317
E-mail hebpursuits@aol.com
Web www.hebrideanpursuits.com
Sea kayaking and surf kayaking courses and holidays based on Scottish west coast.
Experienced, qualified staff coaching since 1989.

12 Loch Insh Watersports
Insh Hall, Kincraig, Inverness-shire PH21 1NU
Tel 01540 651272 Fax 01540 651208
E-mail office@lochinsh.com
Web www.lochinsh.com
Kayaking/canoeing hire and instruction. White water on River Spey. Courses. B/B or
full board plus self catering log chalets. Boathouse/restaurant. SCA recognized.

13 Peakwavecoaching
Flat 3, 8 Norval St, Glasgow G11 7RX
Tel 07788 501495
E-mail info@peakwavecoaching.com
Web www.peakwavecoaching.com
Bespoke sea kayak guiding service for Scotland and Hebrides. Learn to sea kayak
courses and sea kayak mountaineering journeys.

Entries in BLUE boxes also
have associated display
advertisements with this
feature
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You can reach centres’
websites by clicking directly on
these information boxes. See
the Classified pages for further
holiday ideas.
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14 Sea Kayak Shetland


Sunshine Cottage, Bridge-End, Burra Isle, Shetland ZE2 9LD
Tel/fax 01595 859647
E-mail tom@seakayakshetland.co.uk
Web www.seakayakshetland.co.uk
Shetland Islands - magnificent coastal scenery, abundant wildlife, 60˚N. Experienced
local guides, all equipment supplied. Day trips, accommodation, expeditions, selfcatering packages.

15 Ardenbeg Bunkhouse & Outdoor Centre
Grant Rd, Grantown-on-Spey, Morayshire PH26 3LD
Tel 01479 872824 Fax 01479 873132
E-mail rebecca@ardenbeg.co.uk
Web www.ardenbeg.co.uk
Strathspey paddling. Ideal base for River Spey expeditions. Superb bunkhouse
accommodation for families and groups. Optional equipment hire and/or instruction.

16 Mountain & Water
2 Upper Cwm Nant Gam, Llanelli Hill, Abergavenny NP7 0RF
Tel/fax 01873 831825
E-mail info@mountainandwater.co.uk
Web www.mountainandwater.co.uk
Canoeing and kayaking. Camping tours; chalet-based courses and holidays. Touring
and exploring; white water touring; sea kayaking; expeditions.

17 National Kayak School
Wade House, Weem, Aberfeldy, Perthshire
Tel 01887 820498
E-mail info@nationalkayakschool.com
Web www.nationalkayakschool.com
Superb touring, reliable white water, innovative fun courses, excellent accommodation
all summer long.

18 Dallam Training & Education Centre
Haverflatts Lane, Milnthorpe, Cumbria LA7 7DD
Tel 015395 65123 Fax 015395 65175
E-mail enquiry@dallam.co.uk
Web www.dallam.co.uk
Specialist outdoor education provider serving south Lakes and beyond. Join an exciting
adventure journey by open canoe or sea kayak.



19 Brookbank



Unit 23, Meadow Ind Est, Water St, Stockport SK1 2BX
Tel 0800 542 6780 Fax 0161 474 1411
E-mail mark@brookbankcanoes.co.uk
Web www.brookbankcanoes.co.uk
A full range of courses from beginners’ taster sessions to weekend residentials in the
NW and N Wales.

Dallam

Canoe Control









18

Here at Dallam we offer one of the broadest ranges of BCU qualifications in Britain. We
can help you train and gain all levels of individual and coaching qualifications under the
guidance of our specialist staff. And why not join an exciting adventure journey either by
open canoe or sea kayak in remote and beautiful surroundings?

BCU 1 - 5 Star Trn. & Ass.
BCU Level 2 & Level 3 Trn. & Ass.
Intro to Advanced White Water.
Personal Tuition.
Morocco mid March.
Provence April 2005.
French Alps 2005.
Zanskar expedition (NW India)
September 2005.
Tel: 01392 677167
Website: www.canoecontrol.com

Training and Education Centre

‘The specialist Outdoor Education provider’
serving the South Lakes and beyond...

As well as our renowned outdoor courses and full range of NGB provision, we are
running the following Expeditions/Courses in 2005:
27 March - 1 April Open Canoe Expedition, Assynt
5 - 10 April &
Sea Kayak Expeditions, West Scotland
28 May - 2 June

6

£315
£295

Please call us for further details on 015395 65123 or e-mail enquiry@dallam.co.uk
Haverflatts Lane, Milnthorpe, Cumbria LA7 7DD
www.dallam.co.uk
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Jim Karas

28

Woodmill

Outdoor
Centre

Kayak and Canoe
programme for beginners,
advanced and instructor.
Well stocked shop with
extensive range of Kayaks
and equipment.
Overseas expeditions to
Picos De Europa,
Pyrenees and Austria.
Woodmill Lane, Swaythling,
Southampton. SO18 2JR
☎ 023 8055 5993 Fax 023 8055 6641
http://www.woodmill.co.uk

Ribe

Southwater Watersports Centre

SOUTHAMPTON
CITY COUNCIL

Dagger
Wavesport
Perception
Eskimo
Old Town
Ocean Kayak
Werner Paddles
Schlegel
Lendal
Palm
KOGG
Bomber Gear
Gul
Marlin
Snugg
Ainsworth
Hf

29
01403 732389

www.ukkayaking.co.uk

26 Station Road Southwater West Sussex RH13 7HQ

24
30

2 floors of warehouse, stacked with kayaks, canoes, sit-on-tops and accessories
BCU approved Canoe School BCU 1 - 4 Star courses and coaching courses
New House Farm, Kemsing Rd, Wrotham, Kent, TN15 7BU
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20 Outdoor Alternative
Cerrig yr Adar, Rhoscolyn, Holyhead, Anglesey LL65 2NQ
Tel 01407 860469
E-mail centre@outdooralternative.org
Web www.outdooralternative.org
Quality year round group accommodation plus camping 300m from beach. Excellent
sea kayaking, stacks, skerries, local overfalls and playboating at Stanley Embankment.

21 Surf-Lines Adventures
2 Y Glyn, Llanberis, Gwynedd LL55 4EL
Tel 01286 879001 Fax 01286 879002
E-mail info@surf-lines.co.uk
Web www.surf-lines.co.uk
Experience Snowdonia’s best adventures with Surf-Lines! Canoeing, kayaking,
climbing, scrambling and coasteering. WCA approved centre. Quality sea kayak
coaching.










16 Mountain & Water
2 Upper Cwm Nant Gam, Llanelli Hill, Abergavenny NP7 0RF
Tel/fax 01873 831825
E-mail info@mountainandwater.co.uk
Web www.mountainandwater.co.uk
Canoeing and kayaking. Tasters; day trips; tours; courses; holidays. Introductory; white
water; sea; expeditions. Canoe and kayak hire. multi-activity.

22 Bala Bunkhouse
Tomen-y-Castell, Llanfor, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7HD
Tel/fax 01678 520738
E-mail thehappyonion@btinternet.com
Web www.balabunkhouse.co.uk
Great mid week discounts for group bookings of 10 or more people for 3 nights
Sunday to Thursday.

23 Ray Goodwin Coaching
Penyfelin Bach, Cynwyd, Corwen, Denbighshire LL21 0LN
Tel/fax 01490 412130
E-mail canoe@raygoodwin.com
Web www.raygoodwin.com
For individuals and groups: beginners, intermediate and advanced. Inland kayak, canoe
and sea. Expeditions in Scotland. Coaching from a top coach.

24 John Fenna
Ty-Isaf, Newchapel, Boncath, Pembs SA37 0EH
Tel 01239 841475
E-mail john-fenna@lineone.net
Tuition and guiding on rivers and inland water of west Wales from taster days to NGB
awards in beautiful surrundings.

25 Sweet Spot Coaching, Canoe & Kayak
Sycamore Cottage, 4 Church Lane, Ipstones, Staffs ST10 2LO
Tel 07951 951580
E-mail enquiries@sweetspotcoaching.biz
Web www.sweetspotcoaching.biz
1 to 4 Star, CST, leadership, guiding, playboating river running skills, single or multi
day, tailored to your requirements. Anywhere in the UK.

26 Wye Valley Canoes
The Boat House, Glasbury on Wye, Hereford HR3 5NP
Tel 01497 847213
E-mail info@wyevalleycanoes.co.uk
Web www.wyevalleycanoes.co.uk
Paddle downstream on the beautiful River Wye in our Canadian canoes, double and
single kayaks. For advice and details of accommodation please telephone us. New
River Café opening May.
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 = also other locations

16 Mountain & Water
2 Upper Cwm Nant Gam, Llanelli Hill, Abergavenny NP7 0RF
Tel/fax 01873 831825
E-mail info@mountainandwater.co.uk
Web www.mountainandwater.co.uk
Canoeing and kayaking. Tasters; day trips; tours; courses; holidays. Introductory; white
water; sea; expeditions. Canoe and kayak hire. multi-activity.

27 Liquid Logistics Canoeing & Kayaking
Watercombe House, Partridge Rd, Brockenhurst, Hants SO42 7RZ
Tel 01590 624730
E-mail info@liquidlogistics.co.uk
Web www.liquidlogistics.co.uk
Liquid Logistics provide BCU training and assessment courses as well as their own
range of introductions, trips and coaching services.

28 Woodmill Outdoor Centre
Woodmill Lane, Swaythling, Southampton, Hants SO18 2JR
Tel 023 8055 5993 Fax 023 8055 6641
E-mail courses@woodmill.co.uk
Web www.woodmill.co.uk
Canoeing, white water and sea kayaking trips to Spain, France and Wales. We cater for
all ages and abilities.

29 Southwater Watersports Centre
Southwater Country Park, Cripplegate Lane. Southwater, W Sussex RH13 7UN
Tel 01403 734424 Fax 01403 738710
E-mail info@southwatersports.co.uk
Web www.southwatersports.co.uk
A full schools holiday programme. Kayak and canoeing. BCU Star tests 1, 2 and 3,
eight year olds to adults.

30 Kent Canoe Services
New House Farm, Kemsing Rd, Wrotham, Kent TN15 7BU
Tel/fax 01732 886688
E-mail kcs@dircon.co.uk
Web www.thecanoeshop.co.uk
BCU 1 - 3 kayak and canoe courses for adults plus coaching courses. Please see our
website for details.

31 The Guide Association - Blackland Farm
Grinstead Lane, E Grinstead, W Sussex RH19 4HP
Tel 01342 810493 Fax 01342 811206
E-mail Blackland@ guides.org.uk
Web www.blacklandfarm@guides.org.uk
Taster sessions and courses up to BCU 3 Star in kayaking and open canoeing.











32 Calshot Activities Centre
Calshot Spit, Fawley, Southampton, Hants SO45 1BR
Tel 023 8089 2077 Fax 023 8089 1267
E-mail calshot.ac@hants.gov.uk
Web www.calshot.com
Solent based with a variety of teaching locations and instant access to more challenging
waters. BCU 1 - 4 Star sea kayak. Level 2 & 3 Coach. Training/assessment. BCU
Canoe Safety Test. Private tuition.

Have we missed your company?
Please tell us now so that we do not miss you next year.
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Test 1
Chiruca Acqua Shoes

Chiruca is a Spanish company
making high quality footwear
including two models of water activity
shoe in their Acqua range.
These two styles of Acqua shoe are
the Sea, available in grey/yellow/blue
(Model 03) or beige/beige/black
(Model 04), and the River available in
brown/beige/silver (Model 02) or
grey/red/black (Model 05).
The Sea and River models are very
similar, the only real differences being
the colourways and the fastening
system. The Sea models fasten with a
fully adjustable Velcro closed webbing
strap that runs in a zigzag over the
front of the shoe while the River
models have a shock cord lacing

system with a locking
drawcord. Paddlers who
want to minimize
the possibility of
their
footwear
hooking up inside
their kayak might
well prefer the Velcro fastening
Sea models on safety grounds.
In most other respects the Sea and
River shoes are pretty much identical,
both featuring synthetic uppers that
include neoprene and mesh for
comfort, lightness and drainage, a
stiffened heel cup for support, drainage
eyelets in the instep area, a pull on
heel tag, a reinforced toecap for
durability and a high friction band
around the heel.
The shoes all have a Vibram
Watersports sole unit that gives
excellent grip, one of the best I have
used on really wet surfaces, and a
removable, contoured, footbed for
extra comfort and support. Glued
under the heel of the footbed is a
wedge of EVA foam for shock
absorbing and foot comfort.

John Fenna photographs

High gripping paddling footwear

The shoes all
have a fairly low profile shaping,
which has to be good news for getting
your feet into playboats, and are quite
long and narrow with fairly pointy
toes, which may not be so suitable for
paddlers with wide feet.
I found the Chiruca Acqua range of
shoes comfortable to wear, both in and
out of my canoe, giving the comfort
of a lightweight trainer, good drainage,
excellent grip on wet surfaces and
stylish looks.

John Fenna

Choice of
fastenings
Grip
Comfort
Profile
Drainage

Width

Sizes - 37 - 47 (Continental)
Price (inc VAT) - around £40
Manufactured by SCA, 9 Downs End, Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8BQ, tel: 01565 650977.

Test 2
Gerber Nautilus and Skippers Lock Knife

Tools within tools

Gerber Nautilus
The Nautilus seems relatively light
and simple for a Gerber tool yet it has
four blades which fold out and lock.
Each is hollow for reduced weight and
giving something to grab to open it.
Publicity says it can be opened one
handed but the main knife blade, the
easiest one to open, is razor sharp with
an acute point and one handed
opening presents a significant risk of
shaving a slice off a finger.
There are two screwdriver blades,
cross head and flat, the latter with a
bottle opener included. The other
implement is a pair of scissors which
fold away with the blades outwards. In
use one handle extends from the
Nautilus while the other has a small
loop which will only take the end of a
finger. You really need one hand for
each and one to hold whatever you
are cutting.
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The Nautilus claims to be the first
multi tool with LED lighting. The
lighting unit, including the battery
compartment, flicks out at the press of
a button. It has two LEDs, one
pointing outwards and one pointing at
the blades. Modes available are both,
either or neither on or the end one
flashing. The useful range is probably
about 3m.
The handle is light, ergonomically
curved and largely covered in a
rubberized material to assist grip.
To hold the tool there is a hard
sheath with Velcro flap at the top, on
the back having straps to allow it to be
worn on a belt or
attached to a
vertical bar or
strap.
A
compact
tool, it is
lighter than
many.

Skippers Lock Knife
The Skippers Lock Knife is rather
simpler and heavier but it is only a
third of the price. There are just three
implements, intended for the sailor but
of wider potential.
The blade has a slot to help open it
but does not lock in place. Only one
side of the blade is sharp and that is
mostly serrated, the very end not being
sharp to push against.
The other two tools have locks on
them. One is a shackle key with a flat
screwdriver blade on the end. The
other is a marlin spike with a bottle
opener at its base.
The handle is largely coated with a
rubberized finish and has a 3mm hole
through it to take a
lanyard.
Although there are
less gadgets on this
tool it may be better
suited to a paddler in a
wilderness situation, for
example.

Rubberized
finish
Gerber
Nautilus

Weight
LEDs
Sheath
straps
Skippers Lock
Knife

Price
Blade point

Gerber
Nautilus

One handed
opening
Use of
scissors
Gerber Nautilus Skippers Lock Knife
Size
120 x 20 x 30mm 110 x 20 x 30mm
Weight
110g
190g
Price (inc VAT)
£59.99
£20.00
Gerber Nautilus available from Kore Ltd, Old Sheephouse, Wall Hall Est, Aldenham, Herts WD25 8AS
Skippers Lock Knife available from MarKat, 34 Kings Rd, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 4HU, tel 01935 815424
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A simple
matter, really
Getting your family to the French Alps is a simple matter, really; you
just get out of bed at 5am, catch an early ferry from Dover and by 9pm
you are having a beer by the banks of the River Gyronde.
Well, of course, it is not quite as straightforward as that. You first
have to get the wife and kids out of bed and into the car and there is
the ten hour drive from Calais to consider. Do not let the drive put
you off, though, as the French autoroutes are excellent and the final
two hours of the journey over the mountains are truly spectacular. Of
course, you can always fly!
This year would be our third family trip to the Canoe Control
kayak school at Vallouise in the heart of the Durance region so what is
it that brings us back each year? Well, the August weather is fantastic
with clear sunny days and temperatures into the thirties. Then there is
the fantastic food, the fine wines and the cheap beer but most
important of all are the superb alpine rivers set against the incredible
mountains of the Ecrin national park. Allied to all this is the excellent
coaching and guiding which we have always enjoyed as clients of
Canoe Control.
Stuart Woodward started his alpine kayak school back in 1992 and
has since gained a reputation for offering high quality courses to
beginners, intermediate paddlers, advanced boaters and, in more recent
years, families. The Alpine season starts towards the end of May with
the first weeks of June providing the biggest water conditions. By
August, however, the levels have dropped off and most of the rivers
are very mellow with lots of grade two water that is perfect for family
trips.
We arrived this year to find that two other families and a young
couple were sharing our week. This was to work very well as the five
children got on famously both on and off the river and spent most
evenings playing games together such as Monopoly and Pick Up
Sticks. Of course, the eight adults got on equally well with their shared
passions of kayaking and drinking. We had all taken the fully catered
option which was terrific as the gatherings around the breakfast and
dinner tables provided a perfect opportunity for us to get to know one
another and share each other’s experiences.
Our week took on a familiar pattern with the first morning being
given over to fitting out boats, trying on kit and blowing up the one
man inflatable sit ons and the raft. Following the daily ritual of a
riverside picnic lunch we went on the lake for a warm up session
which led on to an easy river trip on the Durance. During the first day
the coaches assessed everyone’s abilities and decided
how to split us up for the week’s activities and they
settled on three groups.

seven nights camping and six full days on the water. Whilst fitting a lot
into these six days, the coaching is relaxed, allowing each person to
progress at his own pace. Our group was fairly typical with a mixture
of people wanting to learn as much as possible and others who just
wanted to do things a little more slowly and enjoy the scenery. The
coaches are past masters at tailoring each week to suit the needs of the
whole group and making sure that people are put on the correct grade
of water to suit their ability, the whole emphasis being for clients to
enjoy their learning and progress in complete safety.
Of course, Team Crazy Fun wanted to go the whole nine yards,
fitting in several sessions on the Argentière slalom course and runs on
the Guil, Guissane, Gyronde and Durance rivers. The improvers
followed in their wake but at a much more leisurely pace while our
beginners built up their confidence on nice easy stretches of the Rivers
Guil and Durance.
By the end of the week we were all ready for our grand finale, the
Sun Run, which is a whole day trip down the River Durance from St
Clement to the Pont Neuf above Embrun. This classic stretch of alpine
water provided a fitting climax to a great week and gave all the chance
to display their newfound abilities and confidence. My personal
highlight was watching Amy and Ben flying down the grade three
drop at Pont Neuf, closely followed by their mother who was paddling
her sit on frantically.
The Johnson family had a great time once again this year and I feel
sure that we will be back for more next year. You can, of course,
make this type of trip on your own as many people do, but if you are
visiting the Alps for the first time with your family and you fancy a
great time on the river in safe and experienced hands then I can highly
recommend a week with Canoe Control.

Bob Johnson

Team Crazy Fun
The four older kids formed Team Crazy Fun and
began what was to be a week of rapid progress under
the watchful eye of head guide Steve Fullard. Stuart
looked after the four novices including my wife,
Peggy, who tried out a mixture of kayaks, sit ons and
rafts. The third member of the highly qualified
coaching team was Gary, who looked after the four
adult improvers who had varying experience on grade
two and three rivers in the UK. As an experienced
alpine boater and coach I got to spend my week
helping out Stuart, Gary and Steve. I derived
tremendous pleasure from seeing at first hand the three
groups making great progress, especially my own kids,
Amy (14) and Ben (12). By the end of the week both
Amy and Ben were paddling comfortably on easy
grade three water and will certainly be joining me on
trips to the River Dart this winter.
Clients arrive and depart on a Saturday which gives
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Bob Johnson photographs

Accommodation
The campsite is shady and quiet, being set in a secluded wood on
the banks of the River Gyronde. The toilet block has good showers
and sit down loos with a second toilet block containing washing
machines only a ten minute walk through the woods. Large family size
frame tents with comfortable heavy duty camp beds and electricity
form the living quarters while the dining tent is a huge ex army
marquee decorated with Nepalese wall hangings and is the perfect
place to chill out after a hard day on the river.
In addition to the on site camping you can hire family tents at an
adjacent commercial campsite that has a restaurant and swimming
pool. Should you prefer something a little more upmarket you can
book into one of the many good quality gîtes or hotels that are close
by.

Catering
We chose the fully catered option which includes an excellent
breakfast and picnic lunch each day. In addition we had five first class
dinners cooked on site by the amazing camp manager, Sarah. Also
included was a group meal out with Stuart at a local restaurant. The
sixth evening was free which enabled us to have a quiet family meal in
a near by village.
You can self cater as there is an excellent supermarket only ten
minutes’ drive from the campsite and the local baker’s van visits the
site at 8am every day. There are also plenty of local restaurants to try
out including my personal favourites, the Carumba, the Glacier Blanc
and the Luc Alphand, the latter has its own brewery in the cellar that
produces three extremely tasty brews including a very unusual stout.

Equipment
Everything you could possibly need for the river is provided, which
is great if you are flying. Sleeping bags and pillows are required,
however.

Other activities

open canoes

Travel

buoyancy aids

As a family we prefer to take our own car, crossing the Channel by
ferry from Dover to Calais and driving via Dijon and Grenoble. We
complete the journey in one day but you could always stay overnight
around Dijon or the beautiful town of Beaune. An option is to fly into
Turin, Lyon or Grenoble and hire a car or you can book the Canoe
Control Saturday shuttle from Turin airport. Alternatively, you can
take the train from Waterloo to l’Argentière, which is ten minutes
from the campsite.
For further information about visiting the French Alps you can read
The Southern French Alps by Peter Knowles or visit
www.canoecontrol.com for information on the courses for 2005.
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If you choose not to paddle or have overdosed on the rivers there
are many other activities right on the doorstep. Amy and Ben enjoy
via ferrata which is a form of climbing where they are permanently
clipped onto metalwork built into the rock faces and gorges. There are
easy routes and hard routes with the equipment and, if needed, guides
for hire. Mountain biking, walking and pony trekking are available and
there is a dry toboggan run at the Puy St Vincent ski resort, thirty
minutes away.
For the more adventurous, you can go flying, gliding and
parascending from the airfield at St Crepin. A little less strenuous is a
visit to the local silver mines or the cable car ride up to La Meje with
its year round snow and fascinating ice caves. The local towns of
Briançon, Guillestre and Embrun are well worth visiting, as is the
Mont Dauphine fort which is high on the cliffs and has tremendous
views of the Durance valley.

West Midlands Canoe Centre Fax: 01922 479096
Sneyd Wharf, 401 Sneyd Lane, Bloxwich, Walsall, WS3 2LT
ww
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ck
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she catches the timeless, suspended
scent of Nechells and Saltley - coal gas,
Roy Fisher

Grand Union
Canal
Birmingham End
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From
derelict
urban
factories to
the best
rural
scenery

NASA

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

T

slightly oily scum on the water in places, together with
he Grand Union Canal is the backbone of our
a small amount of flotsam.
canal system, Britain’s longest canal, joining
The B437 crosses over and an aqueduct takes the
Britain’s two largest cities, yet it was not
canal across the River Rea. A pair of large gas holders
named as such until 1929. It began life as at least eight
stand by the Aston to Stechford railway crossing. Bales
separate canals with William Jessop doing the major
of paper wait above the canal to serve a papermill. The
building work between 1793 and 1805. Exactly two
A47, built in 1992 and running along the line of
centuries ago he completed the line which avoided
Saltley Reservoir, filled in for the purpose, crosses with
most of the winding Oxford Canal and the Thames in
the Nuneaton to New Street railway line and an
poor condition, shortening the route to London by
extremely skewed bridge. The B4114 also crosses
100km although there were many locks. During the
before arrival at Garrison Bottom Lock. Brick factories
Second World War it became an important route for
stand derelict, blocks filling in behind windows which
taking arms equipment to
have not been removed except by stone throwers. The
Birmingham and coal to
rest of the flight are worth portaging together on a
London, often by
good quality towpath. A car scrap recycling yard faces
teams of three female
across to Birmingham City football stadium yet
workers who, from
brimstone, peacock and orange tip butterflies add
their IW badges,
Gravelly
M6
Hill
R Tame
flashes of colour.
were nicknamed
A47
The Spaghetti Junction of an earlier age is
Idle
Women.
Aston
now met above the canal with the West Coast
Freight carriage
B4114
A38M
Main Line and Derby and New Street to
did not finish
Cheltenham Spa railway lines passing
until about
over in quick succession. A wharf has
1970, later
Birmingham
been refurbished but every one of
than on most
the decorative lights hangs broken
c a n a l s ,
A45
by the canalside.
although there
After the A45
was a marked
Grand
crossing the canal
decline after
Union
Canal
arrives at Bordesley
the
severe
A435
Junction.
The
winter of 1963.
Acock’s
Olton
Elmdon
Green
Digbeth Branch
The start was
Heath
B4102
of
the
originally
at
the
Birmingham
Warwick Bar where it met
M42
Canal Navigations
the Digbeth Branch. In order to
Solihull
R Blythe
runs right to the
relieve congestion in the city centre
original terminus of
the Birmingham & Warwick Junction
what was the
Canal from Bordesley Junction was opened
Copt
Heath
Warwick
&
in 1844 to meet the Birmingham & Fazeley Canal
Knowle
Birmingham
(Oct 84 guide) at Salford Junction, the Tame Valley
Canal, opened in
Canal (Oct 91 guide) also being built to the same
1799. When the
point and opened at the same time. These days the sky
first National
above the junction is dominated by junction 6 of the
B4101
Waterway Walk was
M6, Gravelly Hill interchange or Spaghetti Junction,
opened in 1993 to
as spurs loop in all directions. Parking is very limited
commemorate
but there is a possibility on the north side of the
Kingswood
the
200th
A5127 directly below the M6 or a little further west
on the opposite side of the road, launching onto the
Lapworth
Tame Valley Canal. It is a long time since this was the
Old English Beormings ham, the village of Beorma’s
Rowington
people.
Below all the concrete spans the start of the Grand
Shrewley Haseley
Union Canal is still crossed by a steep iron towpath
Hatton
Stratford
bridge and then immediately crosses the River Tame
M40
Warwick
upon Avon
(Feb 83 guide) on an aqueduct. The Saltley Cut took
Canal
what was known as the Bottom Road as far as the top
Budbrooke
of Camp Hill Locks. Nechells Shallow Lock is usually
A46
Hampton
left open. A former loop supplied Nechells power
on the
Hill
anniversary of the
station, the site being scrubland until being taken over
start
of
the
for the Star City venue. Gorse and birch trees are
R Avon
construction of the
amongst the vegetation to have got a foothold,
canal it was along that original line from Gas
reedmace grows in wet areas close to the canal and
Street Basin to Little Venice. It is necessary
Canada geese and mallards are resident despite a

A445
R Leam

A425
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Leamington
Spa

Guide

Grand Union Canal - Birmingham End

Salford Junction, now below Gravelly Hill interchange of the M6. Star City and the gasworks are beyond.
to land on the right and portage back over the cast
iron arched bridge crossing the canal. Most people will
portage the Camp Hill lock flight in their entirety.
The canal has been moved to accommodate the A45, a
wall containing a narrowboat in red brick in
recognition.

The A435 crosses. Between the Moor Street to
Leamington railway and Derby to Cheltenham Spa
railway crossing is a grand church with no spire or
tower but located on a hillside overlooking the canal as
if lesser buildings have been cleared in this generally
industrial area of Sparkbrook.

A Pullman train passes Garrison Top Lock.
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Bordesley Junction. Arriving under the bridge, it is necessary to take out in the left foreground and portage over the bridge past the Camphill Locks.
The top lock raises the canal to the 16km long
117m level, the first of the Grand Union Canal’s
summit levels. The top lock is also the last of the
narrow beam ones. Once the smaller canals were
amalgamated it was decided to widen the whole route
to broad beam in the 1930s as a work creation scheme
during the Depression but the final locks into the
centre of the city were never converted.
The canal is more open at first as it heads southeast.
It is crossed by the B4145 over Golden Hillock
Bridge, near which is a mosque, then by the Moor
Street to Leamington railway, beyond which is 32ha
occupied by the Ackers Trust, an outdoor centre
whose activities include canoeing from their own
dock, formerly serving the British Small Arms factory.
Beyond the River Cole crossing is the large Tyseley
incinerator. Smoke from the opposite side of the canal
may be from the Birmingham Railway Museum

which is based in a former Great Western Railway
shed and has live steam with engines, wagons, coaches,
the royal carriage of Edward VII and Queen Alexandra
and a travelling post office attacked in the Great Train
Robbery. The former BSA factory displays motorbikes
and guns.
The next reach, crossed by the A4040 and B4146,
sees the canal undergo a personality change. At first it
is derelict industrial, enough to suggest spray paint may
be a profitable business in which to invest, and one
building with electrified wires all round its roof
although the missing window now leaves easy entry.
By the other end it is in cutting lined with trees,
bluebells and red campion, magpies and more. For
most of the rest of the built up part of the city it
remains in deep treelined cutting and the view from
the water bears little resemblance to what is shown on
the map. An indication of the rate of growth is given

The imposing church overlooking Camphill Second Lock.
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Nirban Sivia photographs

Guide

Grand Union Canal - Birmingham End

The Ackers Trust is an important watersports centre for the area.

Did this moorhen deliberately choose a floating
nest platform?
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by the fact that Edith Holden wrote her Country Diary
of an Edwardian Lady about Olton just 99 years ago, the
lady herself subsequently drowning at the far end of
the canal in the Thames at Kew. Indeed, at the time of
the Domesday book it was one of the most sparsely
populated areas in England.
The banks have squirrels, foxes, nettles, brambles
and holly amongst other trees and the south side looks
very wet and susceptible to slipping as the B425 is
approached. On the far side of the bridge is the factory
which builds a British icon, the Land Rover. This
familiar workhorse has been manufactured for over
half a century yet one of the original half dozen has
been discovered recently still at work somewhere in
Africa.
Last year a swans’ nest was located in a prominent
clump of rushes and rather possessive herons also
frequent the area.
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There is little to indicate that this is in the middle of the urban sprawl of Olton.
New railings show where the towpath has been
improved at Elmdon Heath and then, suddenly, the
canal is into open country. Although this was the main
arterial route of the 19th century it is almost totally
rural from here to Berkhamstead with the exceptions
of Warwick/Leamington and Milton Keynes. It is not
always quieter, though, initially passing a kilometre
from the flightpath of Birmingham Airport which lies
not far to the north.
The first hamlet is Catherine-de-Barnes. Between
the B4102 bridge and the cricket pitch near Bogay
Hall, facing across the canal, are a selection of wooden
buildings like a poultry farm but housing the very
active Solihull Canoe Club.
Hawthorns have predominated amongst the
canalside vegetation but there are oaks, willows and
ferns. Buzzards hunt the area. The canal picks its way
between various important old buildings, Walford Hall
Farm, Berry Hall and Ravenshaw Hall. It approaches
both sides of the River Blythe on embankment, beside
which BW have a dredging spoil disposal area. At the
end of the embankment the M42 passes over,
screening shutting out much of the traffic noise. After
the motorway there are extensive views to the east
over the Blythe valley. In 1998 there was an
embankment slip near the footbridge giving access to
Copt Heath.
Grimshaw Hall is a 16th century timbered house
with gables and notable brickwork, a precursor for
Knowle which has a battlemented church of 1402,
buildings from the Middle Ages, a timber framed
guildhouse and the Chester House library which
shows in the one building the development of timber
house frames from the 13th to the 15th century.
There are moorings between the B4101 and the top
of the Knowle lock flight but it seems that many
powered craft do not bother coming up any further
than the foot of the flight, resulting in increased traffic
below. The locks, as often elsewhere, are conveniently
grouped together for portaging. Five broad beam locks

Solihull Canoe Club members prepare to take to the water from their
canalside premises.
stand beside the six narrow ones they replaced,
covered by concrete slabs, the new ones with their
distinctive 1930s Ham Baker candlestick paddle gear,
tall white cylinders leaning slightly outwards, seen
from here to Napton Junction. Around them are an
assortment of side ponds and flower beds planted with
pansies. Strangely, the new concrete locks are above
ground level rather than being recessed so that the
ground can help resist the pressure of the water on the
lock walls.
The views to the east over the Cuttle Brook are,
again, extensive and foxes might be seen in the
vicinity.
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The Knowle lock flight, below which many powered craft turn.

The A4141 crosses King’s Arms Bridge but the
adjacent public house is the Heron’s Nest, this being
Heronfield. Close by is a zoo animal sanctuary
although most of the animals have come from circuses.
Some of the sheep near the canal have more than their
fair share of horns. The Black Boy offers an alternative
canalside watering hole as the West Midlands
boundary follows the canal for a kilometre before
giving way to Warwickshire.
One of the most notable houses in the area is the
moated 1300 brick and stone manor of Baddesley
Clinton. It was a haven for persecuted Catholics and
has three priest holes where nine men stood ankle
deep in water for many hours in 1591 to evade
capture. Little changed since 1634, except for the
1920s/30s equipment in the mediaeval kitchen, it is
noted for its fine fireplace in the great hall, stained
glass, 19th century Catholic chapel, 49ha of garden
with daffodils, stewponds and lake and nature walks.
There is also a 16/17th century church.
Common vetch, creeping buttercup, hop trefoil,
cow parsley and sedges are found alongside the canal
near the B4439 bridge and it is kestrel hunting
territory. Following this is Kingswood Junction where
a 200m spur links to the Stratford-upon-Avon Canal
(Jan 84 guide) which runs parallel, the two routes
never actually meeting in a common junction. The
spur is crossed by the Moor Street to Leamington
railway which comes alongside the Grand Union
Canal briefly. The M40 is also only 300m away for the
majority of the next 4km, heard rather than seen.
An immaculately manicured hamlet at Turner’s
Green includes the Tom o’ the Wood public house
named after a former windmill. Kingfishers and
pheasants live in what was once part of the Forest of
Arden. Rowington has a 13th century church with a
fine peel of bells, timber framed houses, 17/18th
century buildings and, near the canal, Shakespeare
Hall, which belonged to a branch of the bard’s family,
with extensive views to the east, as the canal also has
here.

Kingswood Junction and the
spur to the Stratford-uponAvon Canal.
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Grand Union Canal - Birmingham End

Guide

Immaculate Turner’s Green and the Tom o’ the Wood public house.
Dandelions are widespread and are joined by a mat
of cowslips as the canal turns back towards the
motorway. The occasional mussel shell is seen on the
bank as the sides begin to rise into fragmented rock
cutting. Ahead is the first tunnel, Shrewley. 396m
long, it is wet inside. Canoeists are banned although
there is no notice to this effect. The towpath passes
ferns and, uniquely, enters 54m of tunnel of its own
on a higher level at the west end, climbing steeply
with brick ribs to assist horses to grip, curving upwards

with concrete steps at the top. Ivy proliferates and
there is an odour of fox at the far end.
The motorway is kept away from the canal by a
triangular railway junction which used to lead to
Cheltenham but now runs out of steam at Stratford.
For reasons which soon become apparent there are
fine views eastwards on both sides of the canal.
Celandines line the bank and the cuckoo may be heard
towards Hatton Country World, located in 19th
century farm buildings with a nature trail, rare breeds,

Extensive views eastwards at Rowington.
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Grand Union Canal - Birmingham End

Shrewley Tunnel with its unique horse tunnel climbing to the right.
vintage farm machinery, an antiques centre and what is
claimed to be England’s largest craft village. Hatton
stands back on the other side of the canal, even
distanced from its Perpendicular and Victorian church.

The Stairway to Heaven is the popular name for the
Hatton lock flight, the best locks on the Grand Union
Canal. 21 locks drop the canal 45m over 3.1km and it
is hardly worth launching between any of them.

Spring bluebells cover the bank at Hatton.
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Grand Union Canal - Birmingham End
Former stables near the top lock house a canal shop
while the Waterman offers stronger liquid refreshment
with a fine view from above the fourth lock. A play
area includes a boat on dry land to show the basis of
piling. The next eleven locks form a line straight down
the hillside or the narrow locks did, the broad ones
being placed on whichever side was most convenient.
Directly in line, 4km away, is St Mary’s cathedral. To
its right is Warwick Castle, founded in 1068 by
William the Conqueror, some from the 12th century
but mostly 14th century. Set in 24ha of grounds, it is
said to be the finest mediaeval castle in England. The
name comes from the Old English wering wic,
workplace or trading centre at the weir.
The narrow locks act as side ponds and are covered
with concrete slabs when on the towpath side. Herons,
terns, swallows, goldfinches, yellowhammers, mink
and mice might be seen. Below the fourth lock is a
Victorian maintenance yard, formerly with
blacksmiths, sawpit, hand crane and drydock, now
looking extremely smart and used as a BW Heritage
Skills Training Centre. Also on the flight, Asylum
Wharf served Hatton mental hospital, patients
unloading the boiler coal themselves, doubtless useful
for working off excess energy and stress.
Budbrooke supplied timber for Henry VIII and also
for Warwick Castle. St Michael’s church was the
garrison church of the Royal Warwickshire Regiment
and their regimental colours hang on the church wall.
A third bell was borrowed from another church for an
important wedding and never went back.
Neighbouring Hampton Magna is on the site of 1877
barracks which later housed the Royal Warwickshire
Fusiliers but were closed in 1960.
After the bottom lock the canal is crossed by the
A46 Warwick bypass and the built up area begins as
suddenly as it finished in Birmingham. To the right
lies Warwick horse race course. Ahead is an arched
bridge with a surprisingly welcoming arched sign. The

Unusually, children are encouraged to play on a BW piling barge.
welcome is not to Warwick but to the Salterford
Branch at Budbrooke Junction, the original terminus
of the Birmingham & Warwick Canal. Also opened in
1799 was the Warwick & Napton Canal, called the
Warwick & Braunston Canal at that time, its
beginning well hidden to the left of the arch, looking
more like a minor connection or a winding hole.
There is a wild flower garden and a picnic area. Last
year there were two swans’ nests on the offside of this
next canal in the first kilometre. There are two Cape
locks, the first by the Cape of Good Hope public
house and the second taking the canal to its bottom
level.
The Lord Leycester Hospital near the canal was

The Stairway to Heaven, the Hatton lock flight, the best locks on the Grand Union Canal but a long portage.
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Lord Leycester
Hospital, Warwick.

FACT

Grand Union Canal - Birmingham End
founded in 1571 in timber framed guilds buildings of
the 12th to 16th centuries. At various times a council
chamber and a grammar school, it is now for retired or
disabled servicemen. At Warwick’s Norman gate, it
has a chantry chapel, great hall, courtyard with
galleries, guildhall, brethren’s kitchen, master’s gardens
and regimental museum of the Queen’s Own Hussars.
It has been used for filming Pride & Prejudice, Moll
Flanders and Tom Jones.
Beyond the A429 crossing the canal is flanked by
sycamores, ashes and willows and leads past Emscote
Mills, an 18th century textile factory. The A445 bridge
is a reasonably tight turn for larger craft, now with
Tesco premises alongside, not
for the last time on this canal.
FILE
The canal crosses the 70m
long Avon Aqueduct on three

Distance
From Salford Junction to Warwick is 43km.
Transport
Stations at Aston and Duddeston and at
Adderley Park connect with New Street and
thence with Leamington. Moor Street connects
with Bordesley, Small Heath, Tyseley, Acock’s
Green, Olton, Lapworth, Hatton, Warwick
Parkway, Warwick and Leamington.
Birmingham, Small Heath, Acock’s Green and
Olton are variously served by National Express
Travel Your Bus and Travel WM buses.
Birmingham, Warwick and Leamington Spa
are served by various National Express routes
and Warwick and Leamington Spa are also
served by Blazefield Cambridge Coach Services
71 and various Stagecoach Midland Red
routes.
Campsites
There are campsites 15km away at Fazeley,
3km away at Oldwich Lane, 4km away at
Haseley Knob and 10km away at Tiddington.
Youth Hostel
Stratford-upon-Avon youth hostel is 11km
away.
Water Quality
Bordesley Junction - Warwick: Fair (2)
Licence
A BW licence is required costing £3 per day
or £9 per week. BCU members (except SCA)
already pay to use this canal.
Canal Society
Grand Union Canal Society, PO Box 254,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP1 2SU
OS 1:50,000 Sheets
139 Birmingham & Wolverhampton
151 Stratford-upon-Avon
(1:25,000)
Forecasts
Weathercall: W Midlands, Staffs & Warwicks,
09068 511 411
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13m arches which carry it 9.1m above the River
Avon. In 1938 William Bliss and Sir John Squire
portaged their kayaks from the canal to the river. The
users of larger craft have had the same idea. While
canoeists can get permission to use the river down to
Stratford on only one day per year, for the charity
Doggy Paddle, the powered boat fraternity want to
build a deep navigable connection and open up this
section of river to powered craft.
It is not the Avon which the canal follows,
however, but the River Leam. Another noteworthy
aqueduct takes the canal over the Moor Street to
Leamington railway on four 6.4m cast iron spans at 45˚
to the railway.
New housing has been influenced by canal
architecture. It almost surrounds a garden centre on
the A425 with large carpark and refreshment facilities.
Heart of England photographs

Guide

Warwick Castle on the River Avon.
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Why we couldn’t
win Trafalgar today
It’s 200 years since Lord Nelson’s famous victory over the French and
Spanish in the Battle of Trafalgar. To kick start the anniversary
celebrations an actor dressed as Nelson recently posed for pictures on the
River Thames at Greenwich but, before he was allowed to board an
RNLI lifeboat, safety officials made him wear a lifejacket over his 19th
century admiral’s uniform. Along with that we can’t be seen to drink
while in charge of a boat.
How would Nelson have fared if he’d been subject to modern Health
and Safety regulations?
The scene: You are on the deck of the recently renamed British
flagship, HMS Appeasement. An officer speaks: ‘Order the signal,
Hardy.’
‘Aye, aye, Sir.’
‘Hold on, that’s not what I dictated to the signal officer. What’s the
meaning of this?’
‘Sorry, Sir?’
‘England expects every person to do his duty, regardless of race,
gender, sexual orientation, religious persuasion or disability. What
gobbledegook is this?’
‘Admiralty policy, I’m afraid, Sir. We’re an equal opportunities
employer, now. We had the Devil’s own job getting “England” past
the censors lest it be considered racist.’
‘Gadzooks, Hardy. Hand me my pipe and tobacco.’
‘Sorry, Sir. All naval vessels have been designated smoke free
working environments.’
‘In that case, break open the rum ration. Let us splice the mainbrace
to steel the men before battle.
‘The rum ration has been abolished, Admiral. It’s part of the
Government’s policy on binge drinking.’
‘Good heavens. Hardy. I suppose we’d better get on with it. Full
speed ahead.’
‘I think you’ll find that there’s a 4 mph speed limit in this stretch of
water and the local fishermen don’t want to be disturbed by any craft,
be it sail or paddle.’
‘Dammit, man, we are on the eve of the greatest sea fight in history.
We must advance with all dispatch. Report from the crow’s nest,
please.’
‘That won’t be possible, Sir.’
‘What?’
‘Health and Safety have closed the crow’s nest, sir. No harness and
they say that rope ladder doesn’t meet regulations. They won’t let
anyone up there until a proper scaffolding can be erected.’
‘Then get me the ship’s carpenter without delay, Hardy.’
‘He’s busy knocking up a wheelchair access to the fo’c’sle, Admiral.’
‘Wheelchair access? I’ve never heard anything so absurd.’
‘Health and Safety again, Sir. We have to provide a barrier free
environment for the differently abled.’
‘Differently abled? I’ve only one arm and one eye and I refuse even
to hear mention of the word. I didn’t rise to the rank of Admiral by
playing the disability card.’
‘Actually, Sir, you did. The Royal Navy is under represented in the
areas of visual impairment and limb deficiency.’
‘Whatever next? Give me a full sail. The salt spray beckons.’
‘A couple of problems there, too, Sir. Health and Safety won’t let
the crew up the rigging without crash helmets and they don’t want
anyone breathing in too much salt; haven’t you seen the adverts?’
‘I’ve never heard such infamy. Break out the cannon and tell the
men to stand by to engage the enemy.’
‘The men are a bit worried about shooting at anyone, Admiral.’
‘What? This is mutiny.’
‘It’s not that, Sir. It’s just that they’re afraid of being charged with
murder if they actually kill anyone. There’s a couple of Legal Aid
lawyers on board, watching everyone like hawks.’
‘Then how are we to sink the Frenchies and the Spanish?’
‘Actually, Sir, we’re not.’
‘We’re not?’
‘No, Sir. The Frenchies and Spanish are our European partners now.

According to the Common Fisheries Policy, we shouldn’t even be in
this stretch of water. We could get hit with a claim for compensation.’
‘But you must hate a Frenchman as you hate the Devil.’
‘I wouldn’t let the ship’s diversity co-ordinator hear you saying that,
Sir. You’ll be up on a disciplinary.’
‘You must consider every man an enemy who speaks ill of your
King.’
‘Not any more, Sir. We must be inclusive in this multicultural age.
Now put on your Kevlar vest; it’s the rules.’
‘Don’t tell me, Health and Safety. Whatever happened to rum,
sodomy and the lash?’
‘As I explained, Sir, rum is off the menu and there’s a ban on
corporal punishment.’
‘What about sodomy?’
‘I believe it’s to be encouraged, Sir.’
‘In that case kiss me, Hardy.’
Contributed by Rich Moore.
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Surfing

Davies takes Coombes’ world title
World Wave Ski Titles
Once again it was time for the world wave ski championship to be held from 23rd to
29th November in Brazil, bringing competitors from far and wide, such countries as
Australia, South Africa, USA, France, Ireland, UK, Brazil and Israel.
The championships were held on Praia
Mole beach on the island of Florianópolis,
situated in the Saint Catarina region of Brazil.
This area is renowned for its quality and
quantity of surf, having 5 main beaches,
Ghaleta, Joquiana, Mozambique, Barra da
Logoa and the contest break, Praia Mole.
Unfortunately, unlike last years contest, the
UK were unable to send a full team to
compete; however, two Brits, Kieron Davies
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(British number 1) from north Devon and
Carl Coombes from Cornwall (last year’s
masters champion) made the 11 hr flight to
compete.
Upon their arrival in Brazil they had to
take an internal flight in a very old and
dilapidated DC10 aircraft and a car journey
to get to the island.
Arriving two weeks prior to the event,
Kieron started his rigorous training, despite
constant distraction of beautiful women, to
acclimatize to the average air temperature of
26˚C and waves with a water temperature
ranging between 20 and 25˚C.
The accommodation provided was top
notch apartments with breakfast provided for
a mere £9 per night with beautiful
surroundings and only a 5 minute walk to
the beach.
I am assured by Kieron that he saw no
evidence of sharks; however, the spiny puffer
fish littering the beaches were a bit of a pain.
Prior to the wave ski surfing event, the
ASP tour was held at Praia Mole, allowing
Kieron to meet many of the pro surfers like
Kelly Slater and even get an invite to Andy
Irons’ after contest party.
Kieron described the waves as ‘heavy’ and
‘making low tide Croyde seem like a wet
dishcloth’ but found the overall ability of
surfers as exceptional. The week of the
contest was underway, having consistent
waves ranging from 4 ft to 8 ft. Kieron’s
forethought and training started to pay
dividends, allowing him to gain first or
CANOEIST January 2005
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Simon De’ath photographs

title of masters world champion
to Davies.
Davies would like to thank his
sponsors, Saltrock, the Royal
Hotel in Woolacombe and
Gareth Harrison from Monki
Skis, north Devon, for shaping
his wave ski.

Simon De’ath
second places in the preliminary
rounds of the open division,
even beating last year’s world
champion, Mathieu Babarit
(Fra), demonstrating that, even
at 41 years old, he could still
keep up with the younger talent.
Kieron, however, then had a
setback when a mix up in
contest times meant that he
arrived late for one of the heats
with 2 minutes to spare,
meaning that he only managed
one wave and, as a result, was
dropped into the repêchage
rounds. This, however, did not
prove a setback for Davies who,
unperturbed, went on in the
masters division to come first in
every one of his heats, landing
him in the final; meanwhile, he
worked his way back up to the
semi finals in the open.
Kieron’s consistently radical
performance in the final gave
him first place in the masters,
beating the South African Tony
Dubber by a large margin.
Unfortunately, after surfing 7
heats in a row, tiredness
overcame Davies in the open
division semi finals where, after
two spectacular wipeouts, he
managed a still very impressive
6th place, the highest place ever
gained by a British competitor.
Coombes, after giving a 110%
valiant
effort
in
stiff
competition, managed to get
48th place in the open division
and 7th place in the masters
division, handing over last year’s

0: 1 N Decker, Australia, 9.50.
2 P O’Donnel, Australia, 8.55. 3 M Souza,
Brasil, 8.50. Mas: 1 K Davies, GB, 11.75. 2
R Cruz, Brasil, 6.55. 3 A Campos, Brasil, 6.30.

Past and future
wave ski contests
2004 has seen poor conditions
for surfing, not helped by
organizer problems. For 2005
chairman Neil Sutch is making
coaching a priority as a lot of
youngsters would love to get
onto wave skis. The new age
category, 21 - 29 years old, has
been reintroduced for
competitors. There will only be
three main events in order to
restore quality which has been
lacking in 2004, the English and
Welsh in the spring, the latter at
Freshwater West, and the British
titles in the autumn at
Woolacombe or Croyde with the
AGM. There will also be some
local contests, including Gold
Coast and Newgale fun events.
The following year there are
plans to send a youth team to the
South African championships, a
luxury tour which will work its
way along the coast over a
month. On the home front it is
hoped to host a European event
after something of a lull recently.

The BWSA Christmas dinner at Llantwit Major went Indian this time.
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Nim Mager with flowers for Eleanor.

Nim winning the Nepali class of th

the Sukute Beach resort for an evening of
Himalayan WW Challenge
The 3rd annual PeakUK/Nara Himalayan WW Challenge/11th Himalayan Rodeo was recovery involving a circus show by local
held over 3 days on the Bhoti Kosi river, 2 hours to the north of Kathmandu. As usual, children, rum punch, music, fire and dancing
the event ran as a multi discipline single boat competition which made the choosing craft until early the next morning.
particularly important.
Freestyle boats were likely to perform well
in the freestyle comp whereas creek boats
would be much better for the down river
race. As it happened, not many people had
quivers of boats from which to choose, so, for
the most part, people paddled whatever they
had with them or could beg borrow or steal.
Day 1 was extreme slalom day; the course
was constructed on the Dazed and Confused
rapid just upstream of the Riverside campsite.
As the name suggests, the rapid itself was very
demanding and the course design enhanced
the difficulty, forcing paddlers to perform
freestyle moves and a number of hard crosses
on the way down. It promised to be a real test
of white water skill and stamina.
Before the slalom event began, a traditional
Nepalese floral tribute was sent down the
course in memory of our dearest lost friend,
Eleanor Rutter, who won the event last year.
After Pete had completed a demo run so
that everyone understood the course, the
event kicked off fast and furious.
Nim Bahadur Mager, having returned from
Gerry Moffat goes for the close up camera shots.
rafting in Japan a week earlier, dominated the
Day 2, the freestyle day, meant a return to
Nepalese senior slalom event, winning despite declaring his intention to lift the senior crown
the Riverside resort. The chosen feature for
collecting 30 seconds of penalties. Hot on his next year and the international the year after.
heels was the Nepalese junior winner, Madhu
In the international men’s comp Graham the event was a riverwide hole/wave at the
Pahari, who has thrown down the gauntlet by Milton posted the fastest time of the day but, bottom of Dazed and Confused. The
due to paddling a creek boat, incurred time Nepalese boys came through with a rocking
penalties for not fully completing the freestyle PA which, amazingly, did not blow the local
moves. This allowed me as a British team grid system. The thumping tunes and
slalomist to turbo the win with one of only 3 commentary from Crazy Dave and Legend
Gerry Dhai guaranteed an amazing
cleans runs down the course.
Claire O’Hara won the chicks’ comp with atmosphere. The hole itself was quite flushy
an exceptional run that would have placed with only a narrow sweet spot. For most
her in the top ten of the men’s competition. paddlers this meant a lot of sprinting back up
Maximum respect also to Naomi Engelman the eddy but occasionally someone would hit
from the US who rolled 4 times to survive the spot and launch a flurry of ends.
The flushy nature of the hole made the
the beat down of the weekend in a pourover
sudden death final particularly cutthroat with
at the bottom of the course.
Saturday night saw the paddlers return to paddlers who had thrown down huge scores

he slalom.

Kamal Lama perfects the art of freestyle.
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Freestyle

Nepalese punch hard

Tim Bailey brings a dash of world standard to the slalom round.
in previous rounds flushing to exit the event.
The final was no exception; after an awesome
ride in the previous round Pete Astles hit the
bottom early in his final ride and flushed
which gave me win number two by a very
narrow margin.
The girls’ freestyle was again dominated by
Brit Claire O’Hare although Swedish entrant
Inka pulled some huge old skool enders in
her Fly II.
Madhu Pahari made it two wins out of two

in the Nepali juniors event with some
controlled and dynamic paddling.
The Nepali senior comp was much
anticipated with all the major players putting
hours of practice into their entry loops;
everyone was sticking them in practice but
who was going to hold their nerve when it
came to the crunch? Returning champion
Nim Bahadur Mager was the man under
pressure and, despite paddling well
throughout, he looked tense and struggled
Not a private party, then.

Madhu Pahari won both Nepali junior events.
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with his final ride. Kamal Lama, on the other
hand, had an unbelievable final ride, sticking
a front and back loop to win by almost 40
points!
This event was always going to favour the
shorter boats but the biggest trick of the day
went to the original chukchuki bada (cheeky
monkey), Sano Babu Sunuwar, who pulled
off a massive aerial loop in an H3 creeker,
captured on film, of course…
Sunday evening involved more relaxing
back at Sukute Beach before an early start for
Day 3 which was head to head down river
racing day. The section chosen was a grade
3/4 run between Khote Beach and the
Balephi Stupa.
Head to head racing pretty much
guarantees full contact action and the carnage
was increased by a Le Mans style start
(competitors run from start line to boats jump
in then battle for line whilst still putting on
spraydecks) and a storm the hill finish
(competitors had to leap from boats and race
up steep bank to finish at Stupa).

Claire O’Hara, best of the women’s trio.

It was a good party, not that everyone could remember.
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The men’s down river race start and some sportsmanship of the
Down river was expected to be the revenge
of the creek boats with their superior forward
speed and the international men’s was no
exception. Big butch Australian Shaun
McManamy proved he was no flamin’ gallaa by
booting it down the course with pedal firmly to
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metal to take the win. Massive respect,
however, to Gerry Moffat for toughing it out
in a short boat to finish 4th (life in the old dog
yet and all that).
Ram Silwal redeemed himself after missing
the slalom and freestyle owing to family
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commitments; he chose his weapon well and
just managed to keep his Pirouette S ahead of
Sano Babu Sunuwar to take the Nepali seniors
win.
The Nepali juniors down river was a
particularly tight race with the hyper

Sweet helmets, Teva footwear,
Tuborg beer, Kukri rum, Nepal
Tourism Board, Nepal Association
of Rafting Agents, Equator
Expeditions, Ultimate Descents
and the Balephi Buddhists for
lending us their temple.
All the action over the weekend
was captured by Dave the Shark
who literally buzzed about the
event
after
accidentally
electrocuting himself on Saturday
morning.
Keep your ear to the ground for
forthcoming DVD footage.
Tim Baillie
Sl: W: 1 C O’Hara, GB, 253. 2 N Engelman, USA, 400.
M: 1 T Baillie, GB, 160. 2 G Milton, GB, 177. 3 G Moffat,
GB, 183. 4 P Astles, GB, 194. 7 M Stephens, GB, 225.
8 D Thompson, GB, 228. 11 A Milton, GB, 257. 13 A Davies,
GB, 270. 17 M Heffer, GB, 295. 20 P Woodhead, GB, 323.
Fr: W: 1 C O’Hara, GB, 5.00. 2 N Harris, GB, 0.
3 I Trollsas, Sverige. M: 1 T Baillie, GB, 19.50. 2 P Astles,
GB, 18.75. 3 A Milton, GB. 5 M Stephens, GB.
6 P Woodhead, GB. 8 D Thompson, GB. 9 G Moffat, GB.
11 A Davies, GB. 12 G Milton, GB. 16 B Brown, GB.
DR: W: 1 N Engelman, USA. 2 C O’Hara, GB. 3 N Harris,
GB. M: 1 S McManamy, Australia. 2 G Milton, GB.
3 N Paparic, France. 4 G Moffat, GB. 8 B Brown, GB.
9 P Astles, GB. 10 M Heffer, GB. 11 T Baillie, GB.
12 D Thompson, GB. 14 P Woodhead, GB. 15 A Davies, GB.
O/A: W: 1 C O’Hara, GB, 599. 2 N Engelman, USA, 596.
3 N Harris, GB, 397. M: 1 T Baillie, GB, 590. 2 P Astles, GB,
588. N Paparic, France, 588. 4 G Milton, GB, 587. G Moffat,
GB, 587. 6 D Thompson, GB, 575. 8 A Davies, GB, 564. 10
P Woodhead, GB, 563. 11 B Brown, GB, 558. 14 M Heffer,
GB, 556. 18 M Stephens, GB, 390. 19 A Milton, GB, 388.

Helicopter seal
launches

Tim Baillie photographs

kind never seen at Le Mans.
competitive juniors giving it
everything from start to finish.
Right at the finish Dilip Rai
snatched the win from Krishna
Kadei whilst Madhu Pahari
finished third to take the overall
junior prize with a very impressive
two wins and a third.
The international girls’ race was
a slightly more relaxed affair; with
only three competitors, the girls
chose to enjoy most of the rapids

together and then sprint to the
finish, at which point Naomi
Engelman came out on top.
Prizegiving went off back in
Kathmandu at the Nepali Office
of Tourism.
Overall Claire O’Hara, Nim
Mager, Madhu Pahari and I came
out on top and prizes where
distributed to the winners and
then the Nepalese broke out a
large quantity of viciously strong

rum punch. After this, exact
events are uncertain but I can
confirm that the party continued
to Thamel and I was deposited in
my hotel bed at some point.
A very special thanks to all the
competitors, spectators, helpers
and hosts for creating such an
amazing event atmosphere.
A big thanks also to the event
sponsors, PeakUK, Riot kayaks,
Smith sunglasses, Robson paddles,

Last year the 1st Annual
Helicopter Seal Launch Event
was held 10m above the Spokane
River in the USA, launching
from the side of a Bell Super 205.
The lawyers could have a field
day in the event of a
miscalculation.

Ducking the issue
The fundraising duck race
which took place at Holme
Pierrepont has won £1,000 for
Margaret Clay, a mobile phone
for Tim Lewis and a weekend
break for Bill Turner. At least,
the prizes are on offer if the
organizers can find them, having
failed to record contact details. If
these people are reading this issue
they are invited to claim their
prizes from the Freestyle
Committee.

Student dates
The National Student Rodeo
is to be held at Holme Pierrepont
over Mar 11 - 13th.
British Freestyle
Championships

Women’s Le Mans start to the down river race.
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K1L: 1 J Kaiser, Deutschland, 20.00. 2 L Evans, GB, 6.75.
3 C Stone, GB. K1MJ: 1 E Smith, GB, 199.13. 2 J Best,
GB, 60.13. 3 S Simmonds, GB. K1M: 1 E Smith, GB,
101.25. 2 J Grainger, GB, 55.50. 3 J Best, GB.
C1: 1 S Morris, GB, 225.00. 2 J Burbeck, GB, 12.25.
3 D Bainbridge, GB. OC1: 1 J Weir, GB, 4.00.
2 D Bainbridge, GB, 0. 3 J Burbeck, GB. Sq: 1 J, 44. 2 B,
37. A Whiting, 34. PeakUK Challenge: K1L: 1 L Evans,
599. 2 J Chrimes, 587. B Devoy, 587. K1M: 1 A Norfolk,
595. 2 A Ellard, 588. 3 P Shepherd, 586. C1: 1 D Goddard,
594. 2 J Burbeck, 592. 3 C Radmore, 591. PeakUK
Challenge ranking winners: K1L: 1 G McKenzie,
1,757. 2 V Barlow, 1,755. 3 C O’Hara, 1,751. K1M: 1 A
Norfolk, 1,755. 2 B Stone, 1,720. 3 J Reeves, 1,699. C1: 1
O Castle, 1,787. 2 J Burbeck, 1,782. 3 J Wonnacott, 1,777.
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Wild water racing

Wide winning margins
in sub zero conditions
Tees Barrage WWR
The temperature was to drop
to -5˚C and was already below
freezing when the Tees Barrage
sprint event first runs began at
5.30pm. The entry was quite
good as this was one of the Tour
Top: Huan Rimington leaves the
barrage.
Left: Simon Wright.
Below left: Pete Ford.
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Fastest time of the night cam from Jon Schofield.

Centre left: Olivia Churchill.
Bottom left: Jennifer Hyslop.
Above: Gilly Mara.
Below: Jennifer McIntosh.
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Jessica Oughton won the women’s event.

o’ t’ North series, four races in
one weekend on the North Tyne
and Tees, excellent value for
those wanting some serious
racing. The entry included
Andrew Boyd from the newly
formed local Cleveland Canoe
Club.
Some slalom gates were still in
place, sometimes getting in the
way but perhaps acting as useful
markers on a course with
somewhat limited high mast
floodlighting. Fortunately,
nobody swam in the icy
conditions although healthy tail
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Above: Warne and Peart.
Below: The Welsh pair of Stephenson/Ticer.
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Goyt WWR
WhU12G: 1 E Murr, Shropshire, 1:06. 2 A Russell,
Shropshire, 1:12. 3 F Whittle, Shropshire, 1:19.
WhU14G: 1 J Hosie, Shropshire, 1:07.
WhU16G: 1 L Seager, Shropshire, 57. WhU12B: 1 M
Lister, White Rose, 52. 2 A Baker, Bath, 55. 3 A Martin,
Durham, 59. WhU14B: 1 J Seager, Shropshire, 52.
2 M Rosser, Shropshire, 54. 3 E Kennedy, Manchester, 59.

Symonds Yat WWR
Local boys, the Cloughs.
crunches were heard at times.
Most people produced similar
second run times to their first
runs, frequently just a touch
quicker.
Mark Robinson, the only
competitor from the resident
club, produced an 8 second win
in Division B. Jessica Oughton
took a 16 second win from Dee
Paterson in the ladies’ Division
A, a performance which would
have put her 11th in the men.
3rd place was closely fought
between Sandra and Jennifer
Hyslop and Olivia Churchill,
finishing in that order. The
Clough brothers were 22 seconds
clear in C2 but Stephenson/Ticer
were only 3 seconds off
Warne/Peart.
In the men’s Division A the
surprise was not the result but the
winning margin, Jon Schofield
getting a 10 second clear lead.
Grant Anderson did well to take
2nd place from Ian Tordoff but
there was another 7 seconds
before the rest piled in.

Lynn Simpson back in
action
Peterborough Slalom
December 12th saw a group of
hardy people heading for
Peterborough’s Orton Staunch
for a winter slalom. All standards
of paddler were there from an ex
world champion down to a 10
year old in his first competition,
from Premier kayak to first time
in a slalom (and that was in a
C1).
The weir behaved itself this
time with a nice wave, a little too
nice so we had to move the
course down the wave train to
make it acceptable for beginners
and even then it was a little too
big for some!
We started off worried about
numbers, especially when a
group from Loughborough
University turned up, looked at
the course and went away again.
Fortunately, they were just off
to get coffee as our canteen was

K1LA: 1 J Oughton, Paddle+, 3:33.2. 2 D Paterson,
Shropshire, 3:49.4. 3 S Hyslop, Hexham, 3:58.6.
K1MA: 1 J Schofield, River Gods, 2:53.9. 2 G Anderson,
Newark, 3:06.4. 3 I Tordoff, Chester, 3:11.6.
B: 1 M Robinson, 4 Seasons, 3:42.6. 2 C Embrey, Burton,
3:50.5. 3 A Kendall, Northampton, 3:53.3.
C2A: 1 Clough/Clough, Tees, 3:40.7. 2 Warne/Peart,
Chelmsford, 4:02.5. 3 Stephenson/Ticer, Shropshire, 4:05.7.

Princess to be patron
At the WWR ACM it was
revealed that the Princess Royal
is expected to be the patron for
the 2006 world championships.
Motions this year seemed
mainly to put division A paddlers
in their place. In future they will
be excluded from Wavehopper
Challenge races and youth series
points and will not get the
Wavehopper allowance in other
races. However, they will still be
able to compete in and score club
points in the national youth
championships.

WhU12G: 1 C Parker, Wilts, 2:00. WhU14G: 1 R Parker,
Wilts, 1:45. 2 R Spy, Wilts, 1:55. WhU12B: 1 A Barry,
Meridian, 1:37. 2 D Parker, Wilts, 1:38. 3 A Baker, Bath,
1:57. WhU16B: 1 I Baker, Bath, 1:25. O: 1 A Barry,
Meridian, 2:06. 2 M Barry, Meridian, 1:53. 3 A Collins,
Meridian, 2:11.

Stone WWR
O: 1 P Keron, Kiddermister, 13:12. 2 J Schofield, River Gods,
13:45. 3 G Anderson, Newark, 14:21. B: 1 A Judge, Herts,
16:43. 2 S Jones, Dyffryn Conwy, 16:44. 3 S Chynoweth,
Stafford & Stone, 16:45.

Wear WWR
O: 1 R Woods, Durham, 21:10. 2 S Hyslop, Hexham, 21:34.
3 J Hyslop, Hexham, 22:05. B: 1 P Dawson, Sunderland,
22:31. 2 C Glendinning, Hexham, 22:58. 3 D Glendinning,
Hexham, 24:36.

Mersey WWR
O: 1 M Bowerbank, Bath, 13:48. 2 K Bowles, Solihull,
14:10. 3 B Oakley, Bath, 14:13. B: 1 D Davies, Shropshire,
14:15. 2 M Blowers, Meridian, 14:38. 3 D Radmore, 15:31.

National Y Championships
O: 1 B Oakley, Bath, 6:39. 2 K Bowles, Solihull, 7:12.
3 H Blackman, Burton, 7:12. B: 1 D Davies, Shropshire,
7:26. 2 I Baker, Bath, 8:14. 3 J Harrison, Shropshire, 8:38.
T: 1 Shropshire/Bath, 5:01. 2 Burton, 5:52.
Club: 1 Shropshire, 114. 2 Bath, 97. 3 Burton, 72.

N Tyne WWR

Blue Zoey
Blue Peter’s latest presenter,
Zoey Salmon, had her first
assignment at the Tees wild
water race, not so much a
baptism of fire as of ice. She
open; they came back and
entered everything. With Start
also deciding to hold a training
weekend and opening it to those
on the edge of the scheme we
were very worried about
numbers but, as the time moved
on, the numbers picked up and I
started to breath again; an
occupational hazard for these
events is putting in all the work
and having no-one turn up.
Practice saw the first paddlers
claiming free hot drinks for
accidental capsizes; strange, they
all seemed to be students. I will
say no more about the C2 capsize
except that it won best swim of
the day for imaginative use of
partner’s helmet
Being a retired champion
obviously has drawbacks with
one practising the course doing a
gate from the wrong angle and
one missing the last gate on the
course, no names, again, but they
both paddled under Kingston.

K1LA: 1 J Oughton, Paddle+, 24:00. 2 D Paterson,
Shropshire, 25:01. 3 S Hyslop, Hexham, 25:10.
K1MA: 1 J Schofield, River Gods, 20:10. 2 P Keron,
Kidderminster, 20:20. 3 I Tordoff, Chester, 20:23.
B: 1 D Evans, RAF, 25:35. 2 C Embrey, Burton, 25:21.
3 M Blowers, Meridian, 25:25. C2A: 1 Belbin/Caunt,
Nottingham, 23:46. 2 Bradburn/Pumphrey, Chester, 23:58.
3 Warne/Peart, Chelmsford, 26:01.

In the normal way for Proteus
we were lending out boats to
those who wanted, whether
switching a slalom kayak for a
plastic one or lending C1s and
C2s; thanks to all who put up
with my over enthusiastic sales
pitch and allowed me to get
more entries.
There was quite a tussle for
first place in men’s kayak with
Darren’s eventually borrowing
his brother’s boat to beat him by
less than a second with Zach
Pillinger in between them.
Below them the divisional prizes
were also closely fought with
special mention due to William
Cowen, the youngest paddler to
enter, whose second run was
over 100 seconds better after
improving on both penalties and
time.
The C1 was uncertain right up
to the last run when Glen
Nelson, who entered all classes,
snatching a victory with a blazing
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Tees WWR
Sp: K1LA: 1 J Oughton, Paddle+, 3:40. 2 D Paterson,
Shropshire, 3:56. 3 S Hyslop, Hexham, 4:06. K1MA: 1 J
Schofield, River Gods, 2:56. 2 G Anderson, Newark, 3:08.
3 I Tordoff, Chester, 3:11. B: 1 J Alexander, 5:10.
2 A Martin, Durham, 5:35. 3 K Brennan, Durham, 6:09.
K2: 1 Harrap/Dando, W Yorks, 2:24. 2 Salmon/Oughton,
Blue Peter, 2:40. C2A: 1 Belbin/Caunt, Nottingham, 3:37.
2 Clough/Clough, Tees, 3:46. 3 Stephenson/Ticer,
Shropshire, 4:07. Cl: K1LA: 1 D Paterson, Shropshire,
18:58. 2 Y Ford, Tonbridge, 19:59. 3 S Hyslop, Hexham,
20:19. K1MA: 1 I Tordoff, Chester, 16:02. 2 M Mason,
Durham, 16:18. 3 G Anderson, Newark, 17:07.
B: 1 D Evans, RAF, 19:12. 2 D Baker, RAF, 20:32. C2A: 1
Clough/Clough, Tees, 21:04. 2 Warne/Peart, Lincoln.

Nith 2 WWR
O: 1 J Schofield, River Gods, 16:48. 2 G Anderson, Newark,
17:22. 3 D Paterson, Shropshire, 20:12. K1B: 1 D Evans,
RAF Innsworth, 19:28. 2 S Longmore, RAF Brize Norton,
20:38. 3 D Baker, RAF, 22:43. RAF: 1 G Baker, Wyton,
7:48. 2 M Streeter, Cosford, 7:55. 3 J Willacy, Valley, 7:52.
T: 1 M A, 19:47. 2 M B, 21:17. 3 Llanrwst A, 22:44.
Ranking list winners: Sp: K1WA: 1 J Oughton,
Paddle+, 2,000.0. 2 D Paterson, Shropshire, 1,901.8.
3 Z Betteridge, Bath, 1,887.2. K1MA: 1 J Schofield, River
Gods, 2,000.0. 2 G Anderson, Newark, 1,925.7.
3 M Mason, Durham, 1,874.3. C1A: 1 A Hamilton,
Stafford & Stone, 2,000.0. 2 R Wylie, Eyot, 1,992.4.
3 C Radmore, 947.3. C2A: 1 Belbin/Caunt, Nottingham,
2,000.0. 2 Clough/Clough, Tees, 1,967.8. 3 Warne/Peart,
Bradford & Bingley, 1,653.3. Cl: K1WA: 1 T Parsons,
Nottingham, 2,500.0. 2 J Oughton, Paddle+, 2,376.0.
3 D Paterson, Shropshire, 2,294.9. K1WB: 1 S Templeton,
Itchen Valley, 457.9. 2 J Davies, Shropshire, 358.8. 3 H
Brown, Bath, 279.9. K1MA: 1 P Keron, Kidderminster,
2,497.0. 2 J Schofield, River Gods, 2,480.8. 3 M Mason,
Durham, 2,426.7. K1MB: 1 D Davies, Shropshire, 500.0.
2 A Kendall, Northampton, 495.0. 3 K Bowles, Solihull,
492.6. C1A: 1 A Hamilton, Stafford & Stone, 2,500.0. 2
R Wylie, Eyot, 2,416.7. 3 R Pearton, Herts, 944.5. C1B: 1 J
Hiam, Shropshire, 230.6. 2 D Paterson, Shropshire, 143.5.
3 D Goddard, PeakUK, 100.0. C2A: 1 Belbin/Caunt,
Nottingham, 2,500.0. 2 Bradburn/Pumphrey, Chester,
2,471.56. 3 Clough/Clough, Tees, 1,892.0.
C2B: 1 Owen/Barber, 200.0. 2 Paterson/Davies,
Shropshire, 149.6. 3 Rimington/Gove-Humphries, Solihull,
141.3. O/A: K1GU12: 1 J Davies, Shropshire, 125.
2 R Poulson, Bath, 73. 3 R Fenn, Salford, 47. K1GU14: 1
O Churchill, Addlestone, 125. 2 S Hyslop, Hexham, 123.
3 K Brown, Bath, 121. K1GU16: 1 J Oughton, Paddle+,
125. 2 J Hyslop, Hexham, 125. 3 S Matthew, Frome, 25.
K1WB: 1 S Hyslop, Hexham, 495.7. 2 K Brown, Bath,
437.3. 3 J Hyslop, Hexham, 431.6. K1BU12: 1 J Harrison,
Shropshire, 125. 2 S Allison, Holme Pierrepont, 122. 3 M
Lunn, Paddle+, 112. K1BU14: 1 C Embrey, Burton, 125.
2 I Baker, Bath, 121. 3 J Hiam, Shropshire, 117. K1BU16:
1 B Oakley, Bath, 125. 2 D Davies, Shropshire, 122. 3 I
Embrey, Burton, 122. K1MB: 1 I Embrey, Burton, 500.0.
2 B Oakley, Bath, 482.6. 3 T Gove-Humphries, Solihull,
464.0. C1U14: 1 J Hiam, Shropshire, 50. 2 G Pitt, Stafford
& Stone, 10. C1B: 1 J Hiam, Shropshire, 121.2. 2 G Oliver,
Nottingham, 119.2. 3 A Labbett, Exeter, 83.3. C2U16: 1
Hadley/Oakley, Bath, 10. C2B: 1 Rimington/GoveHumphries, Solihull, 78.5. 2 Hadley/Oakley, Bath, 48.5.
3 Russell/Russell, Shropshire, 30.4.

second run taking him from 3rd
to 1st place. There was never any
doubt over the eventual winner
of the women’s kayak but the
others could have finished in any
order.
To round off the day, prizes
(mugs, certificates and sweets)
were given out in most divisions
and ages. Many thanks to those
who helped put up the course
and run the event and to those
who stayed to help pull it all
down. Final thanks to those who
helped getting so many smiles on
faces, whether by paddling round
with the nervous, helping others
with suggestions/demonstrations
or just organizing to get a group
of paddlers here.

Colin Woodgate
K1W: 1 L Simpson, Kingston, 84.8. 2 K Kent, Proteus,
100.0. 3 T Wells, 103.0. K1M: 1 D Cresser, Durham, 73.6.
2 Z Pillinger, Royal Leamington Spa, 74.1. 3 N Cresser, St
Albans & Hertsmere, 74.4. C1: 1 G Nelson, Proteus, 111.0.
2 G Bourne, Viking, 116.0. 3 K Kent, Proteus, 143.0.
C2.2/3: 1 Nelson/Moulding, Proteus, 144.0.
2 Jordan/Bennett, Loughborough Univ, 240.0
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Slalom

paddled a Topolino Duo in the
race with Jessica Oughton, the
pair taking 2nd place to another
Top Duo paddled by
Harrap/Dando. Has K2 racing a
future, especially for those new
to the sport?

class C internationals for team
members only.
An entry level slalom kayak is
expected to be in production
early this year, comparable with
the sprint Lightnings and WWR
Wavehoppers for introducing
youngsters.

Olympic awards
Olympic silver medallist
Campbell Walsh has won the
BBC East Midlands Sportsman of
the Year Award.
Daniel Costeris and Kostas
Katapais have taken third place in
the host country category in the
Olympic Golden Rings contest
for coverage of the Olympic
Games. Their film was of the
slalom.

ICF photographs

Ranking list winners

The Poles have the world’s first indoor slalom course at Krakow.

Annual meeting farce
The slalom annual meeting
began in chaos because nobody
knew what the rules are for an
ACM and the BCU board had
resisted strenuous efforts to have
attendance from one of them to
explain the position. Unlike the
days when votes ran into three
figures, only 25 people turned
out, representing 15 clubs, a
situation which would have been
inquorate under AGM rules. Did
it matter as the meeting can now
only make suggestions which the
Slalom Committee (previously
known as the Slalom Executive,
not the previous Slalom
Committee) can ignore if they
wish? Even if they do accept the
suggestions they can be overruled
by the BCU board. The slalom
management attempted to run it
to AGM rules and there is every
likelihood that they will act on
the voting as far as they are
allowed.

Special thanks were given to
Jim Croft for his ongoing work
while Kath Ratcliffe resigned
after 16 years as a bib officer.
Jacky Wetzig said she was
desperate for judges and that
some events might be declined if
there were not more volunteers.
In Scotland the funded paddlers
are being required to coach at
grassroots level but the sport in
general is being run by a
dwindling bunch of volunteers.
Despite obtaining two medals in
Athens, the rumour is that slalom
funds will be cut next year.
In the motions the proposal to
raise the protest deposit to £5
was rejected while a £2 discount
for second and subsequent entries
by a competitor in a single event
was accepted unanimously.
Competitors may now provide
email addresses rather than SAEs
for start lists and results and these
are to be available electronically.
The British team may not reserve

More than just canoes. A one stop outdoor store.
Everything for the Beginner to Expert Paddler * Playboats * River Runners
* Tourers * Open Boats * (Phone for Tuition and Rafting) * Clothing * Paddles
* Internet Price Matching * Contract Supply * Demo boats at the NWWC
“I’m amazed there is so much choice”
- Mr H. Raunds

Tradewinds
4 - 8 Park Rd, Wellingborough NN8 4PG
Main dealer for Jackson Kayaks,
Dagger, Pyranha, Perception
Make us your first call for sound advice,
and huge choice on:

01933 276632
www.tw-od.com
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K1WP: 1 F Pennie, Central/Teva, 484. 2 K Walsh,
Central/RasDex, 466. 3 M Patrick, Warrington/RasDex, 460.
K1W1: 1 A Spencer, Salisbury, 472. 2 J Dickie, Selkirk,
460. 3 N Patrick, Warrington, 454. K1W2: 1 V Maloney,
Shepperton, 266. 2 K Dixon, Holme Pierrepont, 255. 3 C
Slater, Green Star, 255. K1W3: 1 H Hulme, Liverpool Univ,
235. 2 R Edwards, Llandysul, 226. 3 R Heald, Manchester,
217. K1WVP/1: 1 W Robinson, Bradford & Bingley,
20. K1MP: 1 A Cardy, Kingston, 4,745. 2 R Hounslow,
RasDex, 4,711. 3 E Stott, Viking, 4,548. K1M1: 1 P
Ramsdale, 4,735. 2 J Bailey, Stafford & Stone, 4,693. 3 A
Lippek, Warrington, 4,670. K1M2: 1 J Hamilton, Kingston,
2,668. 2 N Midgley, Bere Forest, 2,641. 3 G Wynne,
Llandysul, 2,634. K1M3: 1 I Stopford, Halifax, 2,485. 2 C
Allcock, W Houghton, 2,473. 3 J Wake, Swinfen, 2,472.
K1MVP/1: 1 N Kelly, Civil Service/NI, 500. 2 A Norman,
Salisbury, 460. 3 P Parker, Viking, 270. K1MV2/3: 1 M
Broadhurst, Green Star, 3,000. 2 T Griffiths, Baldock, 3,000.
3 K Wickham, Sunderland, 3,000. C1P: 1 A Marshall,
DDUK/Central, 441. 2 R Turner, 410. 3 C Radmore, 407.
C1.1: 1 K Bright, Matlock, 458. 2 D Bradshaw, Manchester,
438. 3 G Wells, Manchester, 387. C1.2: 1 G Winsborrow,
Bangor, 242. 2 J Hammond, Sudbury, 230. 3 K Kent,
Proteus, 213. C1.3: 1 P King, Manchester, 209. 2 L
Stewart, Burton, 202. 3 E Meakins, St Albans & Hertsmere,
190. C2P/1: 1 Green/Green, Llandysul, 577. 2
Roden/Roden, Stafford & Stone, 533. 3 Hesford/Carlisle,
Manchester, 530. C2.2/3: 1 Woodgate/Cowan, Proteus,
675. 2 Lindsay/Hayes, Shepperton, 380. 3 Stewart/Tatchell,
Green Star, 360. K1MPT: 1 Durham/Royal Leamington
Spa, 17. 2 Stafford & Stone, 14.

Famous coaches
Eric Farrell and Jörg Götz have
been inducted into the Coaching
Hall of Fame by the Princess
Royal. They were coaches to
canoeing’s British Olympic
medal winners in Athens.

American marathon
champion killed
American marathon K1
champion Mark Jacobson has
been killed. He was hit by a
snowmobile while skiing on a
frozen lake.

Thanks
It is always pleasant to see
credit being given where it is
due. January’s issue of Waterways
World carries a letter from the
secretary of Banbury & District
Canoe Club to thank powered
boat owners for their patience
and good humour during their
Hasler race in October. Two
owners were singled out for
special mention and were invited
to claim race T shirts in
gratitude.
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Marathon
36th Exe Descent
K1J: 1 B Oakley, Bath, 2:42:47. K1: 1 S Morley, Hayle,
2:05:30. 2 J Butler, Nottingham, 2:06:47. 3 D Belbin,
Nottingham, 2:07:49. WWR/TK1: 1 M Morrissey, WW,
2:19:31. 2 C Carter, Nottingham, 2:23:25. 3 M McCarthy,
WW, 2:24:08. Wh: 1 N Tuffley, Poole Harbour, 2:36:20. 2
V Martin, WW, 2:43:48. 3 S Earl, Portsmouth, 2:49:07.
GPW: 1 A Bennett, 2:46:01. 2 C Bryne, Millfield School,
3:05:32. 3 Carter, W Cumbria, 3:19:29. GPMJ: 1 D Brooks,
2:47:51. 2 J Freeman, Exeter School, 2:56:15. 3 A Bonney,
2:57:52. GPM: 1 A Hambley, Bude, 2:46:00. 2 T Fasham,
Exeter Univ, 2:46:22. 3 B Bishop, 2:47:13. K2Mix: 1
Lang/Cooper, Thomastown/Contrast, 2:11:12. 2
Battison/Wright, Reading, 2:27:40. 3 Stuart/Rowell,
Leaside, 2:32:40. K2J: 1 Purchase/Hissett, Pangbourne,
2:30:47. 2 Dobson/Neville-Jones, Bryanston School,
2:34:21. K2M: 1 Dark/Mayers, Bradford-on-Avon/Runcorn,
1:53:35. 2 Enoch/Enoch, Nottingham, 1:55:20. 3
Blackman/Folland, Soar Valley, 1:55:35. TK2: 1
Williams/Russell, Exeter, 2:25:09. 2 Gent/Heard, Exeter,
2:27:19. 3 Perkins/Fisher-Dodd, Bryanston School, 2:30:38.
TC1: 1 A Brewster, Paddle+, 3:13:19. 2 M Spurling,
Frome, 3:26:57. C2: 1 Surrage/Woodcock, Bishop’s
Stortford, 2:57:33. 2 Sewell/Sewell, Bishop’s Stortford,
3:01:12. 3 Shipp/Woodcock, Chelmsford/Bishop’s Stortford,
3:05:37. TC2Mix: 1 Lovell/Gray, Current Trends, 3:15:22.
2 Saville/Noble, 3:16:30. 3 Osborne/Hill, 3:28:01. TC2M:
1 Ralph/Ralph, Wokingham, 2:47:43. 2 Magrath/Barham,
Paddlepins, 2:53:40. 3 Tennant/Donaghey, Paddlepins,
2:55:26.

Multisport
Fladbury Duathlon
Long 1: 1 A Spencer, Hereford, 50:01. 2 D Pedlar,
Worcester, 50:28. 3 J Mayers, Runcorn, 50:42. Long 2: 1 J
Saunders, Worcester, 52:00. 2 B Holmes, Worcester, 53:32.
3 C Fleeson, Anker Valley, 56:03. Short: 1 A Haines, Gailey,
35:00. 2 M Hampton, Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 35:44. 3 G
Hunt, Fladbury, 36:04. Lg/Fun: 1 C Calvert, Fladbury,
22:26. 2 J Smith, Fladbury, 25:02. 3 A Calvert, Fladbury,
25:05. LT: 1 Worcester, 43. 2 Hereford, 31. 3 Fladbury, 16.
JT: 1 Fladbury, 149. 2 Worcester, 86. 3 Leicester Outdoor
Pursuits, 64. CT: 1 Fladbury, 46. 2 Banbury, 2. O/AT: 1
Fladbury, 166. 2 Worcester, 154. 3 Hereford, 88.

Leicester Duathlon
Long 1: 1 M Swallow, Chester, 44:51. 2 C McSweeney,
Worcester, 45:27. 3 N Blackman, Soar Valley, 45:32. Long
2: 1 G Illidge, Runcorn, 46:51. 2 C Fleeson, Anker Valley,
47:00. 3 R Beard, Viking, 47:32. Short: 1 M Hampton,
Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 31:35. 2 R Vincent, Leicester
Outdoor Pursuits, 31:56. 3 S Riley, Anker Valley, 32:16.
Lg/Fun: 1 A Baker, Bath, 18:03. 2 H Damien, Leicester
Outdoor Pursuits, 19:35. 3 A Welland, Leicester Outdoor
Pursuits, 20:14. LT: 1 Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 52. 2
Chester, 17. 3 Fladbury, 9. JT: 1 Leicester Outdoor Pursuits,
162. 2 Fladbury, 36. 3 Bath, 34. CT: 1 Fladbury, 36. 2
Banbury, 1. O/AT: 1 Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 162. 2
Banbury, 55. 3 Runcorn, 53.

Sailing
Ranking list winners
O: 1 S Robinson, 75. 2 K Morris, 73. 3 D Poskitt, 72.

Polo
Derby Tournament
4C: Loughborough Univ 1, Viking D 9. Luton Tigers C 3,
Derby Rammers C 2. Loughborough Univ 2, Trent Univ Tigers
7. Viking D 3, Derby Rammers C 2. Trent Univ Tigers 5,
Loughborough Univ 2. Derby Rammers C 3, Luton Tigers C 2.
Trent Univ Tigers 0, Viking D 2. Luton Tigers C 3,
Loughborough Univ 0. Viking D 2, Luton Tigers C 1. Luton
Tigers C 3, Trent Univ Tigers 0. Loughborough Univ 0, Derby
Rammers C 3. Viking D 3, Luton Tigers C 0. Derby Rammers C
5, Trent Univ Tigers 0. Loughborough Univ 0, Viking D 3.

York Tournament
League leaders: 4N: 1 White Rose B, 12. 2 Tees
Rockets, 11. 3 Tees Tigers, 8.

Stratford upon Avon
Tournament
4C: Cambridge Univ 0, Luton Tigers C 4. Blakedown B 3,
Stratford on Avon 0. Derby Rammers C 0, Cambridge Univ 3.
Blakedown B 8, Trent Univ Tigers 0. Stratford on Avon 1,
Luton Tigers C 5. Trent Univ Tigers 1, Cambridge Univ 2.
Blakedown B 3, Derby Rammers C 0. Stratford on Avon 3,
Trent Univ Tigers 4. Blakedown B 3, Cambridge Univ 3.
Luton Tigers C 7, Trent Univ Tigers C 3. Stratford on Avon 1,
Cambridge Univ 4. Blakedown B 0, Luton Tigers C 3. Derby
Rammers C 0, Stratford on Avon, 3. Cambridge Univ 0, Luton
Tigers C 0. League leaders: 1 Luton Tigers C, 25. 2
Viking D, 18. 3 Trent Univ Tigers, 15.
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Bear smells it, The [Alsek], ix/24
‘Big ship sails on the Alli, Alli...er, The’, viii/20
Bonavista bliss, iii/38
Books, i/44, ii/51, iii/40, iv/48, v/43, vi/38, vii/33, viii/39, ix/36,
x/24, xi/20, xii/26
British Isles’ ultimate sea kayak challenge, the lot, i/8
Bungling lawyer in 1830 caused our access problems, xi/13
Buyer’s directory - 2004, The, iii/42
Buying a piece of the White Nile, iv/16
Calendar, i/3, ii/3, iii/3, iv/3, v/3, vi/3, vii/3, viii/3, ix/3, x/3, xi/3,
xii/3
Canal museums special offer, x/34
Cancer Challenge, v/5
Canoeing holiday 2004, i/33
Canoeing weekends on dry land, ii/33
Caption Competition, i/58, ii/58, iii/58, iv/58, v/58, vi/58, vii/58,
viii/58, ix/58, x/58, xi/58, xii/58
Coast to coast [Caledonian canal], viii/40
Cockleshell heroes, x/38
Competition, i/46, ii/53, iii/50, iv/50, v/48, vi/45, vii/41, viii/44,
ix/42, x/44, xi/42, xii/44
Dragon boat racing, vii/47
Freestyle, v/48, xi/45
Lifeguarding, xi/47
Marathon, i/52, vi/45, viii/44, ix/42, x/51
Multisport, iii/50, iv/50, viii/51, xi/51, xii/48
Polo, iii/50, vi/50, vii/49, x/48, xi/42
Sailing, vii/49, viii/49, x/44, xi/49, xii/46
Slalom, i/52, viii/46, xii/51
Sprint, viii/44, ix/47
Surfing, i/46, vi/50, viii/44, ix/46, xii/44
Wild water racing, i/50, vii/41
Crew boat policy for sprint racing, v/45
Derrick, i/17, iii/50, iv/42, v/19, vi/17, vii/28, viii/10, ix/18, x/11,
xi/45, xii/16
DW Diaries, The, i/24, ii/20, iii/25, iv/38, v/33, vi/42
Discovering the white water of China [Sichuan], vii/24
DOGs paddle Devizes to Westminster, vi/40
Editorial
DEFRA have ‘nothing to offer’, ix/8
Displaying the BCU’s poster, iii/6
Feel good Olympics, The, x/8
He who does nothing wrong, ii/6
‘I want sore bad losers’, viii/8
Lawler agrees Train was right, iv/8
Powered by enthusiasm, v/8
Solo and individually, xii/6
We must save Longridge, vi/8
When a championships is not a championships, xi/6
Worse than criminals, i/6
You can not be serious, vii/8
Endeavour Canoe Challenge, iv/24
Eureka! i/20, ii/18, iii/20, iv/22, v/26, vi/24, vii/36, viii/22, ix/20,
x/22, xi/26, xii/40
50th London International Boat Show, The, i/9
Films, i/45, v/44, vii/53, viii/33
Final day, A [Dalsland], ii/48
From the Wey to the Wye, ix/53
Generals and warriors [Brahmaputra], vii/20
Guide
Leeds & Liverpool Canal - Liverpool End, i/29
River North Tyne - Kielder Forest End, v/29
River North Tyne - Tynedale End, viii/29
River Tyne - River South Tyne End, xi/29
Scalpay, ix/29
Soay, xii/29

South Central Cornwall Coast, vi/27
Southeast Cornwall Coast, iii/27
Shropshire Union Canal - Cheshire End, x/27
Shropshire Union Canal - Shropshire Section, vii/29
Shropshire Union Canal - Staffordshire End, iv/29
Steeping River, ii/29
Guide to the guides, iv/36
Happy Landings, x/42
How to be SunSmart, vii/52
Incident file, i/13, iii/11, v/13, x/11, xi/12, xii/16
In the footsteps of Ross [Boothia Peninsula], i/14
Journey to the edge of the world [St Kilda], ix/14
Kiwi view, The, i/41
Knots and ropework, iii/47
Letters, i/13, ii/11, iii/35, iv/51, v/46, vi/35, vii/35, viii/5, ix/3,
x/5, xi/16, xii/17
Lifetime of support, A [Devizes - Westminster], vi/41
Moods
After dark, ii/52
Cold comfort in the dark time of the year [Ashby Canal],
iv/33
Morbid Dirk [Fleetwood], v/23
Somnolent posture, A, vii/13
Thames soliloquy (not forgetting the dog), A, vi/14
That day it didn’t bite [Calf of Man], iii/52
Muir Award in the Sound of Harris, John, v/20
Mystery boat collection, iv/9
New grading system for the sea, A, iv/21
Olympic countdown
Britain’s Olympic hopefuls, i/8
Official India [Ganga], x/16
Officially old, ii/7
Our inaugural Florida Kays Paddling Trail trip, i/38
Paddler’s Holy Grail, The [St Kilda], ix/12
Paddling the Percuil, v/40
Pilot paddling [N Wales], i/40
Profile
Bason, Darren - Good vibrations, v/24
Blenkinsop, Pete - Blending kayaks with wave skis, viii/9
Croesyceiliog Canoe Club - Something for everyone after
school, x/9
Flint, Dave - The better part of teaching, ix/9
Hammond, Simon - A world champion opposed to elitism,
ii/04
Keane, David - The first ever DW Race finishers, vi/9
Kingfisher Canoe Club - Still not taking it too seriously after
all these years, i/18
Preece, Rosemary - The Wicked Witch of the West
Midlands, iii/24
Ramwell, John - The international sea kayak master of
ceremonies, xii/22
Small Heath School Canoe Club - A successful all Asian
canoe club, iv/3
Walsh, Campbell - Stirling silver, xi/18
Wokingham Canoe Club - Just busy, just paddling, vii/18
Ralph’s Cupboard, viii/35
Rumbled [Barra], ii/38
Scotland for sun and sharks [Mull], iv/44
Some school trips are better than others [Orange], xii/18
Special deals on exhibition tickets, xii/7
Tarberteering [Knoydart], ix/21
Test
Aquapac FlashPac and Flexible Waterproof SLR Camera
Case - Waterproof beacon and camera case, ix/34
Birch Creek 14 - Ultimate fast solo tourer with superior
tracking, iii/36
Blizzard Rescue Blanket and Vest/Smock - You can
paddle in this survival top, ii/19
Blizzard Survival Tube - The flexible survival option, xii/25
Body Glove Swish CD/DVD Wallet and Fusion Cellsuit Wetsuit manufacturer protects your electronics, ix/35
Buffera Buffs - Visor and National Geographic variants,
v/35
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Chota Outdoor Gear QuickLace Mukluks - Avoiding the
canoeing experience, i/23
Dampire Dryzones - Dry kit with no power requirements,
x/40
Gelert and Nomad drybags - Drybags with differences,
viii/38
Hi-Tec Abyss and Uber Water Shoes - High traction and
quick draining shoes, x/41
JK Exclusive 4 Person Picnic Pack - Your picnic in a
backpack, vii/40
Lendal Paddle Leash - Quick release leash, iv/40
Liquidlogic Huck and Eskimo Salto - Creek boats to punch
holes, v/37
Lomo Neodeck - Manufacturing in Scotland lives on, iv/42
Lowe Alpine Dark Star - Wind resistant, comfortable over
wide range, xi/40
Lowe Alpine Men’s Dryflo Zone Long Sleeved T Shirt, xi/40
Mobile Adventure, Wenonah and Nova Craft Prospectors Variations on the world’s most popular design, vi/18
Nanock Performance - Improving the insulation to weight
ratio, x/40
OC Outdoor Lock & Lock - The best storage containers
yet, xi/41
OC Outdoor Releasable/Reusable Cable Ties, Overgrown cable tie you can use many times, iii/36
Outdoordesigns Hydramap Case - Keeping your maps dry,
ii/19
P&H Capella 166 - Upgrade to a popular sea kayak, vii/39
Pelican Colorado and Excursion - The Trabbies of
canoeing, viii/36
Peli MityLite 4AA - Meet the MityLite’s big brother, vi/21
Princeton-Tec Yukon and Peli Products HeadUp Lite 2610
and 2640 - Head lights combining bulbs with LEDs, iv/41
Pro-trek Cellboost - A dead battery but you must use your
phone, iii/37
Pyramid Body Guards Eco Sleep System - The best
hammock arrangement yet, i/22
Pyranha M3 243 - Pyranha’s new flagship creek boat, v/36
Ricoh 300G - No sheep in wolf’s clothing, vi/21
Ryders Vent - For the sttreamlined look, xii/25
Sawvivor and Race Rescue Knife - Cutting edge
technology, viii/37
Sea Kayak - Single - The Chinese approach to sea kayak
design, xii/24
Speleo Technics Nova - The brightest LED on Earth, xi/41
Tango Digi Alarm Clock - The ultimate power source,
water, ix/35
Thatchreed Tracpac Drybags - Dark side of drybags, i/23
Vajda Civetcat - A light and fast touring single, vii/38
There is no better way of seeing the Cyclades, viii/24
Too much too fast [N America], xi/14
To Russia with sensitive military maps [Lake Ladoga], i/26
Touring, i/25, ii/43, v/28, vii/37, viii/43, ix/40, x/35, xi/33, xii/33
2 fundamental changes for Canoeist next month, xii/8
2003 index, i/55
27th Thames Traditional Boat Rally, The, ix/38
Undercurrents, i/10, ii/8, iii/7, iv/10, v/10, vi/10, vii/9, viii/10,
ix/11, x/10, xi/8, xii/10
Uprights Rap, The, ix/33
Up the creek, iv/22, v/28, vi/26, vii/17, viii/19, ix/28, x/21, xi/17,
xii/43
Where do you paddle in Northern Ireland?, ix/19
Whitewater classrooms
Alpine retrospective, iii/12
Soca, a blue paradise, The, iii/16
Widescreen wilderness [Prince William Sound], ii/22
Winter sun [Jalcomulco], ii/44
With and without the Swell Bringer [Scotland and Sri Lanka],
ii/12
Year in the life, A, iii/35, iv/43, v/38, vi/22, vii/34, viii/34, ix/22,
x/36, xi/22, xii/36
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C l a s s i f i e d
Private advertisements are placed free of
charge. Commercial Classified
Advertisements £3.07 per line (3.5mm). Box
£3.07 extra. Add VAT at 17.5%. Please
indicate single or repeated insertions. Write to
Canoeist Classifieds, 4 Sinodun Row,
Appleford-on-Thames, Oxon OX14 4PE, fax
01235 847520 or email mail@canoeist.co.uk.

Associations
Association of Canoe Trades, 85
Edgedale Rd, Shefﬁeld, S Yorks S7 2BR.
British Canoe Union, John
Dudderidge House, Adbolton Lane, W
Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 5AS.
British Dragon Boat Racing
Association, 13 The Prebend, Northend,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
British Quadrathlon Association, 2
Highview Gardens, Jersey Farm, St
Albans, Herts AL4 9JX.
British Wave Ski Association, 5
Cudmore Park, Tiverton, Devon EX16
4QJ.
Canoe Association of Northern
Ireland, House of Sport, 2A Upper
Malone Rd, Belfast BT9 5LA.
Canoe-Camping Club, 25 Waverley
Rd, S Norwood SE25 4HT.
Historic Canoe & Kayak Association,
48 Russell Way, Higham Ferrers NN10
8EJ.
International Sea Kayaking
Association, 5 Osprey Ave,
Westhoughton, Bolton, Lancs BL5 2SL.
Open Canoe Association, 1st Floor
Flat, 12 Orwell Rd, Dovercourt CO12
3LD.
Open Canoe Sailing Group, 110
Heacham Drive, Leicester LE4 0LG.
Scottish Canoe Association, Caledonia
House, S Gyle, Edinburgh EH12 9DQ.
Welsh Canoeing Association,
Frongoch, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7NU.
Young Explorers’ Trust, Royal
Geographical Society, 1 Kensington
Gore, London SW7 2AR.

Kari-Tek
Specialists in Kayak
& Canoe Handling.
Tel/Fax: 01292 571019
http://www.teal-es.co.uk
email: sales@teal-es.co.uk
Teal Engineering Services Ltd,
Coylton, Ayrshire KA6 6JT.

SOUTH WEST MAJOR KAYAK & CANOE SHOP.
PLAYBOATING FUN SURF TOURING RACING
Supplier to Schools, Groups & Government.
A/S WATERSPORTS HAVEN RD EXETER.
01392 219600. www.aswatersports.co.uk.

Performance
Kayaks
Online
shopping
www.kayaks.co.uk
For inflatable canoes,
kayaks and rafts please visit
the new Eurocraft website,

eurocraft.com
Tel 01772 622856

Books and plans
SOLWAY DORY
Sailing canoes:complete boats, rigs, kits and
plans. Send for a brochure or look at our
website: www.solwaydory.fsnet.co.uk.
2, The Avenue, Grange-over-Sands,
Cumbria. LA11 6AP.
Tel: 015395 33878. Mobile:0797 7895759.

Equipment and services
birchcreekcanoes.co.uk
Superior GRP canoes built
to order in 16’ and 15’
And the Malamut self build plywood
canoe. Full size paper templates and 20
page illustrated manual. Plans £25.

http://www.joelwatersports.co.uk

01239 612978
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FIBREGLASS
Resin
Gelcoat
Mats, Fabrics
Fillers

Sikaflex
Releasers
Epoxies
Foams

Pigments
Acetone
Books, Tools
Free Advice

LOWEST UK PRICES NATIONWIDE

CFS

Tel 01209 822200

CREDIT & DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Order from our on line catalogue

www.cfsnet.co.uk
Holidays and courses

Private sales

Private wants

Eagle Ainsworth glassﬁbre touring
kayak in aquamarine and white. Very
stable but sleek and responsive on the
water. 4.85m in length. Suitable for ﬂat
and open water and estuary paddling.
Excellent condition, only £125. Contact
Keith on 01525 371728 (S Beds).
Perception Pirouette Super Sport
(red), good condition, hardly used. £250.
Contact Robert on 01386 40413, eves only
(Worcs).
Sea kayak, details and spec available
as this is brand new, still in wrapping.
Romany HV. White hull/yellow deck.
With fully adjustable skeg. Backrest. 3
hatches. Decklines. Footrest. Cost from
NDK £1,516.00, looking to get around
£1,335.00. Photographs available at
www.nigeldenniskayaks.com.
Martinfenn@frog-gb.freeserve.co.uk.

Fast double tourer/K2 for doing
Devizes to Westminster. Needs to be
generally sound but happy to take on
minor repairs/additions (doesn’t need to
be pretty). Can collect from anywhere
England/Wales. Contact Robyn on 07798
703899 or robync.haines@virgin.net.
Secondhand canoe. Basic model
needed for general purpose and gentle
white water. Willing to negotiate price.
Please contact Lucy on 07968 476415.
Pyranha Rob Roy plastic canoe (sit
on). I will pay £200, collingtom@aol.com.

BCU COURSES
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
BUNKHOUSE

Vacancies
Instructors required for 2005 season.
Minimum qualifications
BCU Level II Kayak
SPA
Summer Mountain Leader
Please contact Mairi, Uist Outdoor
Centre. 01876-500480
info@uistoutdoorcentre.co.uk

RECRUITING INSTRUCTORS
TEL/FAX: 01668 213289
www.outdoor.demon.co.uk
BCU, RYA & AALA approved
Registered Charity No: 1052677

SLENINGFORD

SLENINGFORD WATERMILL CARAVAN PARK
NORTH STAINLEY, RIPON,
NORTH YORKSHIRE, HG4 3HQ
Tel: 01765-635201

Superb riverside
camping/caravanning site in
the beautiful Yorkshire Dales
* Excellent on site grade 2/3
canoeing on the River Ure
* Day visitors welcome all year round

Insurance
Insurance available for:

Canoes and Equipment
Activity Travel
Personal Accident
For full details please contact Katie Woodcock at:
Richmond House, 16 - 20 Regent Street, Cambridge, CB2 1DB.
Tel: 01223 720246
Fax: 01223 353705
Email: canoe@nwbrown.co.uk
Web: www.nwbrown.co.uk/insurance/canoe.asp

Private exchanges
Brand new lefthanded kayak paddle
for righthanded paddle. Leigh, Greater
Manchester. Email me,
samantharainford@msn.com.

Please tell traders that
you saw their
advertisements in the
digital version of
Canoeist.
They want to know!
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CAPTION
COMPETITION
218

Sponsored by

Prizes on offer
include the new
Advanced White
Water Technique
DVD, filmed in
Corsica, Italy and
Norway and
featuring drops,
slides, big falls and
boofing. Clips are
available at
www.westgarth.tv.

Flat pack canoe
Instructions missing

The most humorous caption to this photograph received in writing before
January 31st will win its sender a Gene 17 video or DVD of choice. Please
write your caption or captions and send to Canoeist Caption Competition 218,
4 Sinodun Row, Appleford-on-Thames, Oxon OX14 4PE or email
cc218@canoeist.co.uk, including your own name and address. The winning
entry will be published in the March issue.

Caption Competition 216 winner: C J Carley, Dagenham, Essex, who also
suggested ‘Test pilot revs up flying carpet for take off.’
Similar thinking came from Simon Brand with ‘It’s the last time I buy a kayak
from Ikea!’ and Chris Jones with ‘I’ll say this for Ali’s Magic Carpets; at least
the emergency kit works OK.’ ‘OK, who unfolded my canoe?’ asked Neil
Barnes while Frank Bown recalled that ‘Eddie had always wanted to try flat
water paddling!’
This emergency floating walkway was made for the fire service by Eurocraft and
was seen at the national canoe lifeguard championships at Upton Warren.

Display advertising index
Adrift ..........................................................45
Brookbank .................................................48
Canoe Control ...........................................47
Dallam .......................................................47
Eddylines...................................................24
Family Boat Shop ......................................82
Fenna ........................................................49
Gene17kayaking .......................................45
Girlguiding UK ...........................................81
Kent ...........................................................49
Kirton .........................................................37
Nucleus ..................................................... 5
Schroder London Boat Show ....................84
Southwater ................................................49
Tradewinds ................................................78
UK Canoes ................................................48
W Midlands................................................54
Woodmill....................................................49
See our website, www.canoeist.co.uk
for direct links to websites of these advertisers.
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CD wallet

Now exclusively
in digital format
Largest size
The largest canoeing magazine in the world to be published every month.

when you subscribe or renew. Holds 12
CDs. Keep your issues together if you
choose to write them to CD for reference.
Or use it for your music.

Faster service
News stories and classified sales advertisements a fortnight quicker than before.

Correct dates
Published at the beginning of the month stated on the cover.

Sent directly to where you are
Instant service from anywhere in the world with web access.

No overseas extras
Cost savings up to 46%.

Environmentally friendly
Leaving a lot of forest standing and not using a fleet of transport vehicles.

New technology
Doing things we could not do with mere paper.
Now incorporating

Ocean Kayaker
Paddlers World
of the International Sea Kayak Association and

of Paddlers International

Subscription form

Please tick if you have ever subscribed directly to Canoeist before 

Annual subscription for 12 issues of Canoeist
beginning with the ...................................................... issue @ £35.40

£

Annual subscription to the International Sea Kayak Association @ £3.00

£

Total

£

Make payable to Canoeist. Send to Canoeist, 4 Sinodun Row, Appleford-on-Thames, Oxon OX14 4PE.

Please tick your particular interests
A
B
C
D
F

 Sea Touring
 Inland Touring
 Open Canoeing
 Dragon Boat Racing
 Surfing

H
I
L
M
O

 Freestyle
 Sailing
 Lifeguarding
 Marathon
 Outrigger

P  Polo
Q  Multisport
R  Sprint Racing
S  Slalom
W  Wild Water Racing

Name...................................................................................................................................................
Address...............................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................
Tel........................................................................Email.......................................................................
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